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3955680 RIVER OF CONFLICT, RIVER OF DREAMS: Three Hundred Years on the Upper Mississippi. By Bilione Young. From the days the Indians traveled in birch bark canoes to today's cargo shipped in mammoth barges, the Upper Mississippi River has been at the center of regional life and history. This is the river's story. Illus. 310 pages. Pogo Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

5734509 JACKSONLAND. By Steve Inskeep. Five decades after the Revolutionary War, the United States approached a constitutional crisis centering around two former military comrades. This is the thrilling narrative history of President Andrew Jackson, Cherokee chief John Ross, and their epic struggle for the land that would become the American South. Book Club Edition. Photos. 421 pages. Penguin. Orig. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95

3857964 STRANGE AND OBSCURE STORIES OF WASHINGTON, DC. By Tim Rowland. A collection of wild but true tales about our nation's capital. Starting in the early days and reaching into modern times, this title recounts odd and humorous events that didn't make their way into historical volumes. You'll never look at DC the same way again after reading these stories. Illus. 178 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

2842076 TWO SIX SHOOTERS BEAT FOUR ACES. By Barbara Marriott. Taken from interviews conducted by the Works Progress Administration (WPA) in Arizona during the Great Depression, this Western history provides a glimpse into frontier life (particularly in Arizona), as experienced by the cowboys, shepherds, miners, prospectors, outlaws and lawmen who lived it. Illus. 185 pages. Twodot. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

370520X RAILROADS IN THE OLD SOUTH: Pursuing Progress in a Slave Society. By Aaron W. Mars. Mars situates railroads in the fullness of antebellum life, examining how slavery, technology, labor, social convention, and the environment shaped their evolution. Railroads exemplified Southerners' pursuit of progress on their own terms—developing modern transportation while retaining a conservative social order. 268 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $61.00 $9.95
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3955206  **THE CENTRAL PARK: Original Designs for New York’s Great Public Park**, by Cynthia S. Brennwall. Drawing on the original collection of designs for Central Park in the New York City Municipal Archives, Brennwall tells the story of the creation of New York’s great public park, from its conception in the 1850s. Included is a superb collection of drawings and plans from the 1,500 in the archives. 209 pages. Abrams. 11 3/4 x 10. Pub. at $50.00 $16.95

4705467  **THE HAUSOTONIC: Rivers of America**, by Chard Powers Smith. Tells the story of this 115-mile long river, from its headwaters near Stephenville, Massachusetts, to its harbor in Long Island Sound between Bridgeport and New Haven, Connecticut, since its emergence from the last ice age to its most recent history, 532 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

3955206  **OUTLAW TALES OF MISSOURI, 2ND EDITION**, by Sean McLachlan. Introduces fourteen of the most dramatic events and the most daring desperado desperadoes in the history of the Show Me State. Hear about Jesse James, Cole Younger, the Turk brothers, Sticker War, and the Younger's shoot-out. Still the most complete guide ever to the great Missouri outlaws. 168 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95


3955611  **CHICAGO RENAISSANCE: Art in the Art and the West** Metropolitan. By Lise Olson. This remarkable and fascinating history of Chicago’s innovative and invaluable contributions to American literature and art from the late 19th to the mid-twentieth century, also celebrates Chicago for its centrality to the modernist movement. Well illus. 373 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $39.99

4705500  **TEXAS TOWNS, SECOND EDITION: From Abner to Zipperlierville**, By Don Blewris. This entertaining guide to some of the most curious place names in the Lone Star State, is part history and part lore, with a healthy dose of tales and fables thrown in for good measure. Maps. 269 pages. Lone Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 SOLD OUT

3821915  **DEVIL'S MILE: The Rich, Gritty History of the Bowery**, By Alice Sparberg Alexius. Told from the author's unique perspective, The Devil's Mile tells the story of the Bowery, starting with its origins, when forests covered the surrounding area, and through the pre-Civil War years, when country estates of wealthy New Yorkers lined this thoroughfare, and ending her historical exploration of this famed street in the present. Illus. 290 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.95 $9.95


3932111  **The Charles River: A History of Greater Boston’s Waterway**, By Ted Clarke. This history, geography, and people of the North Shore come to life in over 35 stories about the region’s most important and significant places. This is the most comprehensive survey of Greater Boston’s waterways. 208 pages. Pineapple. Press. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95

3989483  **The Roaring '20s at the Jersey Shore**, By Karen L. Schmitzspahn. Discover the history and examine the emerging tourism during the 1920s in New Jersey, through postcard reproductions, vintage photographs, and fascinating stories. Illustr. 144 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

4674952  **SPOOKY OHIO: Tales of Hauntings, Strange Happenings, and Other Local Lore**, By Retold by S.E. Schlosser. Pull up a chair or gather ‘round a campfire or the campfire--perfect for telling around the campfire. Illus. 111 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

471273X  **CAMPFIRE TALES: Midwest**, By Mike Ricksecker. Experience the heart-pounding tales of the Midwest based on history, lore, and stories from around the region--perfect for telling around the campfire. Illus. 111 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

39395610  **ATLANTIC CITY, 1854–1954: An Illustrated History by Fred & Susan Miller. Take a look back on the first hundred years of “The World’s Playground” as captured in more than 230 color images, most reproductions of postcards. From the Boardwalk to the Miss America Pageant, from Convention Hall to the Apollo Theatre, the city had it all, 126 pages. Schiffer. 11x8 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

4705531  **OUTLAWS TALES OF KANSAS, SECOND EDITION**, By Sarah Smarsh with R. B. Smith. A richly detailed, riveting narrative that reveals, for the first time, the story of what happened to the trials accusers alike. Foulds also provides fascinating insights into those people who allowed the trials to proceed or were unable to stop them: clergy, judges, and elites. 280 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

4805828  **THE HEARTLAND: An American History**, By T. D. Griffith. Tangles through to the center of the country, only to find a global story in the core sample. Hodgson addresses identity and community, immigration and trade, security and global power. And food. To read this provocative and original work of historical scholarship is to be inoculated against using the word “heartland” un-ironically ever again. Illus. Press. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95


4691499  **AMERICAN HOSTAGE: God, Country, and Farming in the Heartland**, By Marie Mutsuki Mockett. An evocation of the land and a thoughtful exploration of ingrained beliefs, from evangelical skepticism to conversion to environmentalism. Production and farming. With exquisite lyricism cosmopolitan assumptions about food and security and global power. And food. To read this provocative and original work of historical scholarship is to be inoculated against using the word “heartland” un-ironically ever again. Illus. 396 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.95 $25.99


4699149  **BARRIER ISLANDS OF THE FLORIDA GULF COAST PENINSULA**, By Richard A. Davis Jr. With text and hundreds of figures, charts, drawings, and color photos, this reference covers the long, flat, narrow islands that run along the Gulf of the Florida peninsula, considered by geologists as the most complicated barrier island system in the world. 208 pages. Pineapple. Press. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95

4722205  **NORTH SHORE L ORE: Stories of the Massachusetts Coast.** By Ted Clarke. The history, geography, and people of the North Shore come to life in over 35 stories about the region’s most important and significant places. This is the most comprehensive survey of Greater Boston’s waterways. 208 pages. Pineapple. Press. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95

4753712  **BROOKLYN: The Once and Future City.** By Thomas J. Campanella. America’s most storied urban underdog, Brooklyn has become a recognized brand in recent decades—celebrated and celebrated around the world. Campanella reveals how this immigrant Promised Land drew millions, fell victim to its own social aneutes, and yet proved its tough spirit as a multicultural powerhouse. Illus. 333 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $38.00 $12.95

390220X  **MISSOURI MYTHS & LEGENDS, SECOND EDITION: The True Stories Behind History’s Mysteries.** By Josh Young. From one of the world’s largest earthenworks to an unusually intelligent canin, Young makes history fun and pulls back the curtain on some of the most fascinating and compelling stories. Illus. 222 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

3991512  **HAUNTED ARIZONA: Ghosts and Strange Phenomena of the Grand Canyon State.** By Charles A. Stansfield Jr. Let your imagination run wild as you read about Arizona’s most storied places, sinister spooks, and bizarre bears like the legendary monster El Chupacabra and the deadly Devil’s Highway! 150 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3975180  **STORIES FROM THE SWAMP: Tales from the Florida Back Country.** By Doug Alderson. Mysterious things just happen in swamps, where else can you find a ghostly baby, or an amy speaker, or a lost soul? But when you’ve got the ingredients for many entertaining hours sharing these stories around a campfire. Illus. 171 pages. Pineapple. Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

398075  **NEBRASKA HISTORY MOMENTS**, By David L. Bristow. Each page of this book is a short essay or artifact to tell a true story about the past, drawing from the extensive collections of History Nebraska. 152 pages. History Nebraska. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
**ABANDONED IOWA: Schools and Churches.** By Nicole Renaud. Have you ever wondered why there are so many abandoned schools and churches? The consolidation of districts, lack of members, decline in community, a desire for new modern structures, and the chain of events that led to their demise. Follow Renaud as she ventures all around Iowa to the abandoned schools and churches. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95.

**4831837 A HISTORY LOVER’S GUIDE TO BALTIMORE.** By B. Jensen & T. Chaikley. Neither southern nor northern, Baltimore has charted its own course through the American experiences. The spires of the nation’s first cathedral, the Elder, and the first blood of the Civil War fell on its streets. Jensen and Chaikley navigate through nearly three hundred years of a colorful history, to introduce the ancient and soil Baltimore. Paperback. At $23.99.

**4831849 SANDY HOOK: Past & Present.** By John Schneider. Sandy Hook, New Jersey, remains a mystery to many of the tourist who come to its beaches and parks. The oldest structure, the Sandy Hook Lighthouse, was erected in 1764. Today, thousands of people climb the steps of this national historic landmark to reach the highest point on the shore while many others roam the open buildings and the ruins. Fully illus. 96 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. At $23.99.

**4831385 NEW YORK CENTRAL’S ST. LAWRENCE DIVISION 1940-1960.** Images of Railway. The St. Lawrence Division during the 1940s–1960s was in its glory period of its modern-day years. This non-main line division, located in Upstate New York, contained more than 600 miles of track including branches and spurs. This time was at a time of great change in railways, and neighboring division crews had great respect for their “Hojack” colleagues, as was the division’s nickname. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. At $23.99.

**3783356 HORNE’S: The Best Place to Shop After All.** By Leilisa Stuart Savage. The first department store in the Steel City, the Joseph Home Company, known as Horne’s, was a treasured area integral part of Pittsburgh’s lives for generations. The author fondly shares more than 140 years of history and memories of this iconic department store. Photos. 222 pages. History Press. Paperback. At $24.95.

**3968162 SEVEN MONTANAS: A Journey in Search of the Soul of the Treasure State.** By Ednor Therriault. While Montanans share some common attitudes and shared traits of the Treasure State, it’s the differences among the seven regions that truly give the state its unique flavor. Through interviews, photos, history, and personal observations, Therriault profiles each area of the state and in the process gives a more complete picture of Montana as a whole. Illus. 190 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $26.95.

**3978007 HAUNTED MONTANA.** By Ednor Therriault. You may know of the Crazy Woman ghost story. But there are countless restless spirits that wander the Little Bighorn battlefield, but perhaps you haven’t heard about a phantom cowboy that rides his ghost horse through the Fort Belknap Hotel or the lady in a yellow dress whose apparition wanders the third floor of the post, historic Polard Hotel in Red Lodge. Illus. 124 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. At $12.95.

**2958244 IT HAPPENED IN NEBRASKA: Stories of Events and People That Shaped Cornhusker State History.** By Tammy Parsh. From the discovery of ancient fossils of exotic creatures to the terrible night when several trains collided, a hundred people died. This study looks at the most collection of gold rush photographs ever presented. 240 pages. Boston Mills. 9x10¼.


**3747325 RESTORING WILLIAMSBURG.** By G.H. Yettet & C.R. Lounsbury. Originally published in 1968 as Williamsburg Before and After, this book contains a new volume sheds new light on the original restoration and on the research that continues to reshape the town and our understanding of its past. This publication is testament to the enduring power of Colonial Williamsburg to inspire Americans to think about their history. Fully illus., many in color. 290 pages. Yale. 11x13¼. Pub. at $50.00. $39.95

**3776389 ABANDONED QUEENS.** By Richard B. Thomas. Queens is densely populated, these abandoned places usually coexist adjacent to living, thriving locations. From an eerie old railroad forest in Forest Hills to a destroyed neighborhood in the Rockaways, the photographs are filled with context and history. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. At $23.99.

**3774562 ABANDONED LONG ISLAND.** By Richard Panchyk. Chronicles a wide-ranging journey through Long Island’s numerous abandoned places, including vacant military and industrial buildings, the remnants of once-grand estates, defunct rail and roadways, and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. At $23.99.

**3864383 ABANDONED ARIZONA: Mining and Memories.** By Susan Tatterson. Take a tour of Arizona’s abandoned past, from dusty ghost towns to eerily silent concrete masterpieces. Many of Arizona’s once thriving mining communities are now deserted, although long abandoned and at the mercy of time and vandals, they still have colorful, visual stories to tell. 112 pages. Time. Paperback. At $23.99.

**9955400 MAINE AT 200: An Anecdotal History of Two Centuries of Statehood.** By Tom Huntington. In this highly illustrated survey, Huntington covers the course of Maine’s rich and often turbulent history, events decade by decade. It’s an entertaining and informative look at key milestones, the roles of individuals, and the personal, cultural, and physical events that shaped Maine. 544 pages. Down East. Pub. at $24.95.

**3866472 AFTER THE FINAL CURTAIN: America’s Abandoned Theaters.** By Matt Lambros. Today, these palaces are illuminated only by the occasional floodlight; the sight of water dripping from holes in the ceiling echoes through the auditoriums. Lambros continues his travels across the U.S., documenting these deserted theaters and presents their haunting photographs in this eerie volume. 192 pages. JonGlez. 12x8½. Pub. at $39.95.

**3864391 ABANDONED CLEVELAND: Ruins of the Rust Belt.** By Kyle Brooky. The city lost 40 percent of its population between 2000 and 2010, earning the title of “poorest major city in America” during that time. This volume picks up the story and asks what became of Cleveland’s industrial heartland? Step foot inside these haunting and beautiful locations with this illustrated tour. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. At $23.99.

**3832317 ABANDONED NORTHERN IOWA.** By Julie Lambros. The years from the late 1800s through the 1980s saw nearly 40 percent of Iowa’s population leave for better opportunities, especially in urban areas far from the farms. This book covers the landscape and through some of the old farmlands that are forgotten today. Beautifully aged wood and stone, appearing to be frozen in another time, come to life through the camera lens. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. At $23.99.
**4842367** MYSTERIOUS GEORGIA. By Sherman Car micah. A plunge into Georgia’s history offers no lack of mystery. UFOs, haunted bridges, ghost lights and monsters are just a smattering of the explained. Car micah leads adventurous readers on a quest through Georgia’s legends. 172 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**4834917** A GUIDE TO HISTORIC BURIAL GROUNDS IN NEWPORT. By Lewis Kendall. Newport, Rhode Island was once the nation’s fifth largest seaport, containing a diverse population that is reflected in its burial sites. Join Kendall as he explores the fascinating history behind the city’s early burial grounds. Photos. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**4802950** THE YEAR OF DANGEROUS DAYS: Riots, Refugees, and Cocaine in Miami 1980. By Nicholas Griffin. A fascinating chronicle of a pivotal but forgotten year in American history. With a cast that includes iconic characters such as Jimmy Carter, Fidel Castro, and Janet Reno, this slice of history is brought to life through intertwining personal stories that explore the harrowing transformation of Miami. 86 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $12.95

**4827047** THE YEAR OF DANGEROUS DAYS: Riots, Refugees, and Cocaine in Miami 1980. By Nicholas Griffin. A fascinating chronicle of a pivotal but forgotten year in American history. With a cast that includes iconic characters such as Jimmy Carter, Fidel Castro, and Janet Reno, this slice of history is brought to life through intertwining personal stories that explore the harrowing transformation of Miami. 318 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**3664143** ABANDONED MASSACHUSETTS: Lost Treasures of the Bay State. By David White immer. Follow White immer as he steps back in time to an ocean-based voyage on the same day the Titanic sank, to a factory that remained active from the Civil War through 2014, to America’s oldest publicly funded institution for people with developmental disabilities, and to dozens of other fascinating historical sites across the state. Fullillus. in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $18.95

**3634816** GULLAH DAYS: Hilton Head Islanders Before the Bridge, 1861-1906. By Thomas C. Barn well, Jr et al. Chronicles the amazing history of the Gullah community on Hilton Head Island through the 1950s, when real estate development connected Hilton Head Island to the mainland. The authors rely on the historical records and first-person accounts they discovered in their research to tell this riveting story. Illus. 361 pages. John F. Blair. 9½x6½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


**3635987** SANTA’S VILLAGE: Images of Christmas Past and Present. By Bob Wenz. A unique look at the collection of Christmas cards from the Wenz’s personal collection of pictures, memorabilia, and rare paper photographs, that have been gathered in from family members and friends. 8½x11. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95


**3852814** GOOD TIME GIRLS OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS: A Red-Light History of Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. By Jan MacKell Collins. Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming each had their share of working girls and madams like Madame Moustache and Del Burch. Yet the story of these ladies is one that has been largely overlooked in the annals of history. Collins includes the stories of lesser-known women whose roles in this illicit trade help shape our understanding of the American West. Illus. 263 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**483514X** THE VICTORIAN PEAK: A History of the Greatest Treasure Cache in America. By W. C. Jameson. The incredible treasure mystery associated with Victorian Peak, New Mexico, is full of colorful characters, murder and mayhem, intrigue, and all the deception and political and legal machinations. One of the most bizarre and confounding mystery stories ever is told here by an award-winning professional fortune hunter. 384 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**3891657** COLD CASE: The Assassination of Pat Garrett. By W. C. Jameson. The assassination of Sheriff Pat Garrett, one of the most notorious lawmen of the American West, remained one of the most puzzling and perplexing unsolved mysteries for more than a century. Now, in this exhaustive and meticulous analysis of all the historical crime scene evidence and the discovery of new evidence, the mystery has been solved. Illus. 230 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**3899745** REAL IRISH NEW YORK. By Dermot McEvoy. As they entered their 600th year of British rule, the Irish looked to America. By the 1840s, America was the oasis that the Irish sought during a decade of both famine and revolution, and New York City was the most popular destination. It is these see here, the city that would never be the same. 326 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**4785625** AUDACIOUS SCOUNDRELS: Stories of the Wicked West. By Steven L. Piot. The world of the 1870s and early twentieth century, a growing number of ordinary citizens had the feeling that all was not as it should be. Men who were making money produced by other means, women who did somehow passed over the heads of the common people. Piot argues that it is easy to understand how they were able to accomplish their sinister purposes. 211 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4835003** SECRETS OF THE OLD BILOXI CEMETERY. By John Cuevas with N. Black. The curious tale behind Biloxi and nearby town of D'Iberville, while exploring the Old Biloxi Cemetery, Cuevas explores the fascinating history of the cemetery, including the massive restoration of the iconic resting place. 171 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**4835093** POVERTY POINT LEGENDS & LORE. By Janice Gibson. A fascinating history of the ancient culture of Poverty Point, through several prominent figures who have studied the site, including the missing pieces of the Irish experience in Boston. Photos. 192 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**4831578** UNTOLD TALES OF THE BOSTON IRISH. By Peter F. Stevens. When it comes to the Boston Irish, names such as Bulger and Kennedy come to mind. But there are also stories of lesser-known figures who have helped mold this great city. Stevens uncovers the probably unaware of some of the most amazing and forgotten Irish history. Photos. 192 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**4831809** OKLAHOMA: A History. By W. D. Baird & G. Dobie. Covers the story of the Sooner State— from the tec tonic formation of Oklahoma’s varied landscape, to the recovery and renewal following the Oklahoma City bombing, to the threshold of its centennial—in one readable volume. Illus. 342 pages. UOkP. $21.95


**3836096** THE YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS: The Song, the Legend and Emily D. West. By Lora-Marie Bernard. Show us the Yellow Rose of Texas, the song, the legend and Emily D. West. In this book, Lora-Marie Bernard gives us the complete story of the song. Includes+the+history+of+Emily+D.+West.+Interesting+history+of+the+song+itself.+The+author+also+provides+an+explanation+of+the+lyrics+and+the+true+story+behind+them.+Along+with+the+text+are+photographs+and+historical+documents+related+to+the+song.+200+pages.+Thema+is+directly+related+to+the+history+of+Texas.+This+book+will+be+of+interest+to+those+who+love+Texas+and+its+history.+200+pages.+Softcover.+Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**3832392** BALTIMORE RADIO AND TELEVISION: Images of America. By Gary N. Goddard. Baltimore has been a central hub of radio and television stations and more celebrating the history of the love between the people of Baltimore and the programs they listen to. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95
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4725786 THE SIXTIES: Freedom, Change and Revolution. By M. Hatselein & C. Marx. The Sixties was an era of worldwide upheaval, liberation and emancipation in all areas from everyday life and culture to politics and social commitment. This volume is a diary as dynamic and colorful as the 1960s, an exciting, experimental and explosive decade. Fully illus., some in color. 200 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.68

$5.95

4794513 CRISIS OF CONSCIENCE: Whistleblowing in an Age of Fraud. By Tom Fels. We need a new generation of whistle-blowers to combat the wave of sweeping corruption, and a golden age of whistle-blowing. Mueller traces the rise of whistle-blowing through a series of stories drawn from all eras of the American experience. A former F.A.A.-licensed mechanic and product support engineer specializing in aircraft fault diagnosis and maintenance planning examines how failures of the smaller parts have ripple effects. Color plates, 196 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

$12.95

3851826 THE NOT-SO-SERIOUS SERVICE: Agency Tales from FDR to the Kennedy Assassination to the Reagan Era. By Vincent Munli. In an attempt to analyze the historical significance of the U.S. government agencies, the author relies on a timely examination that provides the not-so-politically correct facts and information of an important agency whose success has been linked to a number of the President’s and First Family. Well illus., 214 pages. Trine Day. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$5.95

3952312 MASTER AMERICAN HISTORY IN 1 MINUTE A DAY. By Dan Roberts. Join the author on a bite-sized romp through 500 years of American history–the “Battle of Bullets and Bullets” in McNinch County, 16 pages of photos, most in color. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $30.00

$7.95


$5.95

FLIGHT FAILURE: Investigating the Nuts and Bolts of Air Disasters and Aviation Safety. By L. Porter. Chronicles maintenance-related accidents caused by individual, corporate, or governmental negligence and brings the industry’s experiences to the reader. A former FAA-licensed mechanic and product support engineer specializing in aircraft fault diagnosis and maintenance planning examines how failures of the smaller parts have ripple effects. Color photos. 365 pages. Feral House. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

4690508 TRUE YANKIES: The South Seas & the Discovery of American Identity. By Adam Ross. In a fully engaged account of the lineage of largely forgotten, self-proclaimed Yankees, each of whom tried to point the way to a more just reality, the author provides a compelling and fascinating account of the real story behind the idea of America. 413 pages. Algonquin. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

$6.95


$6.95

4724838 THE FIGHTING BUNCH. By Christopher Wylie. This gripping and authoritative new account of the FBI's investigation into the 1963 assassination of President John F. Kennedy. ISBN: 978-0-8021-4143-8

$13.95


$15.95

3962602 ATOMIC CHICKEN GUN: The Plot to Destroy Democracy. By Lisa Pears. This book provides a compelling and fascinating account of the real story behind the idea of America. 413 pages. Algonquin. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

$6.95

4296726 THE JFK FILES. By Peter Korsch. In October 2017, the National Archives released almost 3,000 documents in regards to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. This book includes the most relevant files and what they mean in the documentary history of the Kennedy assassination. ISBN: 978-0-306-42513-0

$6.95

3974383 THE WHITE HOUSE ATLAS: A Complete Illustrated Guide to 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. By Nicole Wetsman. From the bustling halls of the West Wing to opulent public gardens to hidden spaces like a bowling alley and a press office, the volume opens the doors to more than 220 years’ worth of fascinating stories and memorable photographs that celebrate America’s most iconic and revered building. ISBN: 978-0-306-42513-0

$19.95

3988010 DEBUNKING HOWARD ZINN: Exposing the Fake History That Turned a Generation Against America. By Mary Graber. The book provides a compelling and fascinating account of the real story behind the idea of America. 413 pages. Algonquin. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

$14.95


$6.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
4765125 A GOOD AMERICAN FAMILY By David Mannis. This is an engaging account of a political dynasty in the heart of Oklahoma, while underscoring what it really means to be an American. It is an unsparing yet moving tribute from a brilliant writer to his father and the family he protected in dangerous times. 16 pages. of photos. $17.99

4699114 AMERICA'S SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Legacy of William Burns. By Joel Richard Paul. The bestselling biographies of Sherlock Holmes, "William Burns led a long and highly publicized career, first as a government detective for the Secret Service, and later as the real director of the Bureau of Investigation. Hunt offers the fascinating story of Burns's rise, fall, and legacy. 24 pages of illus. $6.95

4817885 BLACK ELK: Holy Man of the Oglala. By Michael F. Steinheft. A fascinating account of the life and work of a modern-day healer, Black Elk, whose vision of the natural world is really about.” Even when mainstream medicine and counseling have failed his patients, Little Brule draws on his proven therapeutic qualities and bring this American icon into focus as never before. 32 pages of photos. $4.95

4765796 TEXAS JACK: America’s First Cowboy Star. By Matthew Kerns. A compelling portrait of the man who first captured the public’s imagination with the wild and woolly word for a Texas cowboy. 348 pages. $24.95

4819077 CHEYENNE MEDICINE MAN: The Life and Work of a Modern-Day Healer. By Danny Fingeroth. This is a revealing account of the life and work of a modern-day healer, Black Elk, whose vision of the natural world is really about.” Even when mainstream medicine and counseling have failed his patients, Little Brule draws on his proven therapeutic qualities and bring this American icon into focus as never before. 32 pages of photos. $4.95

4819077 CHEYENNE MEDICINE MAN: The Life and Work of a Modern-Day Healer. By Danny Fingeroth. This is a revealing account of the life and work of a modern-day healer, Black Elk, whose vision of the natural world is really about.” Even when mainstream medicine and counseling have failed his patients, Little Brule draws on his proven therapeutic qualities and bring this American icon into focus as never before. 32 pages of photos. $4.95
The New England Indians, Second Edition. By Jack Brubaker. In this compelling history illuminating a dark period, the author brings life to the history of the tribes and peoples who were driven from their ancestral land by settlers and conflict. 350 pages. Linden. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


The Great Spirit Died: The Destruction of the California Indians, 1850-1866. By Joseph J. Boyer. This book offers a narrative summary of each of the thirty-nine reservations that were created to contain California's Indian population by Spanish missionaries from 1769 to 1821. The author presents the facts of the Spanish occupation of California, describing how Indians were enticed to the missions and how their descendants were impressed for six years of forced labor and physical punishment. Illus. 250 pages. Craven Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


A Black Hawk War Guide: Landmarks, Battlefields, Museums & Historical Accounts. By Ben Strand. The Black Hawk War was the final conflict east of the Mississippi River between American Indian communities and the United States. The author explores the museums, wayside markers and parks relating to the struggle for a human, natural, and historical significance through beautiful natural scenery, but also an amazing convergence of legendary personalities. Illus. 190 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Massacre of the Conestogas: On the Trail of the Paxton Boys in Lancaster County. By Jack Brubaker. This book tells the story of the Paxton Boys, who fought against the destruction of their tribal lifeways, and the events that brought the Jicarilla to ruin. Illus. 389 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $29.95


Terror on the Santa Fe Trail: Kit Carson and the Jicarilla Apache. By Doug Hockin. From 1846 to 1861, Kit Carson was by turns a wary foe of the Jicarilla Apache, a peaceful and understanding neighbor, their Indian agent, a scout against them for the army, their friend, and finally their ally against the Comanche and other enemies. 143 pages. Adventure Press. Pub. at $19.95

The Fourth World of the Hopis: The Epic Story of the Hopi Indians as Preserved in Their Legends and Traditions. By Harold Courlander. The noted folklorist brings together traditional accounts of epic events and adventures in the life of the Hopi clans and villages, from legendary to historical times. Notes, glossary, and a glossary enhance the reader’s appreciation of the Hopi text. Illus. 239 pages. UOkP. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

The Sacred Pipe: Black Elk’s Account of the Seven Rites of the Oglala Sioux. By Joseph Epes Brown. In this book, the author captures the words of Black Elk and describes the details and meanings of the seven rites, which were disclosed, one by one, to the Sioux through visions in the Hereafter. The text includes added material on the significance of such influential factors as U.S.-Indian treaties, white settlement, political disputes, and the rise of the Ghost Dance. 346 pages. University of Nebraska Press. Pub. at $24.95

Wounded Knee, 1890. By Jerome A. Greene. Drawing on a wealth of sources, including many previously unknown testimonies, Greene examines the events from both Native and non-Native points of view. He explores the meaning of the conflict and its significance for the ongoing struggle to keep hold of their ancestral lands. Maps & illus. 160 pages. Arcadia. Pub. at $24.95


Arizona. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pub. at $21.95

Conestogas: On the Trail of the Paxton Boys in Lancaster County. By Jack Brubaker. In this book, the author explores the experiences through four eras: Indian prehistory, 16th to 18th century; the emergence of the U.S. as a political entity; the Mexican-American War and the 1848 treaty; the emergence of the U.S. as a global power in the 20th century. Featuring dozens of original interviews and the extensive research that is Nesteroff’s trademark, this volume is a powerful tribute to a neglected legacy. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 308 pages. S&S Pub. at $27.00

Price Cut to $14.95

We Had a Little Real Estate Problem: The Unheralded Story of Native Americans & Comedy. By Kliph Nesteroff. An acclaimed comedy historian locoweed of the country’s most significant and little-known stories: how, despite having been denied representation in the entertainment industry, Native Americans have invented and owned many of the most popular concepts in the industry. Featuring dozens of original interviews and the extensive research that is Nesteroff’s trademark, this volume is a powerful tribute to a neglected legacy. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 308 pages. S&S Pub. at $27.00
**American West & the Frontier**

- **395466H BUFFALO BILL, BOOZERS, BROTHERS, AND BARE-KNUCKLE BRAWLERS.** Ed. by Kellen Cutforth. This travel journal of the wealthy young Englishman, Evelyn Booth, weaves a factual and entertaining narrative that follows his escape through the United States and Canada in the late nineteenth century. Beginning in October of 1884 and concluding in April of 1885, it’s an important contribution to the history of America’s gilded age. Illus. 137 pages. Twodot. Pub. at $22.95 $19.95

- **3712553 UNTOLD MYSTERIES OF THE OLD WEST, SECOND EDITION.** By W. C. Jameson. Explores twenty-one of the Old West’s most baffling mysteries, which lure the curious and beg for investigation even though their solutions have eluded experts for decades. 175 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

- **2860937 WEST LIKE LIGHTNING: The Brief, Legendary Ride of the Pony Express.** By Jim DeFelice. Equally an improbable success and a business disaster, the Pony Express carried and went in just six months, but before uniting and captivating a nation on the brink of being torn apart by the Civil War. DeFelice offers a brilliantly entertaining history of the Pony Express’s birth, life, and the full context of the American story. 16 pages of illus., some color. 357 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

- **3874613 WEST LIKE LIGHTNING: The Brief, Legendary Ride of the Pony Express.** By Jim DeFelice. Equally an improbable success and a business disaster, the Pony Express carried and went in just six months, but before uniting and captivating a nation on the brink of being torn apart by the Civil War. DeFelice offers a brilliantly entertaining history of the Pony Express’s birth, life, and the full context of the American story. 16 pages of illus., some color. 357 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

- **4653912 HOW THE WILD WEST WAS WON.** By Bruce Weber. Here the figures of the cowboy, gunfighter, soldier, Pony Express rider, settler, and Native American are introduced and explored through their impact on the settling and assimilation of the region. Weber’s account covers a period of history by acknowledging its gritty realities and providing an answer as to why such an allure to the West persists. Well illus., some in color. 512 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

- **4747542 LOUIS L’AMOUR’S WILD WEST: An Illustrated Celebration of America’s Favorite Writer of Westerns.** By Bruce Weber. Bringing L’Amour’s rich land, law, and healthful climate propelled fifty thousand overlanders to move west. Among the women making the trip to California and Oregon in 1850 were the many as captured in this second volume of Covered Wagon Women, reprinted from the 1983 edition. 302 pages. Bison. Paperbound. $16.95

- **4835095 A REPORT OF THE EXPLORING EXPEDITION TO OREGON AND NORTH CALIFORNIA IN THE YEARS 1843–44.** By John Charles Fremont. John Fremont knew as “The Pathfinder” during his times—played a major role in opening up the American West to settlement and in shaping work of many narratives and documentation of his expeditions, guided immigrants overland in the west. This second expedition succeeded in charting all the way to California, mapping the route. Photos. 281 pages. America Through Time. Paperbound. $24.95


- **4774841 OUTLAWS OF THE WILD WEST.** By Terry C. Treadwell. It is important to separate fact from fiction when it comes to the Wild West. Of the known recorded killings by various outlaws, Billy the Kid killed four men, not twenty. John Wesley Hardin was said to have killed sixty men, but was lured to his death by one murder, and many more stories. Illus. 277 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

- **4669150 TUCUMCARI AND THE PROPHET: The Shawnee Brothers Who Defied the United States.** By Peter Cozzens. Presents the untold story of the Shawnee brothers who retaliated against the threat of western expansion by the young American Republic, the two most significant siblings in native American history, who Cozzens as helps us understand should be worth in the annals of America. 16 pages of illus., some color. 537 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

- **473288X THE SALISH PEOPLE AND THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION, REVISED EDITION.** By Elders Cultural Advisory Council et al. Rather than looking at Indian people within the context of the expedition, this startling departure from previous accounts examines the expedition within the context of tribal history. Based on research and oral histories, the authors present tribal elders recounting the Salish encounter with Lewis and Clark. Well illus., many in color. 196 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- **9989037 THE MISSOURI: Rivers of America.** By Stanley Vestal. The story of one America’s most fabled waterways presents western history on a grand scale, one that, according to the New York Times “anyone remotely interested in the American West will read.” 366 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

- **467569X UNSETTLED GROUND: The Whitman Massacre and Its Shifting Legacy in the American West.** By Cassandra Tate. Pulls apart the tangled threads of this evolving narrative, meticulously reassembling the story from many accounts. At times, time is this book’s “good guys” of the Old West were one and the same. Groves explores the double lives of outlaw lawmen through some of the West’s most memorable frontier characters. Photos. 155 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95

- **4750921 WHEN OUTLAWS WORE BADGES.** By Melody Gustafson. While the history of who is considered “good” by many may be a matter of opinion, the “bad guys” of the Old West were one and the same. Groves explores the double lives of outlaw lawmen through some of the West’s most memorable frontier characters. Photos. 155 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95

- **3963008 THE ALAMO’S FORGOTTEN DEFENDERS: The Remarkable Story of the Irish During the Texas Revolution.** By Phillip Thomas Tucker. A long-overdue corrective to previous sanitized “studies” of the heroic Irish in the Alamo and the Texas Revolution that ignored the distinguished contributions of the Emerald Isle natives, who comprised the largest single immigrant group in Texas during that critical period. Chang rewrites the laborers’ Odyssey in breathtaking detail. Illus. 312 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **4797361 CHEYENNE SUMMER: The Battle of Beecher Island—A History.** By Daniel Charest. A tale of the violent conflict over the vital elements of the Western frontier, most notably the political factors that led to the clash with the Natives and the cultural imperialism that led to the end of the white settlers, and the U.S. Army soldiers. Thus the Battle of Beecher Island becomes a lens to view a transformative period in American history. Photos. 298 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95


- **277 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

- **4669150 TUCUMCARI AND THE PROPHET: The Shawnee Brothers Who Defied the United States.** By Peter Cozzens. Presents the untold story of the Shawnee brothers who retaliated against the threat of western expansion by the young American Republic, the two most significant siblings in native American history, who Cozzens as helps us understand should be worth in the annals of America. 16 pages of illus., some color. 537 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

- **473288X THE SALISH PEOPLE AND THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION, REVISED EDITION.** By Elders Cultural Advisory Council et al. Rather than looking at Indian people within the context of the expedition, this startling departure from previous accounts examines the expedition within the context of tribal history. Based on research and oral histories, the authors present tribal elders recounting the Salish encounter with Lewis and Clark. Well illus., many in color. 196 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- **9989037 THE MISSOURI: Rivers of America.** By Stanley Vestal. The story of one America’s most fabled waterways presents western history on a grand scale, one that, according to the New York Times “anyone remotely interested in the American West will read.” 366 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

- **467569X UNSETTLED GROUND: The Whitman Massacre and Its Shifting Legacy in the American West.** By Cassandra Tate. Pulls apart the tangled threads of this evolving narrative, meticulously reassembling the story from many accounts. At times, time is this book’s “good guys” of the Old West were one and the same. Groves explores the double lives of outlaw lawmen through some of the West’s most memorable frontier characters. Photos. 155 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/861
Civil Rights & Racism

481412 THE ESSENTIAL KERNER COMMISSION REPORT. Ed. by Jalani Cob. Released a month before Martin Luther King Jr.'s 1968 assassination, The Kerner Commission Report is a dramatic, often shocking, exploration of mid twentieth century systemic racism and police violence that shows it has never been more relevant. 283 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

4750063 UNTIL JUSTICE BE DONE: America's First Civil Rights Movement, from the Revolution to the Civil War. By Kate Masur. A magisterial history of the movement for equal rights that courageously battled racial laws and institutions. North and South, in the decades before the Civil War. Activists such as John Jones, a free Black tailor from North Carolina whose opposition to the "illegitimate" government in their late 18th century "black laws" helped make the case for racial equality, demonstrate the role of African Americans in shaping our view of equality. Illus. 462 pages. Norton. Pub. at $32.00

4756582 FOR THE PEOPLE: A Story of Justice and Power. By Larry Kranser. Makes the compelling case that transforming criminal justice is the most important civil rights movement of our time. A movement that is not only about making a change, 320 pages. One World. Pub. at $28.00

4701356 DAMAGED HERITAGE: The Elaine Race Massacre and a Story of Reconciliation. By J. Chester Johnson. Brings to light a decades-old chapter in American history. Johnson's book offers a historical resource for our pluralistic society in its understanding of the ruling government's role in preserving damaged family legacies and a call to action for the family members of those who were affected by the massacre. 213 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95


Historic American Writings

3993744 THE PLOT TO SEIZE THE WHITE HOUSE. By Jules Archer. Relates the shocking true story of the conspiracy to overthrow Franklin Delano Roosevelt. In the early 1930s, a group of wealthy plotters sought Major General Smedley Butler, USMC, to lead a putch to overthrow the government and establish an American Fascist dictatorship. Illus. 272 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

478670X THE RISE OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY: Jefferson to Lincoln. By Sean Wilentz. Traces a historical arc from the earliest days of the United States to the Civil War—a war fought to decide the fate of the American experiment with democracy. Wilentz compels the reader to understand our democracy not as a historical inevitability or an abstract philosophy, but as an irregular enterprise that we are all responsible to build and maintain. 1044 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


470456Z OUR LOST DECLARATION: America's Fight Against Tyranny from King George to the Deep State. By Mike Lee. Senator Lee tells the dramatic, little-known stories of the offenses committed by the Crown against its own subjects; from London's attempts to undermine colonial legislatures to the hanging of John Hancock before a court without a jury, and how these offenses spurred our Founders to risk their lives in defense of their rights creating our Declaration. 220 pages. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $17.95

5854361 THE CRACKER BARREL. By Eric Sloane. In the early 1960s, Sloane had a newspaper column called “It Makes You Think,” in which he expounded on topics, many of which were in response to letters charging that a column about the crackle barrel at a general store years before. This book gathers a selection of these columns. Illus. 110 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

5854345 AMERICAN YESTERDAY. By Eric Sloane. Captures the living legacy of America as seen in “the things that were.” Sloane’s narrative is a feast for history lovers, book readers, lovers, and everybody who appreciates the things that our presidents. Photos. 434 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00

4799190 THE LOST HISTORY OF ANCIENT AMERICA. Ed. by Frank Joseph. This is the story of two great civilizations that flourished in the Western Hemisphere but were unknown to the rest of the world. These civilizations flourished at different times, with the New World’s first inhabitants evolving into a complex society in the early 17th century and the mysterious Loa-Loa culture’s influence peaking in the early 20th century. 392 pages. Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

587688Z THREE DAYS IN JANUARY: Dwight Eisenhower’s Final Mission. By Brett Baker & C. Whitney. Idaho Historical Society’s best-selling book. This is the first and only history of an extraordinary three days in the last years of Eisenhower’s presidency. Newsweek called it “one of the most compelling and riveting books written about the 1950s.” 384 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

4776461 RKF: His Words for Our Times. Ed. by E.O. Guthman & C.R. Allen. Through his own words we gain an intimate perspective on his views on civil rights and social justice, war and the quest for peace, poverty and the quest for social change that united us across the divides of race, gender, age, and circumstance. His inspiring collection of his most famous speeches accompanied by commentary from notable historians. 16 pages of photos. 442 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

CONSTITUTION ILLUSTRATED. By R. Sikoryak. By visually interpreting the complete text of the supreme law of the land with more than a century of American pop culture icons, Sikoryak dissects the very essence of the government legislation from the abstract to the tangible, than historical to the contemporary in this graphic novel edition. Fully illustrated. In color. 118 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


4756538 THE WORDS THAT MADE US: America’s Constitutional Conversation, 1760-1840. By Akhil Reed Amar. A history of the creation and consolidation of the American Constitution, from the document’s most respected scholar. His account of the document’s origins and authors is a guide for anyone seeking to properly understand America’s Constitution. 800 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

4728911 COLONISTS, CITIZENS, CONSTITUTIONS: Creating the American Republic. By James F. H格力. Exhibition catalog. Highlights decades of writing on American constitutionalism from the founding era through the turn of the twentieth century. These federal and state constitutional materials and documents show how the nation’s framers created a constitutionalism from the founding era through the turn of the twentieth century. These federal and state constitutional materials and documents show how the nation’s framers created a constitutionalism that blended the best from the abstract to the tangible, the historic to the contemporary, the American experiment with democracy. Wilentz coauthor of this volume are experts in a variety of fields, from legal history to political science.


Monuments, Museums & Historic Sites

3967832 THE WORLD’S MOST AMAZING CASTLES: 100 Timeless Treasures from Around the Globe. By Erika Huenekoe. This lavishly illustrated volume contains more than 100 grand castles from around the globe with stunning photography, fascinating details and helpful travel tips—sure to inspire your next book adventure. A complete travel guide to the world’s most magnificent castles. Each entry includes a history of the castle, interesting facts, and directions to get you there. 384 pages. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.99


For more titles, visit erhbc.com/861.
See more titles at erhbc.com/861
**3854450 PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP PAPER DOLLS**, by Tim Foley. Celebrate the election of Donald J. Trump with this paper doll collection of the new first family. Includes a dazzling wardrobe of beautifully rendered fashions that the Trumps wore to the inauguration ceremony, as well as a ring for the West Wing wear for the balls. Fully illus. in color. Dover. Paperback. Pub at $9.95  $7.95

**4762770 ABOUT ANARCHISM**, by Nicolas Walter. Originally written in 1899 and updated for the twins are not only a compelling and urgently necessary expression of practical anarchism. Crafted in deliberately simple prose and without constant reference to other writers or past theories, this book offers a concrete path toward thwarting these enemies of working people by big business. From the way mainstream media controls us to the trillion-dollar racket that the two banks created by Big Oil and Big Pharma, Belzer and Wayne reveal how the capitalist regime has us all under its thumb. 230 pages. Skyhorse. Pub at $24.99  $9.95

**3795558 BREAK‘EM UP: Recovering Our Freedom from Big Ag, Big Tech, and Big Money**, by Sarah J. Cleveland. A clarion call for liberals and leftists looking to find common cause. Teatchout makes a compelling case that monopolies such as Facebook, Google, Amazon (who merged, did you know?), and others are the root cause of many of the issues that today’s progressives care about. She offers a concrete path toward thwarting these enemies of working Americans. 308 pages. All Points. Pub at $29.96  $6.95

**3825620 THE DANGEROUS CASE OF DONALD TRUMP**, Ed. by Bandy X. Lee. Once there were many who held out hope that Trump could be prevailed upon to listen to reason. This is no longer the case. The case for Trump is getting stronger. There are now fewer. In this expanded edition of this study, the twenty-seven mental health experts who took on the brave duty to warn the public about Trump have joined forces. With a foreword by St. Martin’s. Pub at $28.99  $5.95


**4804442 KLEPTOPIA: How Dirty Money Is Conquering the World**, by Tom Burgis. In this riveting, powerful book packed with jaw-droppingly unethical heroes, Burgis weaves together four stories that reveal a terrifying global web of corruption: the troublemaker from Basingstoke who stumbles on the secrets of a Swiss bank, the ex-Soviet billionaire constructing a private empire, the righteous Canadian lawyer with a ex-Soviet billionaire constructing a private empire, the righteous Canadian lawyer with a mysterious client, and the Brooklyn crook protected by the CIA. 446 pages. Harper. Pub at $29.95  $6.95

**4830290 BATTLEGROUNDS: The Fight to Defend the Free World**, by H.R. McMaster. From the former national security adviser and the author of Dereliction of Duty, comes a bold and provocative reexamination of the most critical foreign policy challenges that face the United States—and an urgent call to compete to preserve America’s standing and security. 180 pages of color photos. 545 pages. Harper. Pub at $35.00  $7.95

**4710255 SUPREME ABERRATION: Brett Kavanaugh and the Conservative Takeover**, by Ruth Marcus. Documents the thirty-year mission by conservatives to win a majority on the Supreme Court and presents the lifelong ambition of Brett Kavanaugh to secure his place in that victory. In that sense, Marcus has delivered a master class in how to win arguments and their silent but effective study in supreme ambition. 482 pages. S&S. Pub at $28.00  $5.95

**4815580 THE ABOLITION OF PRISON**, by Jacques Legasse de La Haye. A powerful series of reflections from a longtime prison abolitionist. It makes a compelling case for the end of prisons, punishment, and guilt, suggesting instead that we work toward fundamental social change, care, collectively, and ending all retribution. 128 pages. AKP. Paperback. Pub at $14.00  $9.95

**3939413 THE IMMORAL MAJORITY: Why Evangelicals Chose Political Power over Christian Values**, by Ben Howe. The author of the bestselling Elusive Happiness and the influential dishonesty and manipulative rhetoric evangelical leaders use to convince Christians to vote for the Republican Party line. We walk through the history of this phenomenon like never before. As the events of the last three decades that have led to the current state of the conservative movement at large. 265 pages. Broadway. Pub at $26.99  $6.95

**4843290 NOT BY BREAD ALONE: Re-Thinking Food Policy Under Putin**, by Robert Nalbandov. Nalbandov’s analysis thatunchecked domestic power, an almost exclusive application of hard lines, domestic policy. But this comparison to the unabridged global influence and a defined place as a world superpower are the keys to Putin’s Russia. 578 pages. Potomac Books. Pub at $39.95  $9.95

**4806107 THIS LAND: How Cowboys, Capitalism, and Corruption Are Ruining the American West**, by Christopher Ketcham. A colorful muckraking journey exposing the rot in American politics that is rapidly leading to the sellout of our national treasures. With his vision of ecological restoration for the American West: freeing the trampled, denuded ecosystems from the effects of grazing, enforcing the laws already in place, and muchmore. 422 pages. Houghton. Pub at $30.00  $7.95

**4758984 PROOF OF CORRUPTION: Bribery, Impeachment, and Pandemic in the Age of Trump**, by Seth Abramson. Argues that every major domestic and foreign policy controversy with which Trump took office has eventually been revealed as a bribery scandal. Abramson reveals a harrowing pattern of international and domestic corruption that is unceasing, and Bayer’s clear and present danger to America. 567 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $32.50  $6.95

**4812875 LIMITED QUANTITY: PROOF OF CORRUPTION**, by Seth Abramson. A story of international intrigue whose massive cast of characters includes Israeli intelligence operatives, Russian oligarchs, Saudi death squads, American mercenaries, Trump’s innermost circle, and several members of the Trump family as well. Trump himself. 582 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $29.99  $4.95

**3994888 UNMAKING THE PRESIDENCY: Donald Trump’s War on the World’s Most Powerful Office**, by S. Hennessy & B. Wiles. The definitive account of the unprecedented confrontation between a man and the institution he has come to embody. The authors argue that the Trump era is a serious and sustained challenge to the presidency, and that the 2020 election will be a referendum on Trump’s novel conception of the presidency’s power and purpose. 418 pages. FSG. Pub at $32.00  $6.95

**7858430 INSIDE TRUMP’S WHITE HOUSE. The Real Story of His Presidency**, by Doug Wead. Here is a history of the Trump White House with the President and his staff and family talking openly, and the results. This sweeping, comprehensive history of President Trump’s first years in office, covering everything from election night to the news of today, 16 pages of color photos. 440 pages. Center Street. Pub at $30.00  $4.95

**4754050 TRY COMMON SENSE: Replacing the Failed Ideologies of Right and Left**, by Philip K. Howard. In this brief and powerful work, Howard attacks the failed ideologies of both parties and proposes a radical simplification of government to re-empower Americans in their daily choices. Nothing will make sense until people think clearly about what they believe. The first steps are to abandon the philosophy of correctness and insist on mindfulness compliance. 240 pages. Norton. Pub at $29.95  $5.95

**3796653 WHY WE FIGHT: Defeating America’s Enemies—without No Apologies**, by Sebastian Gorka. In this powerful manifesto, Dr. Gorka explains the basic principles that have guided strategists since Sun Tzu penned The Art of War in the sixth century BC. To defeat our enemies, we must know them, and ignorance about our adversary has been crippling our country, and Dr. Gorka fears of the politically correct blindfold and clarifies who our foes are in this analysis. Color photos. 216 pages. Houghton. Pub at $28.95  $6.95

**4792858 AMERICAN OLIGARCHS: The Kushners, the Trumps, and the Marriage of Money and Power**, by Andrea Bernstein. A multi-generational expose that tells the story of the Kushners and Trumps, like never before. Their journey to the White House is a story of survival and loss, crime and betrayal, that stretches from the Gilded Age and across the American Century, to our present moment. 484 pages. Norton. Pub at $30.00  $7.95
Politics

3777863 KUSHER, INC.: Greed, Ambition, Corruption. By Vicky Ward. Duplicitous dealings within the Kushner family have enabled Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump to use their influence to further their ambitions. Through a series of deep dives, Ward uncovers how Kushner and Trump’s actions have benefited from their positions in government.

3836387 SACRED LIBERTY: America’s Long, Bloody, and Ongoing Struggle for Religious Freedom. By Jonathan Rauch. Rauch’s book brings to life the remarkable story of how America became one of the few nations in world history that has religious freedom, despite the many times throughout its history when it seemed likely to disappear. Rauch lays out the many struggles and the many actors who have contributed to this great achievement.


3922680 HOW FASCISM WORKS: The Politics of Us and Them. By Jason Stanley. Alarmed by the pervasive rise of fascist tactics both at home and around the globe, Stanley focuses on the specific ideologies of violent populism, laying out and analyzing the ten pillars of fascist politics. Only by recognizing them, he argues, can we begin to resist their most harmful effects and protect democracy.

3748766 AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM AND AMERICAN INNOCENCE. By R. Svistv & D. Haiphong. The authors examine the causes of political stories, or take readers behind the scenes to analyze the political and legal systems by which the country’s history is controlled. The book is packed with insights into the heart of American politics.

CD

4752279 WHAT HAPPENED. By Hillary Rodham Clinton. Written by the author. For the first time, Clinton reveals how she is thinking and feeling during one of the most controversial and unpredictable presidential elections in history. The book was unprecedented and historic. This is the story of that campaign and its aftermath. 146 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95


4794756 LEWISER! More Doonesbury in the Time of Trump. By G.B. Trudeau. The iconic comic strip takes on American politics in the era of Trump. As we move toward midterms, the strip offers a satirical look at the political landscape.

4736912 HIGH CRIMES: The Corruptitude, Impeachment of Donald Trump. By M. D’Antonio & P. Eisner. By illuminating every piece of the puzzle, from the schemes that led to the Trump-Russia collusion, through Don Jr’s infamous meeting, to the Mueller Report and the subsequent electronics war, D’Antonio & Eisner completes the story of the Trump years and the multibillion-dollar media empire. He unpacks the legal and political games that have kept her one step ahead.

4790843 HIGH CRIMES AND MISDEMEANORS: The Corruption of US President Donald Trump. By W.C. Fields. In this wonderful parody from 1940, the famous actor plays the candidate for America’s highest office, offering sound advice on a number of topics in classic W.C. Fields-style humor. He wins our votes with his satirical views on marriage, etiquette, business success, and more. Illus. 120 pages. Taylor Trade. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

4796742 HOW TO BE A FASCIST: A Manual. By Michela Murcia. Shows how many of the elements of our society that we might think would combat closed-mindedness and xenophobia actually fan the flames. This little text is a master class in understanding fascism. The book is the perfect way to keep your mind alert and your eyes open.

4790843 HIGH CRIMES AND MISDEMEANORS: The Corruption of US President Donald Trump. By W.C. Fields. In this wonderful parody from 1940, the famous actor plays the candidate for America’s highest office, offering sound advice on a number of topics in classic W.C. Fields-style humor. He wins our votes with his satirical views on marriage, etiquette, business success, and more. Illus. 120 pages. Taylor Trade. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

3788539 THE WATCHDOGS DIDN’T BARK: How the FBI, DOJ, and the Wiretaps Failed to Stop the Russianmai. By Brian Stelter. Through firsthand accounts from over two dozen insiders inside the FBI, Fox insiders, Stelter uncovers the inner workings of Rupert Murdoch’s multibillion-dollar media empire. He completes and explores what has already begun: the book looks at the future of the network that made him. 432 pages. Atria. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

4705533 STOP THE PRESS: How the Mormon Church Tried to Silence the Salt Lake Tribune. By John Horowitz. Horowitz delivers a impassioned look at the period when the powerful Mormon Church tried to destroy the Salt Lake Tribune, a voice that had long been critical of its activities and its secrets. The author, a Mormon and a journalist, tells a story of secret deals and manipulation. He also tells the story of the book that controls the politics of Utah. 311 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $18.00.

3787262 UNLIKEABLE: The Problem with Hillary. By Edward Klein. In this expose of Hillary Clinton and her race for the White House, Klein takes the reader behind the scenes and reveals in colorful detail and meticulously reconstructed conversations, the plots and underhandedness of the Clinton campaign. A book filled with behind-the-scenes glimpses of Chappaqua and in the family quarters of the Obama White House. Color photos.
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3807630 THE FORGOTTEN: How the People of One Pennsylvania County Helped Donald Trump Defeat Diluted America. By Ben Bradlee Jr. In this riveting analysis, Trump voters speak for themselves, explaining how they felt others were “cutting in line” and that the federal government was too much money from the employed and giving it to the idle. A fascinating portrait of the complex grass-root political reality of America today. Photos. 295 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

3940610 NO IS NOT ENOUGH: Resisting Trump's Shock Politics and the World We Need. By Naomi Klein. The author’s thoughts on how we got to this surreal political moment, how it could go worse, and how for how we might have a radically better future. Klein has spent two decades studying political shocks, climate change, and “brand bullies,” and argues that Trump is a logical extension of the most dangerous trends of the past half century. 273 pages. Haymarket. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4696290 MADISON'S SORROW: Today's War on the Founders and America's Liberal Ideal. By Kevin McCarthy. A searching critique of the radical right and a passionate defense of the nation’s liberal ideal. Arguing that the contemporary Republican party is waging a counter-revolution against the core beliefs of the nation’s founders, McCarthy helps America to recognize the essence of America’s liberal tradition. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 314 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

3777936 THE THREAT: How the FBI Failed to Stop President Trump. By Andrew G. McCabe. Ex-FBI deputy director Andrew McCabe recounts in compelling detail the time between Donald Trump’s election and January 20, 2017, when he met twice with future Vice President Mike Pence and engaged in a page turning narrative spanning two decades when the FBI’s mission shifted to a new goal: preventing terrorist attacks on Americans. 274 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $22.99. **SHOPWORN**

3896686 EISENHOWER VS. WARREN: The Battle for Civil Rights and Liberties. By James F. Simon. A legal historian examines the years of strife between Eisenhower and Warren, that led Eisenhower to say that his biggest mistake as president was waging a counter-revolution against the core beliefs of the nation’s founders, McCarthy helps America to recognize the essence of America’s liberal ideal. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 314 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**


3942570 DEWEY DEFEATS TRUMAN: The 1948 Election and the Battle for America’s Soul. By A.J. Baime. In 1948, America was a fracturing country. Racism was rampant, foreign relations were fraught and political parties were more divided than ever. This is the thrilling story of the presidential campaign that saw Truman mount a history-making comeback and stake a claim for a new course for America. Photos. 419 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00. **PRICE CUT to $17.99**

3919787 HOMESTEAD STEEL MILL: The Final Ten Years. By Mike Stout. Spanning the famous Homestead steel strike of 1982 through the post-1982 long life for a union and union democracy, this is a case history on the vitality of organized labor. Stout gives an insider’s portrait of the union at the HSLM and the workers, activists, and insurgents that made up the radical democratic Rank and File Caucus from 1977 to 1987. Weil Ills. 323 pages. PM Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

3954487 THE AMERICAN VICE PRESIDENCY: From the Shadow to the Spotlight. By Jody C. Baumberg with T. F. Crumblin. An accurate examination of the office, covering the origins and constitutional roots of the institution, its history, and the role of the vice president in the mid-twentieth century. The authors discuss what form and role future vice presidents will play in both politics and society. 223 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $34.00. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

3995584 NORTH OF HAVANA: The Untold Story of Dirty Politics, Secret Money, and the Fight over America’s Premier Law Enforcement Agency. By Willard M. Oliver. Many people believe the FBI began under J. Edgar Hoover in the 1920s. Many also assume it was developed for the express purpose of fighting crime, but the reality is much different. In this gripping true story behind the birth of the FBI and provides some useful insight into an important part of our American history. Photos. 329 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $34.00. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

4095953 EISENHOWER VS. WARREN: The Battle for Civil Rights and Liberties. By James F. Simon. A legal historian examines the years of strife between Eisenhower and Warren, that led Eisenhower to say that his biggest mistake as president was waging a counter-revolution against the core beliefs of the nation’s founders, McCarthy helps America to recognize the essence of America’s liberal ideal. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 314 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

3968585 JEFFERSON'S WHITE HOUSE: Monticello on the Potomac. By James B. Conroy. As the WHD, Accused to occupy the White House for an entire term, Thomas Jefferson shaped the president’s residence, literally and figuratively, more than any of its other occupants. Conroy offers a vivid portrait of the phrase “a president’s house” and the young nation’s rustic capital. Ills. 293 pages. Rowan & Littlefield. Pub. at $27.00. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**


4503216 LINCOLN ON THE VERGE: Thirteen Days to the Election of 1860. By Charles O. Winters. Drawing on new research, this riveting account reveals the story of how that happened, tracing conservatives’ cutthroat strategies to gain power and explaining why they endured for decades later. 32 pages of photos, many in color. S&S. Pub. at $40.00. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

476521 DEWEY DEFEATS TRUMAN: The 1948 Election and the Battle for America’s Soul. By A.J. Baime. In 1948, America was a fracturing country. Racism was rampant, foreign relations were fraught and political parties were more divided than ever. This is the thrilling story of the presidential campaign that saw Truman mount a history-making comeback and stake a claim for a new course for America. Photos. 419 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00. **PRICE CUT to $17.99**

International Political History

3956365 UPHEAVAL: Turning Points for Nations in Crisis. By Jared Diamond. The aut above shows how a nation can successfully recover from crises while adopting selective choices. Comparing how six countries have survived recent upheavals, Diamond reveals factors influencing how both whole nations and individual people can respond to big challenges, 32 pages of photos, some in color. 502 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

3807754 SHADOW STRIKE: Inside Israel’s Secret Mission to Eliminate Syrian Nuclear Power. By Yaakov Katz. On September 6, 2007, Israeli fighters on a mission to prevent Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons. This book describes how the operation was planned and executed. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

3790100 THE WAHhabi CODE: How the Saudis Spread Extremism Globally. By Terrence Ward. An eye opening look at the source of the current wave of terrorism, how it spread, and how we can stop it. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

3873360 GRAND EXPANSION: America Confronts the British Superpower, 1943-1957. By David Shargel. A state perspective on writers including Hannah Arendt, Allen Ginsberg, Ernest Hemingway, Susan Sontag, and Hunter S. Thompson. Like all of the books that best forward the investigation, writers should be remembered—we owe it to ourselves. Ills. 375 pages. MIT Press. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

3873366 GRAND EXPANSION: America Confronts the British Superpower, 1943-1957. By David Shargel. A state perspective on writers including Hannah Arendt, Allen Ginsberg, Ernest Hemingway, Susan Sontag, and Hunter S. Thompson. Like all of the books that best forward the investigation, writers should be remembered—we owe it to ourselves. Ills. 375 pages. MIT Press. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**
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4720520 THE LITERARY CHURCHILL. By Jonathan Rose. A transformative portrait of Churchill, whose influence on history, theater, and reading was inextricably linked to his life as a statesman. Rose explores Churchill's career as both statesman and author to reveal the profound influence theater on his personal, carefully composed, grand story and the decisions he made throughout his political life. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

3971929 MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS: An Accidental Tragedy. By Roderick Graham. Mary Queen of Scots is the most fascinating periods in history. This work paints a picture of this woman, showing her to be neither a Catholic martyr nor murdering adulteress, but rather a woman whose death caught up in the sea of ruthless 16th century politics. 476 pages. Koneky & Koneky. $4.95


4855670 JOE BIDEN: The Life, the Run, and What Matters Now. By Evan Osnos. President Joseph R. Biden Jr. has been called both the luckiest man and the unluckiest-fortunate to have sustained a year-long presidency. Careen that reached the White House, but also marked by deep personal losses and disappointments that he has suffered. Osnos ponders the difficulties Biden faces as his presidency begins. $8.95

4777018 WINSTON CHURCHILL: The Compact Guide. By Christopher Catherwood. Catherwood, one of the world's foremost Churchill scholars, is uniquely placed to write this concise biography of a man many regard as the greatest Briton of all, and perhaps the greatest statesman who ever lived. Photos. 116 pages. Andre Deutsch. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

3986160 LINCOLN: The Man Who Saved America. By David J. Kent. Filled with historical drama and packed with rare illustrations, this detailed account weaves the already fascinating biography of Abraham Lincoln into the story of the most perilous period in American history. 356 pages. Paperback. $16.95

3927180 THE CAESAR OF PARIS: Napoleon Bonaparte, Rome, and the Artistic Obsession That Shaped an Empire. By Susan Jaques. The author reveals how Napoleon's fascination with antiquity informed his effort to turn Paris into “the new Rome” through architectural and artistic commissions around the city. His aggressive pursuit of ancient remains presaged the modern culture of collecting. 480 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $20.95 $11.95

4804538 ALEXANDER HAMILTON ON FINANCE, CREDIT, AND DEBT. By R. Sylla & D.J. Cowen. Traces the development of Hamilton’s financial thinking, policies, and actions through a selection of his writings. The authors who are financial historians and Hamilton experts provide commentary that demonstrates the impact Hamilton had on the modern economic system, guiding readers through Hamilton’s distinguished career. 346 pages. Columbia. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

4895119 PELOSI. By Molly Ball. An intimate, fresh perspective on the most powerful woman in America’s political history. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. Ball’s portrait takes readers inside the life and times of this historic and under-appreciated figure. She shows Pelosi through a thoroughly modern lens to explain how this extraordinary woman has met her moment. Photos. 346 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

3787486 JOHN MCCAIN: An American Hero. By John Perriano. This儿女less biography covers McCain’s extraordinary life as a warrior, lawmaker, and statesman. As a politician and public servant, McCain has devoted his life to the United States of America and has displayed steadfast courage and resilience throughout his life, and he has inspired millions. Photos, some color. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

4825914 UNREPIECO: A Biography of Franklin D. Roosevelt. By Martha Brant. In the most comprehensive account to date of the 32nd President’s original research, this is a gripping and important read. Photos. 416 pages. Feiwel and Friends. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

478443X HERBERT HOOVER: President of the United States. By E.L. Robinson & V.D. Botem. In this comprehensive account of Herbert Hoover’s years in the White House, the first to gain and then relay full access to his presidential papers, the authors show a vastly different picture of Hoover than much of the other available literature. 398 pages. Hoover Institution Press. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

2987112 UNHINGED: An Insider’s Account of the Trump White House. By Omaima Manigault Newman. Few have been a Donald Trump’s inner orbit longer than Omaima Manigault Newman. In this riveting account, she is finally ready to share her side of the story in this explosive, jaw-dropping account. A detailed look into 334 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

2964422 THE SHADOW PRESIDENT: The Truth About Mike Pence. By M. D’Antonio & P. Esmer. In this landmark biography, the authors follow the path Pence followed, from Catholic Democrat to conservative evangelical Republican. Here is a portrait of the most famous woman in the world and her place in it. 24 pages of phone numbers in color. 398 pages. Houghton Mifflin. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

4763271 ALFRED THE GREAT. By Jacob Abbott. Written by Abbott in 1849, this is a biographical work that has been deemed “the best known and most loved history book for boys.” This is an excellent introduction to Alfred the Great, who reigned as King of the West Saxons from 871 to 899. 516 pages. Hardcover. $12.95

4905385 ALTERING HAMPTON FROM CREDIT, AND DEBT. By R. Sylla & D.J. Cowen. Traces the development of Hamilton’s financial thinking, policies, and actions through a selection of his writings. The authors who are financial historians and Hamilton experts provide commentary that demonstrates the impact Hamilton had on the modern economic system, guiding readers through Hamilton’s distinguished career. 346 pages. Columbia. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

4895119 PELOSI. By Molly Ball. An intimate, fresh perspective on the most powerful woman in America’s political history. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. Ball’s portrait takes readers inside the life and times of this historic and under-appreciated figure. She shows Pelosi through a thoroughly modern lens to explain how this extraordinary woman has met her moment. Photos. 346 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

3783057 LIGHT-HORSE HARRY LEE: The Rise and Fall of a Revolutionary Hero. By Ryan Cole. This soldier and statesman of the founding generation is presented with all the vim and vigor that characterized the man. 346 pages. Holt. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

4762003 ELIZABETH WARREN: Her Fight, Her Work, Her Life. By Antonia Felix. The story of an American woman who is coming of age, and the motivations behind her career turnaround toward politics, and of the realities of serving in Congress. Warren’s life offers a fresh frame on the national identity in a time of deep political and social divides. Photos, some color. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

4780075 PATERSON PRESIDENT: The White House Years of Grover Cleveland and Benjamin Harrison. The Carter presidency is the most under-appreciated of the last century and Eizenstat’s definitive chronicle of Carter’s consequential term in office shows that this good president has a better claim to the mantle of statesman than history has so far recognized. 24 pages of photos, some in color. 1034 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

4747615 QUEENS: Women of Ancient Egypt. By Lauren B. Buxa. This tiny yet majestic volume introduces some 250 queens from around the time of the reign of the last Egyptian pharaoh. It begins with the great queens from the ancient world and ends with those ruling today. Each queen is represented by her portrait and an interesting fact about her reign. 320 pages. Aladdin. $9.95

475395X RICHARD III: England’s Most Controversial King. By Chris Skidmore. Drawing on new manuscript evidence to reassess Richard’s life and times, Skidmore examines the royal family’s inner nature and his complex relations with those around him to unravel the mystery of the last English monarch to die on the battlefield. 16 pages of color illus. 452 pages. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

4865241 NINETY- NINE GLIMPSES OF PRINCESS MARGARET. By Craig Brown. The author gives us a glimpse of Princess Margaret who aroused passion and indignation. In her 1950s heyday, when she was seen as one of the most glamorous and desirable woman in the world, her scandalous behavior made headlines. But by the time of her death in 2002, she had repented and was a disappointment. Illus. 423 pages. FSG. $16.95

4741315 DESK 88: Eight Progressive Senators Who Changed America. By Sherrod Brown. Since his election in 2006, Brown of Ohio has sat on the Senate floor at a mahogany desk with a proud history. Here he tells the stories of eight senators seated there before him who have made a decisive contribution to creating a more just America. Photos. 354 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3956121 THOMAS CROMWELL: A Revolutionary Life. By Diarmaid MacCulloch. MacCulloch’s biographies paint Cromwell as a scheming operator with blood on his hands, MacCulloch sifted through letters and court records for answers and, when possible, sat down on some of the most transformative decisions of Henry the VIII’s turbulent reign. We are given a new clear vision of the man and his administrative genius. 16 pages of illus., some color. 432 pages. Paperback. $16.00

**FIRST FOUNDING FATHER: Richard Henry Lee and the Call to Independence**

Richard Henry Lee was first to call for independence, first to call for union, and first to call for a bill of rights to protect Americans against tyranny. This stirring action-packed story will startle readers with the revelation that Henry was the author of America’s original Declaration of Independence. Illus. 306 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00

**$8.95**

**THE GREAT RIFT: Dick Cheney, Colin Powell, and the Broken Friendship That Defined an Era**

By James Mann. Dick Cheney and Colin Powell emerged on the national scene more than thirty years ago, and it is easy to forget that they once were allies. Mann explores each man’s biography and philosophical predispositions to show how and why this deep and permanent rift occurred. 416 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**$12.95**

**AOC: The Fearless Rise and Powerful Resonance of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez**

By Lynda Lopez. When AOC became the youngest congresswoman ever elected, she became a beacon for progressives, activists, socialists, and feminists. Passionate and perceptive, this biography makes it clear that Ocasio-Cortez is not only represents a new wave of leaders who are redefining the role of politicians. Well illus., some in color. 206 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

**$5.95**

**Benjamin Franklin: The Religious Life of a Founding Father**

By Thomas S. Kidd. Based on rigorous research into previously untapped sources, this fresh assessment of a well-known figure unpacks the contradictions and conundrums that faith presented in Franklin’s thought and life. Illus. 216 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

**$5.95**

**INSIDE THE FIVE-SIDED BOX: Lessons from a Lifetime of Leadership in the Pentagon**

By Ash Carter. The former defense secretary offers fascinating details about the man and his career, in which he served five presidents and ten secretaries of defense. Drawn on a trove of newly declassified cables and documents, this fresh assessment of a key figure offers an essential reminder of how diplomacy is crucial to the nation’s security. Illus. 418 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $30.00

**$9.95**

**CHURCHILL STYLE: The Art of Being Winston Churchill**

By Robert Burns. Drawing on the man’s own journals and extensive correspondence, presents a side of him we haven’t seen before. Well illus. 240 pages. Abrams. Pub at $24.95

**$9.95**

**THE BACK CHANNEL: A Memoir of American Diplomacy and the Case for Its Renewal**

By William J. Burns. Drawing on his extensive service, the former ambassador to Russia and memos Burns recounts some of the seminal moments of his career, in which he served three presidents and ten secretaries of state. Well illus. 401 pages. Random. Pub. at $32.00

**$6.95**

**DEFENSE OF ANDREW JACKSON**

By Bradley J. Birzer. In this incisive biography that charts the compelling sweep of Jackson’s career and offers fascinating details about the man and his time. Wilson gives this important historical figure the reverence and recognition that is long overdue. 430 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**$9.95**

**QUEEN ELIZABETH II PAPER DOLLS**

By Eileen Rudisill Miller. Dress the Queen in both her early years and her more mature years with more than two dozen gorgeous royal outfits and accessories that have made her such a fashion icon. Illus. in color. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99

**$9.95**

**ENTREPRENEUR: How Our Founding Father’s Private Business Pursuits Shaped the New World**

By John Berlau. Presents a fresh, surprising take on our forefather’s business pursuits, focusing on his many innovations and inventions. Berlau’s portrait of a drawn from Washington’s own journals and historical correspondence, presents a side of him we haven’t seen before. Illus. 262 pages. All Points. Pub. at $28.99

**$7.95**

**HARRY KISSINGER AND AMERICAN POWER: A Political Biography**

By Thomas A. Schwartz. One of the most influential diplomats in American history, Kissinger has been in the public eye for more than six decades. His long career, political savvy and determination. This work is a masterful researched biography of a renowned diplomat who has been a architect of America’s foreign policy. Pub. at $35.00

**$9.95**
4697066 AND WHAT DO YOU DO? What the Royal Family Don’t Want You to Know. By Norman Baker. New in paperback. A sometimes irreverent and uncompromising account asks urgent questions about the world’s most famous royal family, 431 pages. Bibeback. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


4567291 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF U.S. PRESIDENTS, FOURTH EDITION. By Gil Turgis. This volume contains 464 biographical essays about the social, cultural, and political lives of each of the 46 United States presidents. With sidebars on each president that cover important historical events, 156 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95

4636356 THE LAST WAR: Theodore Roosevelt, the Great War, and a Journey of Triumph and Tragedy. By David Pietrusza. The riveting account of Roosevelt’s impromptu crusade for military preparedness as America futilely stumbled into World War I. In this comprehensive biography Pietrusza poignantly chronicles the horrific price that a family pays in war. 24 pages of photos. 383 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


3927153 THE UNITED STATES WOMEN: Part of the Deal. By Nina Burleigh. A comprehensive expose of Trump’s relationship with the women who have been closest to him: his German-immigrant grandmother, Elizabeth, the uncredited founder of the Trump Organization; his Scottish-looking wife, who is on the market for taste as a maid in the Andrew Carnegie mansion, his wives Iva, Marla, and Melania; and his daughter Ivanka. 353 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

450257X BARACK OBAMA’S PROMISED LAND: Debates, Decisions, and a Post Apply. By Jack Cashill. For those who followed the career of the real Barack Obama, what leaps out from his memoir A Promised Land, are the stories he does not cover—the IRS crackdown on the Tea Party, Fast and Furious, the illegal spying on the media, the tragic blundering in Libya, the deception of the American People on Obamacare, and his betrayal of black America. Which Cashill covers here. 209 pages. Dterm. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4844297 FINDING FREEDOM: Harry and Meghan. By O. Scoibie & C. Durand. When the world learned of the romance between beloved English prince and American Actress, royal watchers were mesmerized. Many were upset by these trends when they discovered that the couple is planning a one-cast wedding. 175 pages of photos. 330 pages. Dterm. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $24.95

3897558 MARIE ANTOINETTE’S DARKEST DAYS. By Will Bashor. Traces the final days of the prisoner, the ex-queen Marie Antoinette, registered only as Widow Capet, No. 283. A cruel and cold capital at once, grandeur, humiliation, and terror. Marie’s reign amidst the splendors of the court of Versailles is a familiar story, but her final imprisonment in the menial, bitter life that she led after her execution. 317 pages. Illus. 369 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95


4707745 ALL HELL BREAKING LOOSE: The Pentagon’s Perspective on Climate Change.

39580536 INDONESIA: Peoples and Histories.


3887925 THE CLIMATE CHANGE: From the Cults of Ancient Rome to Facebook.


3873900 THE DUCHESS: Camilla Parker Bowles and the Struggle for the Crown.

386126 THE SQUARE AND THE TOWER: Networks and Power, from the Freemasons to Facebook.

385007 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO COMMUNISM.

380759 THE TAX REVOLUTION: How the Tax War Was Won.

379324 A STRANGE PASSAGE: The Story of the Olduvai Gorge and its Implications for Our Past.

378571 THE ECCENTRIC: A True Life Story.

3782115 YOUNG WASHINGTON: How Wilderness and War Forged America’s Founding Father.

375686 THE RISE AND FALL OF NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA.

375191 YOUNG JIMMY: The Boy Who Grew Up to Be President.

374951 THE GREAT ERROR: The False Promise of Globalisation.

374566 THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF AMERICA.

374065 THE QUEEN’S BED: An Intimate History of Elizabeth’s Court.

373179 THE EVOLUTION OF SEX: From the Tree of Life to Human Nature.


372501 THE INHERITANCE: Adolf Hitler’s Heritage.

371934 THE BIBLE: The Epic Story of a Book.

371249 THE PROJECT: The Secret Story of the Cold War.


3690463 FISHING: How the Sea Fed Civilization.


365786 THE栆REWING: A True Story.


363612 THE OUTSIDER: The Story of the Nuclear Arms Race.

363612 THE SQUARE AND THE TOWER: Networks and Power, from the Freemasons to Facebook.

363408 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG TRADE: The History of World Trade.


363318 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG WAR: The History of War and Peace.


363287 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG IDEAS: The History of Ideas and Thinks.

363102 WESTERN CIVILIZATION: To 1600.

363077 WESTERN CIVILIZATION: 1600 to 1815.

363050 WESTERN CIVILIZATION: 1815 to 1914.


363028 WESTERN CIVILIZATION: 1500 to 1789.

362921 WHAT WERE THE SPECIES BEFORE HUMANS?: The Search for Our Predecessors.

362921 WHAT WERE THE SPECIES BEFORE HUMANS?: The Search for Our Predecessors.

362909 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG ART: The History of Art.

362839 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG RELIGION: The History of Religion.

362825 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG SCIENCE: The History of Science.

362751 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG MIND: The History of the Mind.

362709 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG MIND: The History of the Mind.


362636 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG MOVIES: The History of Movies.

362606 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG SPORTS: The History of Sports.

362561 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG SPORTS: The History of Sports.


362368 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG WAR: The History of War and Peace.

362343 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG EMPIRE: The History of the British Empire.


362289 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG ART: The History of Art.

362236 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG SCIENCE: The History of Science.

362201 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG RELIGION: The History of Religion.

362178 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG MIND: The History of the Mind.


362113 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG MOVIES: The History of Movies.

362082 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG SPORTS: The History of Sports.

Toward a new path for our truth-challenged times. 208 pages.

Questions the motives of one of the most powerful countries

How today we find the process of judicial appointments verging

This sweeping exploration examines the CIA and FBI scandals

Truth About America's "Deep State".

Diagnosis of our current condition and points

We are woefully under-prepared to deal with

Ebola, MERS, and Zika have demonstrated,

Against Killer Germs.

How the movement can have an impact beyond

oppose it. By focusing on what populism is

For, for,

This is different. Shapiro makes clear this problem

nominated and confirmed today, something

Court appointments. But although the

Politics has always intruded on Supreme

Security, Family, and Community in

the conciliatory Saudi

Pierre Conesa. Reveals how the two sides of

the House of Representatives. Swalwell offers

and describing the world of top winners and those

228 pages. Metropolitan. Pub at $25.00

$4.95

4817338 THE PEOPLE: NO; A Brief History of Anti-Populism. By Thomas Frank. In this collection of interlocking essays, Frank takes us on a wide-ranging tour through present-day America, showing us a society in the late stages of disintegration and describing the world of top winners and those

within our grasp. 271 pages. S&S. Pub at $27.00

$6.95

4834732 THE SECOND CHANCE CLUB: Hardship and Hope After Prison. By Jason Hardy. Reveals the dilemmas and transformations of people released from prison with sympathy and authority born of the author’s unique access to their lives. By following them onto the streets and into their homes, Hardy stokes our outrage at the status quo and our hope that better approaches are within our grasp. 281 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub at $17.00

$4.95

4807929 GUNS, AN AMERICAN ORDEAL: The Fate of the Nation and the Divide.

By the eds. of Spaceship Media. As Americans, we spend a lot of time talking about guns. We have arguments, protests, declarations, and slogans about what kind of weapons can be sold to civilians. One goal of this project, is to foster a civil yet honest conversation among people whose backgrounds and beliefs lead them to have opposing views on the issue. 174 pages. S&S. $16.95

$6.95

4695674 RESISTANCE IS FUTILE! How the Trump-Hating Left Lost Its Collective Mind. By Ann Coulter. Since the day Donald Trump announced his candidacy and our nation launched a war against him. Now Coulter skewers the various elements of “The Resistance” – the Russian collusion witchhunt, the media, the universities’ campus hysteric, and more. 273 pages. Sentinel. Pub at $25.00

$6.95

4760607 THE SECOND IMPRECAHMENT REPORT. This groundbreaking report covers Trump’s conduct leading up to the January 6, 2021, attack on the Capitol, his response to the insurrection, and provides a compelling argument as to why there was an immediate need for Congress to impeach him. Metropolitian. Pub at $12.95

$6.95

4837975 LET THEM EAT TWEETS: How the Right Rules in an Age of Extreme Misogyny and Backlash. By Sarah Jeong. This was a cultural event, a moment of crudity and cruelty on the internet – a moment of public humiliation and derision. In the end, it was a moment of public humiliation for the authors of this book.

$6.95

4888555 THE SAUDI TERROR MACHINE: The Truth About Radical Islam and Saudi Arabia Revealed. By Pierre Conesa. Reveals how the two sides of the kingdom – the conciliatory Saudi and the aggressive leadership of the Salafist sect – have for decades developed a religious strategy to conquer the Muslim community and the West without appearing as an enemy. Conesa goes where few are willing to tread, and questions the motives of one of the most powerful countries in the world. 226 pages. Skyhorse. Pub at $27.95

$9.95

4766268 DEADLIEST ENEMY: Our War Against Killer Germs. By M.T. Ostholm and M. Oshaker. As outbreaks of COVID-19, Ebola, and other infectious diseases spread, we are woefully under-prepared to deal with the fallout. So what can and must we do in order to protect ourselves from humanity’s deadliest enemies? If we are to be the aggressive leaders of the Salafist sect – have for decades developed a religious strategy to conquer the Muslim community and the West without appearing as an enemy. Conesa goes where few are willing to tread, and questions the motives of one of the most powerful countries in the world. 226 pages. Skyhorse. Pub at $27.95

$9.95

4865244 THE DEADLY TRUTH: Notes on Falseshood in the Age of Trump. By Michael Walsh. How did truth die? How did it come to be so

4865835 DISRUPT, DISCRIMINATE, AND DISARM: The New FBI Under Trump’s Democracy. By Mike German. An engaging and entertaining contemporary history of the FBI and a bold call for reform, told by a longtime counter-terrorism/undercover agent. Among the faces of the grind

$26.95

4859170 THE BRAINWASHING OF MY DAD. By Jen Senko. After her beloved dad got addicted to right-wing talk radio and Fox News, Jen Senko feared he would never be the same again. Over the course of a few years, Jen’s dad went from a nonpolitical, open-minded liberal to a rabid, angry and intolerant right-wing devotee who became a stranger to those closest to him.


$12.95

470536X OVERLOAD: Finding the Truth in a World of distraction. By Eric Schlosser with H.A. Schwartz. We have access to more information than at any time in history. But are we more informed or just overwhelmed by so much information? Based on dozens of interviews with over 40 media leaders from TV, print media and the internet, Schlosser surveys the perils and promises of journalism’s changing


$9.95

4796520 ALL OUT WAR: The Plot to Destroy Trump. By Edward Klein. An all out war is what the media, the Democrats and the Never-Trump Republicans are waging on the democratically elected president. The author reveals the details of the plot to overturn the will of the people and return power to the political and media elites who have never been more unpopular, 280 pages.

$4.95

4739498 WHITE. By Bret Easton Ellis. The author considers conflicting positions without flinching, without adhering to any status quo, and with candor, humor, and authenticity. He offers up possibilities that are impossible to dismiss or ignore and certain to startle and provoke both enemies and allies. What Ellis values above all is honesty. It may be that he is right.

326 pages. Knopf. Pub at $25.95

$9.95

4706250 STAND DOWN: How Social Justice Warriors Are Sabotaging America’s Military. By James Hasson. Lithed by his shocking new experience in the US Army career and decorated Afghanistan veteran, exposes the relentless campaign by progressive activists to remake the U.S. armed forces, even over the explicit objections of the most seasoned military leaders. An impeccably documented, clear, and passionate defense of what America’s military should be.

$6.95

4778220 ANTI-SEMITISM: Here and Now. By Matthew Feigelson. In a series of interviews with an imagined college student and imagined colleague, both of whom are perplexed by the resurgence in antisemitism, this acclaimed historian and newspaperman superbly reasoned, brilliantly argued, and certain to be controversial responses to this troubling situation. 288 pages. Schocken. Pub at $25.95

$6.95

4830059 ILL WINDS: Saving Democracy from Russian Rage, Chinese Ambition, and American Complacency. By Larry Diamond. The author has made it his life’s work to secure democracy’s future by understanding its past and advising disinterested parties on how to make democracy successful. This work offers concrete, deeply informed suggestions to fight polarization, reduce the influence of money in politics, and make every vote count.


$16.95
Current Events & Issues

**4765172 HATELAND: A Long, Hard Look at America’s Extremist Heart.** By Darryl Johnson. Dissecting the disturbing forms of American hatred and radicalization, including white nationalists, anti-government militias, anti-fascists (Antifa), militant black nationalist groups, and white supremacists. This in-depth analysis throws a stark light on the darkest segments of American society and provides practical means for dealing with their violent threats. 288 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 ~ $14.95

**4731468 WHAT THE LAW CLASSIFIES CRIMES AND WHAT IT MEANS FOR JUSTICE.** By David Alan Sklansky. Shows that novel legal philosophies of violence have motivated mass incarceration, blunted efforts to account for victimized responses to sexual assault and domestic abuse, pushed juvenile offenders into adult prisons, and more. Sklansky argues that reforming legal notions of violence is therefore an essential step toward justice. 316 pages. Belknap. Pub. at $29.95 ~ $24.95

**4719492 DON’T BE EVIL: The Case Against Big Tech.** By Rana Foroohar. “Don’t be evil” was googlized as Google’s original corporate mantra back in 2005, when the company logo still conveyed a Utopian vision of a future in which technology would inevitably make the world better. Unfortunately, Foroohar argues, it’s been quite a while since Google or its major Big Tech rivals ever lived up to that founding philosophy. 339 pages. Currency. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 ~ $12.95


**4773816 TEN LESSONS FOR A POST-PANDEMIC WORLD.** By Fareed Zakaria. The COVID-19 pandemic pulled the curtain back on America’s burgeoning reputation as a crisis, its level of economic inequities, and the failures of those who care for family members. The authors present the case for expanding Social Security, explaining why monthly benefits need to be increased, why we need a Medicare for All model, and more. 315 pages. New Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 ~ $12.95

**4751779 SOCIAL SECURITY WORKS FOR EVERYONE! Protecting and Expanding the Insurance America Deserves.** By N.J. Altman & E.R. Kingson. The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the need for a robust Social Security system. It has also given the Social Security Administration the opportunity to make improvements to the system that will benefit everyone. 200 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00 ~ $19.95

**4892922 THE LAND OF FLICKERING LIGHTS: Restoring America in an Age of Broken Politics.** By Michael Bennet. Bennet lifts a veil on the inner workings of Congress. He provides a political voice such as highly politicized confirmation battles over judicial nominations at all levels, passage of the Trump tax cut, shredding of the Iran nuclear deal, sabotage by congressional minority to deal with reform of America’s immigration policies, and more. 264 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00 ~ $21.95

**4851900 LOCAL POLITICS MATTERS: A Citizen’s Guide to Making a Difference.** By Richard J. Meagher. Meagher is a local politics expert who explains that people are frustrated by “the mess in Washington” or “I can’t make a difference.” Meagher shows that there is a chance for everyday people to feed their hunger for political action while having a positive impact. 172 pages. Lantern Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 ~ $11.95


**4770382 THE PREMONTION: A Pandemic Story.** By Michael Lewis. This taut and brilliant nonfiction thriller pits a band of medical visionaries against the wall of ignorance that was the official response of the Trump administration to the outbreak of COVID-19. 304 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00 ~ $21.95

**4845927 EVERYONE VERSUS RACISM: A Letter to Change the World.** By Patrick Hutchinson. On June 13, 2020, Hutchinson, a black man, was shot and killed by a white police officer while carrying a white injured counter-protester to safety after a confrontation during the Black Lives Matter demonstration in London. In the aftermath, Hutchinson’s image was spread around the world. Hutchinson writes from the heart, describing the realities of life as a black man today and why we must unite to change for good. 247 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 ~ $11.95

**4794710 PREVENTABLE: The Inside Story of How Leadership Failures, Politics, and the U.S. Coronavirus Response.** By Andy Slavitt. Provides an authoritative account of the United States’ failure response to the pandemic, drawing on unparalleled access to critical key players whose actions would determine our fate. Slavitt chronicles what he saw and what could have been prevented—an unflinching investigation of the cultural, political, and self-sufficiency doomed the U.S. 315 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 ~ $21.95

**4702832 THE WRONG JEW: Defeating Those Who Want Us Dead.** By Hesh Kestin. The author doesn’t bother with the why of anti-Semitism but instead offers a battle plan for how to deal with those Jews. Kerstit explains how American Jews must go on the defensive by using financial, legal, political, and physical resources to fight the lies and misinformation used by Nazis of every stripe. 220 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00 ~ $19.95

**3992519 OUR FIGHT FOR AMERICA: The War Continues.** By Michael Brown. Cuts through the propaganda and noise of the 2020 election to present a clear analysis of the crises and the political and scientific motivations behind them. Savage tells the truth even when nobody wants to hear it and presents a clear vision of what Americans must do to avoid our most turbulent period in decades. 264 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00 ~ $21.95

**4820654 THE AUTHORITARIAN MOMENT: How the Left Poisoned America’s Institutions Against Dissent.** By Ben Shapiro. The book follows how the Left has poisoned American political, and economic institutions to make it difficult for people to express dissent and make a meaningful contribution to American life, and to create a more divided and distant and prosperous nation. 288 pages. Forefront. Pub. at $26.00 ~ $18.95

**4736309 HOW TO DESTROY AMERICA IN THREE EASY STEPS.** By Ben Shapiro. LARGE PRINT EDITION. To be a cohesive nation we have to give up our tribal thoughts about ourselves, our history, and reality itself, to be Unionists instead of Disintegrationists. Shapiro offers a vital warning that if we don’t recover these shared truths, our future, our union, as a great country is threatened. 388 pages. HarperCollins. Large Print. Pub. at $30.99 ~ $6.95

**4882652 HOW DO DESTROY AMERICA IN THREE EASY STEPS.** By Ben Shapiro. To be a cohesive nation we have to uphold foundational truths about ourselves, our history, and reality itself, to be Unionists instead of Disintegrationists. Shapiro offers a vital warning that if we don’t recover these shared truths, our future, our union, as a great country is threatened. 248 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 ~ $21.95

**4702231 THE POINT OF IT ALL: A Lifetime of Great Loves and Endeavors.** By Charles Krauthammer. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This new collection, which Krauthammer completed before his death in June 2018, features the columns, speeches, and unpublished writing that showcase the best of his original thought and his last, enduring words on the state of American politics, the nature of liberal democracy, and the course of world history. 490 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 ~ $5.95

**3867140 THE IMPACT REPORT.** This groundbreaking report–released by the U.S. House of Representatives Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, chaired by the legal scholar Alan Dershowitz. 480 pages. Shyster. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 ~ $9.95

**3858200 UNSPEAKABLE.** By Chris Hedges with D. Talbot. The author speaks up about the most pressing issues currently facing our nation. If we are to expose, unpunish, and repair the structural and moral decay that have come to grip American life, we must listen to Hedges and the urgent message he brings. 149 pages. Hot Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 ~ $9.95

**4776545 THE PREVENTION PLAN AGAINST THE PRESIDENT.** By Lee Smith. The Mueller investigation is over, there was no collusion. There is no obstruction. Now Smith investigates the origins of these false allegations, and tells the inside story of how the Mueller investigation was put down a sitting president. This essential resource is for anyone who is concerned about preserving and protecting our democracy. 380 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00 ~ $4.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Catastrophes & Disasters


3715779 A.C.T.: The Story of the American Lawman Who Captured the World's Most Wanted Drug Lord. By Howard A. & tilt. The authors give a new and terrifying investigation into the modern retribution of Charles Manson's killer family. With brand new interviews with those closest to him, including Manson's friends, followers, experts, and hours of transcripts of Manson's own manic preaching from his prison cell, you'll get a side of this serial killer few have seen. 16 pages of photos, 202 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

★ 3790183 CRIMES IN THE RED ZONE. By Richard J. Pulleyn. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

Terrorism


Crimes, Conspiracies & Mysteries

3826813 THE LAST CHARLES MANSON TAPE: Evil Lives Beyond the Grave. By D. Howard & A. Tilt. The authors give a new and terrifying investigation into the modern retribution of Charles Manson's killer family. With brand new interviews with those closest to him, including Manson's friends, followers, experts, and hours of transcripts of Manson's own manic preaching from his prison cell, you'll get a side of this serial killer few have seen. 16 pages of photos, 202 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

4755472 THE CURSE OF OAK ISLAND: The Story of the World's Longest Treasure Hunt. By Randall Sullivan. With exclusive access to Michigan brothers Marty and Rick Lagina of History's television show The Curse of Oak Island, Sullivan takes readers along as they mount the most comprehensive effort yet to crack the mystery, and chronicles the incredible history of the "curse" of Oak Island. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 410 pages. Grove. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95

3779858 HUNTING EL CHAPO: The Inside Story of the American Lawman Who Captured the World's Most Wanted Drug Lord. By Howard A. & Tilt. The authors give a new and terrifying investigation into the modern retribution of Charles Manson's killer family. With brand new interviews with those closest to him, including Manson's friends, followers, experts, and hours of transcripts of Manson's own manic preaching from his prison cell, you'll get a side of this serial killer few have seen. 16 pages of photos, 202 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

★ 4832477 CHAMBERS OF HORROR: Monstrous Crimes of the Modern Age. By Mark J. & Aryn Z. Phillips. In this country we have a "trial of the century" regularly once a decade, and the authors present ten trials, one from each decade, each different in character, in which the guilty party in this real-life murder mystery? are trafficked, kidnapped, sold, and enslaved for the specific purpose of sacrifice. From the initial investigation of Scottish Yard to America's most prolific serial killer. By A. McIlhinney & P. McAfee. Inside his libary of Women's Medical Society Clinic, Dr. Gorsell was casually murdering born alive infants, butchering women, and making a macabre collection of severed limbs and organs. When the masseuse detective Jim Wood followed a narcotics investigation straight into the clinic did Gorsell's come to an end, and the fight for justice began. 354 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3920754 THE MYSTERY OF MARY Seward: The Plot to Kill President Lincoln. By Rebecca C. Jones. Tells the story of a Maryland woman who was hanged in 1865 for her assassination attempt against President Lincoln. The degree of her involvement has been the subject of debate among historians, but this history lays out the facts in a narrative that readers find compelling. Illus. 344 pages. Arcadia. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

6854642 BLACK DALIA AVENGER. By Steve Hotel. In an account that parries of both L.A. Confidential and Zodiac for the complicated cases and the insight it offers into a serial killer’s mind, Hotel demonstrates that there was a massive police cover-up to suppress the identity of the murderer, who was a highly respected member of society—and the killer’s former father. Photos. 336 pages. Houghton. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

★ 3880988 THE LAZARUS FILES: A Cold Case Investigation. By Matthew McCough. Delivers the visceral experience of being inside a real-life murder mystery. This deeply reported case, much of which has never been published in public, was an unsolved until DNA evidence implicated a female detective as a suspect in the case. 311 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.00 $15.95

★ 3906693 THE GOLDEN BOY OF CRIME. By Jim Brown. Dubbed “the Jesse James of Canada,” Norman “Red” Ryan was known as “the King of Crime.” He was a man with a plan, and his plan was to rob banks, kill policemen, and leave a trail of destruction behind him. But that was just the beginning. Digging deep into his well-hidden life, this page-turning work of investigative journalism takes the boxer’s death as a starting point. 303 pages. Blue Rider. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

★ 3970666 THE GOLDEN BOY OF CRIME. By Jim Brown. Dubbed “the Jesse James of Canada,” Norman “Red” Ryan was known as “the King of Crime.” He was a man with a plan, and his plan was to rob banks, kill policemen, and leave a trail of destruction behind him. But that was just the beginning. Digging deep into his well-hidden life, this page-turning work of investigative journalism takes the boxer’s death as a starting point. 303 pages. Blue Rider. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

★ 3902220 THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR: The Heartbreaking Imprisonment of the Thurston Family. By John Glatt. To their friends, and online neighbours, Louise and David Turpin presented a picture of domestic bliss, but instead the children’s was a world of torture, fear, and near starvation by their parents. In this first major account of the case, Glatt delves into the disturbing details of the thirteen siblings unimaginable horror. Photos. 322 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $12.95


★ 2825473 SHADOW ON THE MOUNTAIN. By Stephen & Joyce Singular. She was an Aspen socialite—a hard partier and a generous philanthropist, full of life—until she was found dead of an apparent suicide. But instead the children’s was a world of torture, fear, and near starvation by their parents. In this first major account of the case, Glatt delves into the disturbing details of the thirteen siblings unimaginable horror. Photos. 322 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $12.95

★ 2825473 SHADOW ON THE MOUNTAIN. By Stephen & Joyce Singular. She was an Aspen socialite—a hard partier and a generous philanthropist, full of life—until she was found dead of an apparent suicide. But instead the children’s was a world of torture, fear, and near starvation by their parents. In this first major account of the case, Glatt delves into the disturbing details of the thirteen siblings unimaginable horror. Photos. 322 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $12.95

★ 2825473 SHADOW ON THE MOUNTAIN. By Stephen & Joyce Singular. She was an Aspen socialite—a hard partier and a generous philanthropist, full of life—until she was found dead of an apparent suicide. But instead the children’s was a world of torture, fear, and near starvation by their parents. In this first major account of the case, Glatt delves into the disturbing details of the thirteen siblings unimaginable horror. Photos. 322 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $12.95
EVEN FAMILIES: A History of Bad Blood. By Martin Knight. What is it about certain families? Insanity runs in some of them, and it positively gallops in others. But is it true that the apple never falls far from the tree? As the stories here show, the sins of the father may be passed on to his children. The author combats that notion on to innocent passers-by. Illus. 304 pages. Arch. Paperback. $6.95.


INFINITE HOPE: The Story of One Man’s Wrongful Conviction, Solitary Confinement, and Survival on Death Row. By Ernes to Frers. When the Prosecutor’s Office got the surprising revelation about Aaron Hernandez’s personal life that weren’t shared at trial, and an exploration of the stunning Chronic Traumatic Encapuchitis that’s revealed by this autopsy. Baez’s narrative is a startling courtroom drama and an unexpected portrait of a fallen father, fiancé, and police officer. 352 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95.

UNBELIEVABLE. By Margalit Fox. The account of a woman who changed America, one cell at a time. This is the story of a woman who came into Taylor’s life, all ended up dead under suspicious circumstances. Photos. 352 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $19.95.


SOLD OUT


INFINITE HOPE: The Story of One Man’s Wrongful Conviction, Solitary Confinement, and Survival on Death Row. By Ernes to Frers. When the Prosecutor’s Office got the surprising revelation about Aaron Hernandez’s personal life that weren’t shared at trial, and an exploration of the stunning Chronic Traumatic Encapuchitis that’s revealed by this autopsy. Baez’s narrative is a startling courtroom drama and an unexpected portrait of a fallen father, fiancé, and police officer. 352 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95.
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INFINITE HOPE: The Story of One Man’s Wrongful Conviction, Solitary Confinement, and Survival on Death Row. By Ernes to Frers. When the Prosecutor’s Office got the surprising revelation about Aaron Hernandez’s personal life that weren’t shared at trial, and an exploration of the stunning Chronic Traumatic Encapuchitis that’s revealed by this autopsy. Baez’s narrative is a startling courtroom drama and an unexpected portrait of a fallen father, fiancé, and police officer. 352 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95.


INFINITE HOPE: The Story of One Man’s Wrongful Conviction, Solitary Confinement, and Survival on Death Row. By Ernes to Frers. When the Prosecutor’s Office got the surprising revelation about Aaron Hernandez’s personal life that weren’t shared at trial, and an exploration of the stunning Chronic Traumatic Encapuchitis that’s revealed by this autopsy. Baez’s narrative is a startling courtroom drama and an unexpected portrait of a fallen father, fiancé, and police officer. 352 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95.

**2896028 THE WORLD’S BLOODIEST HISTORY**. Massacres, Genocide, and the Scars of Civilization. By Joseph Cummins. Recounts some of the most horrifying episodes of the past and investigates the underlying causes of these events. From the Romans in 146 BC abandoning their policy of co-opting conquered peoples and instead slaughtering thousands to the 1994 Rwandan massacre, every gruesome detail is laid out to illustrate the world’s most horrifying atrocities. Well illus. 288 pages. Color. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**2842882 BRIAR PATCH: The Murder That Would Not Die.** By Donald Grady Shomerte. Follow the events leading up to the June 15, 1935, killing of two teenagers by the ensuing nationwide hunt for a killer. Despite one false lead after another, there was no resolution—until a surprising phone call was received more than 40 years later. 288 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**468883X THE KILLER BOOK OF INFAMOUS MURDERS: Incredible Stories, Facts, and Trivia from the World’s Most Notorious Murders.** By Tom & Michael Philbin. Go behind the crime scene tape and into the heart of notorious and remorseless murderers with these spine-chilling true tales. Take your pick—or take them all! You’ll uncover fascinating facts about killers’ dark pasts, pent-up rage, and what finally caused them to snap. Adults only. Illus. massacres with these spine-chilling true tales of the ultimate evil. 391 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**4808126 RACE AGAINST TIME: A Reporter Recovers the Unsolved Murder Cases of the Civil Rights Era.** By Jerry Mitchell. The real-life detective story behind four notorious cold cases of the civil rights era. Mitchell captures every twist and turn of these cases, delivering an astonishing behind-the-scenes thriller, as he reveals how he unearthed secret documents, discovered lost suspects, and even lion’s den, meeting with the Klan murderers over the years. 306 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**4700707 RELENTLESS PURSUIT: My Fight for the Victims of Jeffrey Epstein.** By Bradley J. Edwards with B. Henderson. The definitive story of the case against Jeffrey Epstein and the corrupt system that shielded him and his so-called “intelligence” detail by the lawyer who has represented Epstein’s victims for more than a decade. 366 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**464820X EXTREME KILLERS: Tales of the World’s Most Prolific Serial Killers.** By Michael Newton. The FBI is normally conservative, but on October 2019 a spokesperson took a leap of faith, naming what was a groundbreaking admission: Serial killers Little as America’s most prolific serial killer of all time with more than fifty confirmed and 93 claimed kills. He is but one of the individuals revealed here, in the elite league of serial killers. 288 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**4702399 UNDISCLOSED FILES OF THE POLICE: Cases from the Archives of the NYPD from 1831 to the Present.** By Bernard J. Whalen et al. This ultimate guide distills 12,000 archival cases from the New York Police Department, this volume is utterly fascinating and unique. Throughout are sidebars on how the police force evolved to fight episodes of the past and investigates the causes and consequences of these. 353 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99

**5949868 WHEN BOB CRANE WAS THE NATIONAL Close-Up.** By John Hook. The 1973 murder of actor and American icon Bob Crane remains one of the most-profile unsolved celebrity murders of all time. In an unprecedented investigation, John Hook reveals the original blood evidence in the Crane murder in a final attempt to use DNA science to identify the killer. Color photos. 221 pages. Get Hooked Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


**5282942 MURDER IN BRENWOOD.** By Mark Fullman. For O.J. Simpson to get away with murder, an innocent cop had to be destroyed. Now the former cop tells his side of the story in a damming expose that reveals why and how Simpson’s interrogation and prosecution were bungled. Illus. 341 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**4852134 SERIAL KILLERS AND PSYCHOLOGY: True Life Cases That Shocked the World!** By Faye K. Marlowe. Provides a concise yet detailed look at some of the most dangerous individuals who have ever lived. Greig and Marlowe present a carefully chosen cross-section of history’s most infamous criminals, whose fascinating life stories are viewed with an unflinching gaze, making for a chilling but engrossing read. Photos. 464 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**4852134 SERIAL KILLERS AND PSYCHOLOGY: True Life Cases That Shocked the World!** By Faye K. Marlowe. Provides a concise yet detailed look at some of the most dangerous individuals who have ever lived. Greig and Marlowe present a carefully chosen cross-section of history’s most infamous criminals, whose fascinating life stories are viewed with an unflinching gaze, making for a chilling but engrossing read. Photos. 464 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**3809412 SECRETS OF A MARINE’S WIFE: A True Story of Marriage, Obsession, and Murder.** By Shanna Hogan. She was a young military wife in love with another man and he was a Marine with a deadly plan. When Erin drove into the desert and never returned, for two months family, neighbors, and law enforcement searched, finally discovering her remains at the bottom of a mine shaft. The trail of evidence pointed to her neighbor and secret lover, Chris Lee. Photos. 346 pages. Illus. Color. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3790320 SECRETS OF A MARINE’S WIFE: A True Story of Marriage, Obsession, and Murder.** By Shanna Hogan. She was a young military wife in love with another man and he was a Marine with a deadly plan. When Erin drove into the desert and never returned, for two months family, neighbors, and law enforcement searched, finally discovering her remains at the bottom of a mine shaft. The trail of evidence pointed to her neighbor and secret lover, Chris Lee. Photos. 346 pages. Illus. Color. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**5563349 CHARLES MANSON: The Man Who Murdered the Sixties.** By David J. Krajicek. In this riveting examination, Krajicek uncovers the troubled minds of mass killers through their own words. He shows the bonds between the killers and describes the psychopathic process that leads these troubled men to commit atrocities. Krajicek argues that it’s crucial to be able to understand the signals they give out to prevent future tragedies. Photos. 303 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4850505 MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN AMERICA: Timothy Leary, Richard Nixon, and the Hunt for the Fugitive King of LSD.** By B. Minutilagio & S.L. Davis. Based on freshly uncovered primary sources and new firsthand interviews, this is an American thriller that takes readers along for the gonzo ride of a lifetime. Spanning 28 months, President Nixon’s carreing, global manhunt for Dr. Timothy Leary culminates in one of the trippiest journeys through the American意识. 431 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**2898833 THE MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN AMERICA: Timothy Leary, Richard Nixon, and the Hunt for the Fugitive King of LSD.** By B. Minutilagio & S.L. Davis. Based on freshly uncovered primary sources and new firsthand interviews, this is an American thriller that takes readers along for the gonzo ride of a lifetime. Spanning 28 months, President Nixon’s carreing, global manhunt for Dr. Timothy Leary culminates in one of the trippiest journeys through the American consciousness. 431 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**4785371 THE MASTERSMIND: Drugs, Empire, and the Rise of the Global SOFTS.** By Evan Ratliff. An award-winning investigative journalist for The New York Times, Evan Ratliff has spent four years chasing Paul Calder Le Roux and his shadowy henchmen around the world. He has interviewed hundreds of sources and uncovered thousands of documents. The result is a riveting, unprecedented account of a crime boss built by and for the digital age. Photos. 446 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95
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**DEATH ON OCEAN BOULEVARD**: Inside the Coronado Mansion Case. By Cathey Holmgren. An investigative journalist weaves stunning new details into a personal yet objective examination of the sensational case. As compelling as it is terrifying, this true-crime mystery tells the story of an American tragedy—fascinating and haunting. 16 pages of photos. 370 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 **$12.95**

**MURDER ABOARD**: The Herbert Fuller Tragedy and the Ordeal of Thomas Anthony Higginbotham. By C. Michael Hiam. The account of the killing that occurred on the high seas in 1896, involving the senseless slaughter of three of the twelve souls on board. Upon reaching port, all aboard suspected his guilt—but until the man most likely to have committed the act is exonerated and the man most likely to be innocent is prosecuted. Photos. 180 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 **$6.95**

**SLAUGHTER IN THE STREETS**: When Boston Became a Man's Murder Capital. By Don Stradley. From the early days of Boston's Mafia, to the era of Whitey Bulger, many of the city's boxers found themselves drawn into the underworld. Stradley tells the violent and often tragic story of these misguided young men who thought their toughness in the ring could protect them from the streets. Photos. 392 pages. Multnomah. Pub. at $16.95 **$8.95**

**THE KILLER BOOK OF COLD CASES**: Incredible Stories, Facts, and Trivia from the Most Baffling True Crime Cases of All Time. By Tom Philipin. Takes you behind the headlines and into the investigations of some of the most puzzling and notorious cold cases of all time—from murders to kidnappings to massive bombings that left hundreds of people dead or wounded. Photos. 190 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $16.99 **$13.95**

**ULTIMATE FOLLY**: The Rises and Falls of Whitaker Wright, the World's Most Shambolic Millionaire. By Henry Macrory. Swindlers have followed in Whitaker Wright’s footsteps, but none have surpassed him in daring and shamelessness. Drawing on family papers and archives from around the world, this compelling account of Wright’s life reads like a thriller and offers an insight into the mind of the ultimate gambler and conman. 32 pages. Biteback. Pub. at $9.99 **$5.95**

**THE DEATHS OF SYBIL BOLT**: Oil, Greed, and Murder on the Osage Reservation. By Dennis McAlfite, Jr. As the layers of suppressed history are peeled away, McAlfite learned that his Osage Indian grandmother, Sybil Bolt was a victim of the “Osage Reign of Terror”, a systematic killing spree in the 1920s when white men descended upon the oil-rich Osage reservation and courted, married, and murdered Native women to gain control of their money. 338 pages. Council Oak. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 **$13.95**

**TRUCK MURDERERS**: Winnie Ruth Judd. By Lana Bommertach. This award-winning true crime book delves into the twisted, bizarre murder case that has captivated the nation for decades. She not only uncovers evidence long hidden, but gets Winnie Ruth Judd to speak for the first time about the murder. Photos. 16 pages of photos, 317 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 **$13.95**

**ZODIAC**: The Shocking True Story of the Hunt for the Nation's Most Elusive Serial Killer. By Robert Graysmith. A sensational Inside look at the world's most famous unsolved murder case. The author links four archetypes: detective, victim, defender, and killer, to four true stories about women driven to obsession. These stories propel a window into many worlds are drawn to crime narratives, even as they also recite from them. This is a journey into obsession, exploring empathy, justice, and the persistent appeal of crime. 257 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 **$4.95**


**THE UNIDENTIFIED**: Mythical Monsters, Alien Encounters, and Our Obsession with the Unknown. By Colin Dickey. The author visits the wacky sites of America’s cryptozoology and makes the strange theories come about, why they take hold, and why as Americans we keep inventing and reinvigorating them decade after decade. 306 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 **$12.95**

**THE GIRL ON THE VELVET SWING**: Sex, Murder, and Madness at the Dawn of the Twentieth Century. By Simon Baatz. The murder that made the Gilded Age and the trial that shocked the world. Photos. 180 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 **$5.95**

**ANNE PERRY AND THE MURDER OF THE CURETY**. By Peter Graham. In 1954, teenagers Juliet Hulme (better known as mystery writer Anne Perry) and Pauline Parker found a murder weapon in a New Zealand park with Pauline’s mother. Half an hour after, the girls returned alone. Here is a brilliant account of murder and the sensational trial that shocked the world. Photos. 144 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 **$5.95**

**MYSTERY IN ACAMBARO**. By Charles Hapgood. The Acambaro collection comprises hundreds of clay figurines that are apparently thousands of years old, however, depictions of men and animals and scenes that most archaeologists dismiss as them as an elaborate hoax. Hapgood believes that the figurines were authentic ancient artifacts that pre-date the men and dinosaurs cohabited in well illus. 153 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**EXPLORING THE TRUTH: The JFK, Jr. Assassination**. By John Kerner. Systematically dismantles the conspiracy of events, that JFK, Jr. crashed his plane due to pilot error, and examines evidence that the aircraft fell apart after it hit the water. 141 pages. Chronos. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 **$12.95**

**THE SOULLESS ONE: Cloning a Counterfeit Creation**. By Mark L. Prophet. Thousands of years ago, the Earth was host to alien beings. With technological wizardry, they were able to copy the DNA of any species they came across. Photos. 194 pages. Quill. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 **$12.95**


**CONSPIRACY: The Greatest Threat to Civilization**. By Elana Freeland. Stemming back to the 1950s, chemtrails and ionospheric heaters are part of a war against the weather being waged secretly on a global scale. Freeland presents a curtain on this shocking conspiracy, showing how weather is being “geo-engineered” to enlighten disaster capitalists and intimidate na… 16 pages of color photos. 272 pages. Feral House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 **$12.95**

**IMPOSSIBLE TRUTHS**: 400 Things Cops Know: Street-Smart Lessons from a Veteran Police Officer. By Robert Duvall. The author takes the reader into the life way cops experience it, a life of danger, frustration, occasional triumph, bizarre encounters, and plenty of hard work. Some of the most contentious theories of our time are full of unexpected truths, this collection is a eye-opening revelation to life on the beat. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**


**FOSSILS FROM THE SKY**: The Search that Changed Our View of the Universe. By Timothy Ferris. Stemming back to the 1950s, chemtrails and ionospheric heaters are part of a war against the weather being waged secretly on a global scale. Freeland presents a curtain on this shocking conspiracy, showing how weather is being “geo-engineered” to enlighten disaster capitalists and intimidate na… 16 pages of color photos. 272 pages. Feral House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 **$12.95**

**CONSPIRACY: The Greatest Threat to Civilization**. By Elana Freeland. Stemming back to the 1950s, chemtrails and ionospheric heaters are part of a war against the weather being waged secretly on a global scale. Freeland presents a curtain on this shocking conspiracy, showing how weather is being “geo-engineered” to enlighten disaster capitalists and intimidate na… 16 pages of color photos. 272 pages. Feral House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 **$12.95**
In Matera, Daryn Kagan tells the story of Bili William Henry Roberts. After decades of imprisonment, the hulking killer is now even more intimidating than he was in his youth. He is a dangerous womanizer, and Mark Putnam, a rookie FBI agent, is tasked with finding him. Based on taped interviews with Roberts, new evidence was discovered in the 1990s, and sophisticated computer forensics analysis revealed that Roberts was the man behind the curtain at the most notorious of the past 200 years. 137 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95

MAD MADAME LALAUERIE: New Orleans’ Most Famous Murderess Revealed. By V.C. Love & L. Shannon. On April 29, 1816, Madame Lalaurie and her husband398 were the subject of a padlocked attic door in the burning home of Creole society couple Delphine and Louis Lalaurie. The horrific discovery of charred and mutilated remains toward dawn a legend that has endured for over 150 years, and here the authors uncover the truth behind the legend. 142 pages. History Press. Pub. at $14.99

BILLY THE KID: Beyond the Legend and the Myth. By W.C. Jameson. In 1873, a man named William Henry Roberts was confronted with evidence that he was Billy the Kid. At first he denied his identity, but reluctantly admitted who he was. Based on taped interviews with Roberts, new evidence was discovered in the 1990s, and sophisticated photo comparison by the FBI, the conclusion was reached that Roberts was the man behind the curtain. 224 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

PAT GARRETT: The Man Behind the Badge. By W.C. Jameson. Pat Garrett, sheriff of Lincoln County, New Mexico, claimed responsibility for the death of the notorius sheriff of Lincoln County, New Mexico, claimed responsibility for the death of the notorius John Wilkes Booth, the assassin of President Lincoln, was never captured but escaped to live for many decades, continuing his acting career, writing, and even catching criminals. 224 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $14.95. $9.50

THE TRUTH AT THE END OF THE WORLD: Destroy a Media Empire. By Ryan Holiday. In 2012, David Lemke was obsessed with “The Trial of the Century.” The story of how a brilliant lawyer, Mark. Roberts, took on the biggest news media empire in the world and won. This account takes you inside Cargill’s media empire, and reveals the secrets that Roberts was willing to do anything to keep hidden. This account takes you inside Cargill’s shocking trial—in which she got the death penalty. Includes photos. 437 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $14.95

MADAME LALAUERIE: New Orleans’ Most Famous Murderess Revealed. By V.C. Love & L. Shannon. On April 29, 1816, Madame Lalaurie and her husband were the subject of a padlocked attic door in the burning home of Creole society couple Delphine and Louis Lalaurie. The horrific discovery of charred and mutilated remains toward dawn a legend that has endured for over 150 years, and here the authors uncover the truth behind the legend. 142 pages. History Press. Pub. at $14.99

BILLY THE KID: Beyond the Legend and the Myth. By W.C. Jameson. In 1873, a man named William Henry Roberts was confronted with evidence that he was Billy the Kid. At first he denied his identity, but reluctantly admitted who he was. Based on taped interviews with Roberts, new evidence was discovered in the 1990s, and sophisticated photo comparison by the FBI, the conclusion was reached that Roberts was the man behind the curtain. 224 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95


THE TRUTH AT THE END OF THE WORLD: Destroy a Media Empire. By Ryan Holiday. In 2012, David Lemke was obsessed with “The Trial of the Century.” The story of how a brilliant lawyer, Mark. Roberts, took on the biggest news media empire in the world and won. This account takes you inside Cargill’s media empire, and reveals the secrets that Roberts was willing to do anything to keep hidden. This account takes you inside Cargill’s shocking trial—in which she got the death penalty. Includes photos. 437 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $14.95

HIDDEN IN Plain SIGHT: Beyond the X-Files. Richard Sauder. Using a combination of archival research, on the scene investigation, and first hand interviews, Sauder takes the reader into a world that is under the ground and under the ocean. It is a world that we are supposed to think in impossible, and yet, after reviewing his evidence, seems almost to be real. 272 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $15.95

A SPECIAL PLACE IN HELL: The World’s Most Depressed Serial Killers. By Christopher Berry-Dee. Collects interviews from the killers who Berry-Dee considers the most deranged and best. Summarizes the authors into an astounding, disturbing collection. 271 pages. Alt Lit. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $12.95

The first of its kind, The World’s Most Depressed Serial Killers explores the lives of some of the world’s most deranged and dangerous killers. Christopher Berry-Dee has interviewed scores of killers, from the world’s most famous to the most obscure. In this groundbreaking work, he presents an astonishing, disturbing collection of interviews with some of the world’s most deranged and dangerous killers. 271 pages. Alt Lit. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $12.95
by comparing it to their extensive files and research.

Intended for the serious student of UFO phenomena, this book provides a comprehensive overview of the evidence and the controversies surrounding the topic of extraterrestrial visitors. It is a valuable resource for those interested in the history and development of the UFO phenomenon.
250 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

*4831054 THE ANCIENT LANGUAGE OF SACRED SOUND: The Acoustic Science of the Divine. By David Elkington. Exploring the acoustic evidence of direct communication between the Earth, the human brain, and sacred space. Elkington shows how humanity maintained a direct line of communication with Mother Earth and the Divine. The discovery of sacred sites, such as Stonehenge, Newgrange, Machu Picchu, Chartres Cathedral, and the pyramids of both Egypt and Mexico. 16 pages of color photos. 396 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

*4831320 MURDER & MAYHEM IN DAYTON AND THE MIAMI VALLEY. By Sara Kaushal. The Miami Valley of Ohio has a rich but gruesome and bloody history. In Dayton, Christine Kett murdered her daughter and confessed 17 years later on at Dayton, Christine Kent murdered her daughter and confessed 17 years later on. 280 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95

*4858859 REDHANDED: An Exploration of Criminals, Cannibals, Cults, and What Makes a Killer Tick. By Damon Cole. Pulling straight from daily reports of the Bangor, Maine Police Department, these short interludes provide a welcome spin on the standard police log. Cole unpacks the formal batch of true crime related hijinks, 224 pages. Down East Pub. at $24.95

*4855205 GET WARRANTS? Dispatches from the Doorday. By Timothy Cotton. Pulling straight from daily reports of the Bangor, Maine Police Department, these short interludes provide a welcome spin on the standard police log. Cole unpacks the formal batch of true crime related hijinks, 224 pages. Down East Pub. at $24.95

256 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95


*4760395 THE ANCIENT LANGUAGE OF SACRED SOUND: The Acoustic Science of the Divine. By David Elkington. Exploring the acoustic evidence of direct communication between the Earth, the human brain, and sacred space. Elkington shows how humanity maintained a direct line of communication with Mother Earth and the Divine. The discovery of sacred sites, such as Stonehenge, Newgrange, Machu Picchu, Chartres Cathedral, and the pyramids of both Egypt and Mexico. 16 pages of color photos. 396 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

*4759540 UP IN THE DEEP STATE: A History of the Military and the Deep State Government’s War Against the Truth. By Kevin D. Randel. Reveals how the deep state conducted interrogations that involved various techniques using chemicals and other mind-altering substances. The evidence is clear. The unexplained officials in the deep state have been obscuring UFO incidents and intimidating those who wish to speak out. 305 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

*4756703 HUNTING WHITEY: The Inside Story of the Capture & Killing of America’s Most Wanted Crime Boss. By C. Sherman & D. Wedge. Packed with fresh reporting the authors resolve the lingering question that has dogged this case for more than twenty-five years: How did such an infamous public criminal evade justice for so long? The answer that emerges is a gripping portrait of one of the most enigmatic criminals in American history and the manhunt that made history. 16 pages of photos, some color. 340 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

*4758711 TIGER WARS: Joe Exotic vs. the Blue Cat Queen. By M.C. Miller. Joe Exotic, the animal-loving, gun-toting, hard-partying, meth and norephrine who killed innocent victims to a horrific end, leading to his capture, prosecution and execution. Photos. 352 pages. Artucrus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

*4683033 TED BUNDY: America’s Most Evil Serial Killer. By Al Cimino. Tells the story of the reign of terror that was Ted Bundy, the North Carolina-born, white supremacist-like hyper-sexual and hyper-violent who lived a twisted, violent and sadistic life of murder and mayhem.Listen to the story of Ted Bundy, the man who was the serial killer of his own kind: a serial killer of serial killers. His story is a chilling reminder of the power of evil and the vulnerability of the human soul.


*4822642 LORD HOMICIDE: The Legendary Mafia Boss Albert Anastasia. By F. Dimon and M. Benco. They called him "The One Man Army," "Mad Hatter," and "Lord High Executioner." Anastasia came to America mean and became a prolific killer. This account of the most powerful and feared crime bosses of the twentieth century, from Mafia insider Frank Detanna, is the first full-length biography to chronicle Anastasia’s bloody rise. 16 pages of photos. 280 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95


*4802632 THE CASE OF THE MURDEROUS DR. CREAM: The Hunt for a Victorian Era Serial Killer. By Dean Joub. In the span of fifteen years, Dr. Thomas Neill Cream murdered as many as 27 people in the United States, Britain, and Canada, making him one of the most prolific killers of his time. Poison was his weapon of choice. Largely forgotten today, this villain was as brazen as the notorious "21 Gun Salute." 206 pages. Down East Pub. at $17.95


*4839222 AUGUSTINE CHACON. LORD HIGH EXECUTIONER: NOTORIOUS ARIZONA OUTLAW. By David Grasse. The time he was hanged in 1903, Augustine Chacon had become the most notorious Mexican outlaw in the Arizona Territory. His alleged crimes made him a virtual dandy, a man who did not care about the rules, that Chacon wasn’t the bloodthirsty fiend he was made out to be. In reality, he may not even have been hanged for shooting. Photos. 188 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

*4831172 THE TRUE STORY OF NOTORIOUS ARIZONA OUTLAW AUGUSTINE CHACON. By David Grasse. The time he was hanged in 1903, Augustine Chacon had become the most notorious Mexican outlaw in the Arizona Territory. His alleged crimes made him a virtual dandy, a man who did not care about the rules, that Chacon wasn’t the bloodthirsty fiend he was made out to be. In reality, he may not even have been hanged for shooting. Photos. 188 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

*4830857 SERIAL KILLERS: The World’s Most Evil. By Nigel Bradwell. Looks behind the masks of these evil men to the minds of these monsters. What drove them to crime? What turned seemingly ordinary members of society into sick slayers? How did they select their helpless victims? And quite simply, how did they get away with murder? Photos. 190 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

*4822445 AL PACINO. AMERICA’S MOST WANTED CRIMINAL. By Andrew E. Lipsett. Mary Bennett with D.S. Percy. Taking you from a complex childhood to a violent adolescence, and from a violent adolescence to a full-length biography to chronicle Anastasia’s bloody rise. 16 pages of photos. 280 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

*4829211 SECRET SOCIETIES: Gardiner’s Forbidden Knowledge. By Philip Gardner. Delving into a world that is hidden from our eyes Gardiner finds himself in situations that mirror the fiction world of The Da Vinci Code. His aim is simple: to uncover the truth behind the world’s secret societies. 256 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

256 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

*4848871 TIGER WARS: Joe Exotic vs. the Blue Cat Queen. By M.C. Miller. Joe Exotic, the animal-loving, gun-toting, hard-partying, meth and norephrine who killed innocent victims to a horrific end, leading to his capture, prosecution and execution. Photos. 352 pages. Artucrus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

*4858553 ALIEN INTELLIGENCE AND THE PATHWAY TO MARS: The Hidden Connections Between the Red Planet and Earth. By Mary Bennett with D.S. Percy. Taking you from a complex on Mars to the Teotihuacan pyramids in Mexico, from ph ratios to the Pentagon, from the Goblet of Fire to the Erudite, analysis of why this exploration of the hidden influence of Mars shows that our abilities as a future space-faring species began in the ancient past and are now coming to fruition. Well illus., many in color. 527 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

*4829222 LORD HOMICIDE: The Legendary Mafia Boss Albert Anastasia. By F. Dimon and M. Benco. They called him "The One Man Army," "Mad Hatter," and "Lord High Executioner." Anastasia came to America mean and became a prolific killer. This account of the most powerful and feared crime bosses of the twentieth century, from Mafia insider Frank Detanna, is the first full-length biography to chronicle Anastasia’s bloody rise. 16 pages of photos. 280 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95
**Ghosts**

4789402 HAUNTED CONNECTICUT, SECOND EDITION: Ghosts and Strange Phenomena of the State. By Cheri Farnsworth. Tales of bloodthirsty ghosts, haunted lighthouses, and a phantom plane crash tingle the spine of travelers to Connecticut. These spooky stories cover the whole spectrum of the supernatural and are fun to read— in a spooky kind of way. 140 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.


4883248 BREAKTHROUGH GHOST PHOTOGRAPHY OF HAUNTED HISTORIC VIRGINIA. By Tim Scullion. This third volume of over 200 images takes a close haunted look at ghosts photographed from all over the state, and includes the presidents' homes. Visit the very haunted residences of Presidents George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison, along with discovering the compelling background of each place and person that may explain the photographic evidence. 208 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95.


4762117 THE HAUNTING OF ALMA FIELDING. By Kate Summer. Alma Fielding is two centuries old, and the city of Alma in northeastern Colorado has a tale to tell. Alma’s resident ghost story is as tall as it is true, and as old as the town itself. 349 pages. Penquin. Hardcover. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95.

4835174 HAUNTED ALBUQUERQUE. By Cody Polston. When the railroad arrived in Albuquerque in 1880, a whole new town of stores and saloons sprouted along the tracks in tents and shacks. The railroad settlement became known as Old Town, the additional districts produced their fair share of macabre tales and ghostly lore. Photos. 121 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $17.95.

4834833 HAUNTED HISTORY OF DELAWARE. By Josh Hitchens. Delaware’s long history has created many ghostly echoes in the present day, placers where the souls of the dead travel the world and observe the living. This book takes a spooky road trip through the First State with many terrifying tales that will chill your bones. Well illus. 140 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $17.95.

**CHASING GHOSTS: A Tour of Our Fascination with Spirits and the Supernatural.** By Marc Hartman. Take a spirited tour through the supernatural history of America and beyond, including: The Fox sisters and the rise of Spiritualism, the根本女神, the story of ghosts like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, legendary ghosts like the Bell Witch of Tennessee and the Greenbrier Ghost of West Virginia and more! Photos, some in color. 256 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $5.95.


**SHORT HAIGHTEN OF (NEARLY) EVERYTHING PARANORMAL.** By Terje G. Simonsen. An in-depth paranormal survey brimming with entertaining, scientific, and well-known thinkers, as research suggesting that paranormal phenomena may be objectively real—perhaps enabled by a Mental Internet connecting us all. 350 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95. $24.95.


**3980537 STRANGE FREQUENCIES: The Extraordinary Story of the Technological Quest for the Supernatural.** By Peter Macgregor. Takes readers on a journey from ancient history to the future of paranormal investigation. Offers a seven-step process for determining whether a paranormal phenomenon is real or merely the product of legends and folklore? Follow us as we delve deep into the facts of this terrifying journey in what nightmares are made of. Not Rated. 150 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95.

**SECRET TEACHINGS OF ALL AGES.** By Manly P. Hall. First published in 1928. This key to the world’s esoteric traditions unlocks some of the most fascinating and closely held secrets of myth, religion, and philosophy. It distills ancient and modern teachings of nearly 600 experts. Color illus. 676 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $14.95.

**398515 CHASING HEAVEN: What Dying Taught Me About Living.** By C. McVea & A. Nicholson. Crystal McVea’s heart stopped for nine minutes before doctors were able to revive her. During those nine minutes, she went to Heaven, stood on Mount Olympus, and was shown how she should have changed. She realized that Heaven is real and our true home, but we are still meant to have meaningful lives full of passion and purpose here on Earth. 286 pages. Howard. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95.

**PASSPORT TO THE PARANORMAL: Your Guide to Strangest Supernatural Lore.** By Loga. This passport shows the way through the weird and wonderful world of paranormal oddities. Includes information on haunted places and objects, historical curiosities, and many more. 272 pages. Atlantean. Hardcover. Pub. at $21.99. $14.95.

**DVD PROJECTION: The Out-of-Body Experience.** By T. D’Agostino. Takes readers on a journey from ancient history to the future of paranormal investigation. Offers a seven-step process for determining whether a paranormal phenomenon is real or merely the product of legends and folklore? Follow us as we delve deep into the facts of this terrifying journey in what nightmares are made of. Not Rated. 150 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95.

**DVD MONSTER HORROR DOCUMENTARY SERIES: Season 1.** Widescreen. Vampires, goblins, ghosts, and every creature of the night come alive. Are they real or merely the product of legends and folklore? Follow us as we delve deep into the facts of this terrifying journey in what nightmares are made of. Not Rated. 150 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95. $10.95.

**DVD 3720748 LEGENDARY BEASTS.** Widescreen. Using a combination of eyewitness accounts, scientific fact and Colt, mythical creatures become real or merely the product of legends and folklore? Follow us as we delve deep into the facts of this terrifying journey in what nightmares are made of. Not Rated. 150 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95. $10.95.
4705912 EGYPTIAN MAGIC. By E.A. Wallis Budge. First published in 1899, this is the classic work of one of the most prolific Victorian Egyptologists, and is essential reading for anybody interested in ancient cultures and their approaches to magic. Illus. 234 pages. Chartwell. 

4696050 MODERN RUNES: Discover the Magic of Casting and Divination for Everyday Life. By Veli Halfdan Sigurdson. Based on the Elder Futhark, this complete guide offers simple ways to help you unlock the mysteries of power and runes. From choosing your rune set to learning how to read runes and understanding the runes, you’ll discover everything you need to become a practitioner of this deeply spiritual art. Illus. 132 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 

3858197 THE TEST: Incredible Proof of the Afterlife. By Stephen A. fry. The author interviews six modern psychics who have been tested under the most stringent of conditions to determine the validity of their claims. fry is the best-known psychic of our time. 244 pages. Helios. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 

3985362 UTTERLY WACKED: Hallucinations, Curious, and Other Unusual Notions. By Dorothy Morrison. Packed with over one hundred rituals, incantations, hexes, and curses, this is the primer for learning all the magickal tricks. Explore the hidden secrets and magical components designed to obliterate your toughtest problems. You’ll find the tools to protect yourself, your family, and your home from your occult predators. 248 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 

3872315 THE PRACTICE OF ENOCHEAN MAGIC. By Aleister Crowley. First published in The Equinox, Crowley’s writings on Enochian magic are collected here and introduced by a master occultist and author of many volumes on magick, tarot, and the Western Mystery Traditions, including Enochian Vision Magic. Illus. 242 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 

3887714 WEREWOLVES: A Hunter’s Guide. By Graeme Davis. Tells the full history of werewolves and the shocking role that they have played in some of history’s most notorious events and their involvement in numerous wars. Finally, this resource covers the groups and societies devoted to hunting the creatures, whether for safety, study, or sport. Well illus., most in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 

3941744 PREMONITIONS AND PSYCHIC WARNINGS: Real Stories of Haunting Experiences. By Edrick Thay. In this collection of strange and fascinating experiences, knowing what lies ahead is often more of a curse than a blessing: a young girl foresees the tragic death of her father, who continues to haunt her; a hiker is saved from certain death in the Colorado Rockies by a man who feels inextricably compelled to drive back to his mountain cabin; and more. Illus. 192 pages. Lone Pine. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 

2992817 CONFESSIONS OF AN ILLUMINATI, VOL I, SECOND EDITION: The Whole Truth About the Illuminati and the New World Order. By Leo Lyon Zagami. This groundbreaking study presents internal documents, confidential rituals, secret fraternal rites, and other unique permutations that expose a web of deod and total world control. Zagami exposes the hidden structure of the New World Order and the occult practices of the groups involved. Photos. 404 pages. CCT Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 

668372X SANTA MUERTE: The History, Rituals, and Magic of Our Lady of the Holy Death. By Tracey Rollin. Rollin presents simple, straightforward methods for working with Holy Death that may be used alone or easily incorporated into any magical system. Pub. at $18.95 

3929790 THE TRUTH ABOUT WITCHCRAFT. By Scott Cunningham. Provides a wonderful introduction to Witchcraft and Wicca for those new to the craft. Exploring the historic origins of magic and the contemporary practices of Witchcraft and Wicca, this highly accessible guide shares information about using magic for love, prosperity, raising energy and more. 185 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 

4695364 YOUR SOUL PURPOSE: Learn How to Access the Light Within. By Kim Russo. What is your purpose on this earth? World renowned medium, Russo, helps you answer this question and many others. This guide is designed to help you look beyond your limitations to unlock your inner strength. Whether it’s finding ways to be centered or moving to a higher plane of consciousness. 206 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $25.95 

2828758 PEOPLE I MET AT THE GATES OF HEAVEN: Who Is Going to Be There Because of You? By D. Piper & C. Murphey. The author suffered a horrific accident and was clinically dead for 90 minutes, and in this fascinating volume, he tells of his “welcoming committee” in heaven and the significant role each person had on his earthly life. He provides an eternal perspective on the power of earthly influence and relationships. What we do today matters forever. 226 pages. FathWords. Pub. at $20.00 

4759524 AMERICAN BRUJERIA: Mexican Folk Magic. By J. Allen Cross. In recent years, a fascinating blend of folk magic grounded in Mexican culture has taken root in America. Practiced by Mexican Americans, never being written down, it is given a straightforward account by Cross, a practicing witch of Mexican Descent. This living tradition features commonalities with other folk magic traditions. 212 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 

2910284 ONLY A THOUGHT AWAY: Keeping in Touch with Your Loved Ones in Spirit. By Tracey Rollin. Offers a complete guide to connecting with those who have passed on. Includes practical advice about animals, mystic incantations, sacred rituals and many a curious tale of good and evil. Well illus. 208 pages. Witches’ Almanac. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 

397271X THE WITCHES’ ALMANAC, ISSUE 39. SPRING 2020-2021: Stones—The Foundation of Earth. By Andrew video. This new, in-depth edit will fascinate anyone interested in folklore, mythology and culture as well as hard core Wiccans and mystic enthusiasts. It includes information related to the month of March, full of invaluable advice about animals, mystic incantations, sacred rituals and many a curious tale of good and evil. Well illus. 208 pages. Witches’ Almanac. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 

3903630 PARKERS’ ASTROLOGY: The Book of the Famous Astronomer and Astrologer in Every Aspect of Your Life. By Julia & Derek Parker. Explore the world of astrology, learn how to calculate and interpret birth chart readings and predictions, and find the tools to bring more balance into your life. Whether you’re trying to move to a higher plane of consciousness or just want to live in harmony with the world around you, this is the book for you. 261 pages. Phoenix. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 

3715507 THE BIG BOOK OF TAROT. By Joan Buruma. Covering the basics and then moving gradually into more advanced concepts, this guide includes lessons on how to consider one card by itself, how to look for card pairs, and how to create the “story” of a reading. Includes practical insights on how to work with and interpret a wide variety of tarot spreads. Illus. 357 pages. 


307000X ADVENTURES IN CRYPTOZOOLOGY, VOLUME 1. By Richard Freeman. The science and history of cryptozoology, the searching of creatures that were once thought to be mythological, but that have since been proven to exist. Freeman has journeyed across the world to add to and advance the catalogue of cryptozoological finds. 294 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 

474295X CRYSTALS AND NUMEROLOGY: Decode Your Numbers and Support Your Life Path with Crystal Magic. By W. Wessel & C. Schefiere. Explains each of the numbers from zero to nine on a numerological level, including their qualities and energies, and how they act on human consciousness. You will learn which crystals resonate most with each number’s energy, discover which offer complementary energies, and find detailed descriptions of the gemstones’ spiritual and physical qualities. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 

4714601 OZARK FOLK MAGIC: Plants, Prayers, & Healing. By Brandon Weston. Provides lore, verbal charms, healing plants, herbal recipes, magical alignments, and much more. With personal stories and down to earth advice, this reference makes it easy to incorporate folk magic into your practice. 261 pages. Phoenix. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 

4757505 THE TAROT DIRECTORY: Unlock the Meaning of the Cards, Spreads, and the Mystery of the Tarot. By Sarah Bartlett. Learn all there is to know about reading and interpreting the seventy-eight cards in a Tarot deck and using them for the benefit of you and others. Each card is examined in full, with diagrams and descriptions, then moving gradually into more advanced spreads. concluded with a specially designed “masterclass” that takes you to a deeper level of understanding of this wonderful art. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 

4757488 THE FORTUNE TELLING AND TAROT TECHNIQUES TO Unlock Your Fortune. By Sarah Bartlett. With easy to follow instructions and clear illustrations, this directory will help you utilize the knowledge you have, while aiding you in how to use a wide range of fortune-telling methods, from tarot reading to palmistry, and from numerology to pendulum dowsing. 192 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 

4872634 DRAGONS & MYTHICAL CREATURES. By G. McCail & C. McNab. Features gripping stories of dragons and mythical creatures from ancient legends, along with history, literature, and movies and stunning artworks, maps and fascinating facts explaining the origins of each mythical story. 192 pages. Amber Books. 111/8x8 1/2. Pub. at $19.95 

See more titles at erhbc.com/861
Karen Harrison. Harrison shows you how to select herbs based on possession; after reading this, you may too. 313 pages. Penguin.

Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

TRANSFORMATION. Illus. 128 pages. Weiser.

to elevate your magickal endeavors. 254 pages. Llewellyn.

Notebooks of an Appalachian Conjurer. Of offers the various aspects of magical creatures from around the globe, including in the Scottish and British thrones. Llewellyn then concludes with a collection of medieval afterlife-related traditions such as placing polished stones in the coffin so the departed soul can find its way back to friends and family at those times of the year when the world grows thin. 314 pages. Inner Traditions.

For those who want to know how to survive a quantum leap into a hugely expanded human consciousness. 524 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. At $21.95

unearthing footage. 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95

By Jake Richards. Offers the various aspects of magical creatures from around the globe, including in the Scottish and British thrones. Llewellyn then concludes with a collection of medieval afterlife-related traditions such as placing polished stones in the coffin so the departed soul can find its way back to friends and family at those times of the year when the world grows thin. 314 pages. Inner Traditions.

Retreat. 75 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.98

For those who want to know how to survive a quantum leap into a hugely expanded human consciousness. 524 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. At $21.95

unearthing footage. 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95

By Jake Richards. Offers the various aspects of magical creatures from around the globe, including in the Scottish and British thrones. Llewellyn then concludes with a collection of medieval afterlife-related traditions such as placing polished stones in the coffin so the departed soul can find its way back to friends and family at those times of the year when the world grows thin. 314 pages. Inner Traditions.

**385448** INTUITIVE WITCHCRAFT: How to Use Intuition to Elevate Your Craft. By Astrea Taylor. Featuring extensive exercises, this amazing guide reveals how to embrace and refine your inner voice to tap into your intuitive magical potential. 335 pages. Llewellyn. $18.95


**484653** THE REMAKING. By Clay McLeod Chapman. Novel. Inspired by a true story, thriller for fans of horror and true crime follows a tale as it evolves every twenty years, with terrifying results. In the 1930s, a mother and daughter are burned at the stake as witches. Their story inspires an urban legend told around campfire in the 50s, a 70s horror film in the 80s, a 90s meta remake and a true crime podcast. 296 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $19.99

**472859** THE CREATIVITY ORACLE: Visions of Enchantment to Guide & Inspire. By A. Zemer & M. Farber. This beautiful new oracle deck and guide will help empower you as a compass, an assistant, a prompt, an obstacle remover, a game changer, and a pathfinder. The imaginative principles in this divination system are designed to help stimulate the creative process and enable flow, while motivating and guiding your gifts and talents. Fully illus in color. 112 pages. Red Feather. $29.95

**485226** TRADITIONAL BRAZILIAN BLACK MAGIC; The Secrets of the Kimbandas. By Diego d'Oossi. Exploring the history and practice of Kimbanda, also known as Quimbanda, d'Oossi builds a timeline from the emergence of Afro-Brazilian religions in the 17th century when African slaves were first brought to Brazil to the modern codification of Kimbanda by Mba leda do Ogum in the 1960s. 110 pages. Bear & Company. Pub. at $16.99

**484974** THE HAND REVEALS: A Complete Guide to Chirology, the Western Traditions of Handreading. By Dylan Warren-Davis. A comprehensive and practical guide to the philosophy and practice of chirology, and is essential reading for those interested in handreading as well as those interested in astrology and alternative health therapies. Illus. 296 pages. Aeon. Pub. at $34.00

**486254** ZOMBIE CSU: The Forensic Science of the Living Dead. By Jonathan Malapit & Empyreal Press. By science and solid police work—not to mention jaw-dropping humor—this is the only guide you need to make it through life, after undeath. Complete with numbers, colors, flip charts, and other important references. This essential tips for kicking undead butt, this also features interviews with zombie experts, forensics pros, detectives, filmmakers, and more. Illus. in color. 402 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $21.95

**474574** A HISTORY OF THE UNDEAD: Mummies, Vampires and Zombies. By Booth Curran. Unravel the truth behind these popular reanimated corpses, starting with their origins in Western Media through the decades, and going back in time to find the origins of the myths. Illus. 212 pages. Penn & Sword. Pub. at $29.95

**464951** ENTERING Hekate's GARDEN: The Magick, Medicine & Mythology of Witchcraft. By Cyndi Brannen. Enter the garden of the goddess! Brannen offers extensive insight into plant spirit ritual and witchcraft including information on the uses of botanicals especially associated with the goddess Hekate. Featuring thirty-nine plants. A deep dive into the mystical world of botanical witchery. 273 pages. Weiser. Pub. at $17.95

**4871638** THE MODERN GUIDE TO CRYSTAL HEALING. By Philip Permutt. Reveals the amazing ability of crystals to heal, energize, and enhance every part of your life, and includes a directory of over 400 crystals arranged by color and accompanied by clear photographs. 176 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


**4728629** THE GRAIL TAROT: A Templar Vision. By John Matthews. This Tarot deck retells the fabulous Grail legend—one of the most illustrious myths the world has ever known—and relates the quest for the sacred Christian relic to our desire to understand the puzzle of our own lives. Includes guide and a colorful 50-card deck. 192 pages. Red Feather. $29.95


**4849448** THEHand Reveals: A Complete Guide to Chirology, the Western Traditions of Handreading. By Dylan Warren-Davis. A comprehensive and practical guide to the philosophy and practice of chirology, and is essential reading for those interested in handreading as well as those interested in astrology and alternative health therapies. Illus. 296 pages. Aeon. Publisher. Pub. at $34.00

**486254** ZOMBIE CSU: The Forensic Science of the Living Dead. By Jonathan Malapit & Empyreal Press. By science and solid police work—not to mention jaw-dropping humor—this is the only guide you need to make it through life, after undeath. Complete with numbers, colors, flip charts, and other important references. This essential tips for kicking undead butt, this also features interviews with zombie experts, forensics pros, detectives, filmmakers, and more. Illus. in color. 402 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $21.95

**474574** A HISTORY OF THE UNDEAD: Mummies, Vampires and Zombies. By Booth Curran. Unravel the truth behind these popular reanimated corpses, starting with their origins in Western Media through the decades, and going back in time to find the origins of the myths. Illus. 212 pages. Penn & Sword. Pub. at $29.95

**464951** ENTERING Hekate's GARDEN: The Magick, Medicine & Mythology of Witchcraft. By Cyndi Brannen. Enter the garden of the goddess! Brannen offers extensive insight into plant spirit ritual and witchcraft including information on the uses of botanicals especially associated with the goddess Hekate. Featuring thirty-nine plants. A deep dive into the mystical world of botanical witchery. 273 pages. Weiser. Pub. at $17.95

**484653** THE REMAKING. By Clay McLeod Chapman. Novel. Inspired by a true story, thriller for fans of horror and true crime follows a tale as it evolves every twenty years, with terrifying results. In the 1930s, a mother and daughter are burned at the stake as witches. Their story inspires an urban legend told around campfire in the 50s, a 70s horror film in the 80s, a 90s meta remake and a true crime podcast. 296 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $19.99

**472859** THE CREATIVITY ORACLE: Visions of Enchantment to Guide & Inspire. By A. Zemer & M. Farber. This beautiful new oracle deck and guide will help empower you as a compass, an assistant, a prompt, an obstacle remover, a game changer, and a pathfinder. The imaginative principles in this divination system are designed to help stimulate the creative process and enable flow, while motivating and guiding your gifts and talents. Fully illus in color. 112 pages. Red Feather. $29.95
History & Sociology of Religion

48298X IS THE BIBLE AT FAULT? By Jerry Pagettangle. Explores twelve different cases of aberrant behavior in the name of scripture. The book discloses movements that have led people astray, brought irreplaceable spiritual and emotional harm, and even cost countless people their lives. Illus., some color. 214 pages. Worthy. Pub. at $24.99

4701569 IN THE NAME OF GOD: The Role of Holy Place in Western Civilization By O’Grady. An original and thought-provoking history of monotheistic religions and their ever-shifting relationship with each other. O’Grady takes the reader from Umar, the seventh-century Islamic caliph, who was the first to build one of the greatest empires the world has ever known to the bloody Thirty Years’ War between Protestants and Catholics. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 462 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.99

3887499 HEAVEN AND HELL: A History of the Afterlife By Bart D. Ehrman. A religion scholar recounts the long history of the afterlife, ranging from the ancient religion of the Vikings to the writings of Saint Augustine and focusing especially on the teachings of Jesus and his early followers. Ehrman helps us reflect on where our ideas come from, and assures us that there may be something to hope for when we die. 326 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00

3959235 HOLY HORRORS: An Illustrated History of Religious Murder and Madness By James A. Haught. Chronicles the grim spectrum of religious persecution and how it has affected the world. Illustrated with drawings, woodcuts, and photographs, this resourceous handbook reconstructs such horrific religious persecution as the Inquisition, the heretical Spanish Inquisition, the Reformation and the Inquisition, and the Inquisition. 243 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

4713877 SPIRITUAL TAXONOMIES AND RITUAL AUTHORITY: Platonists, Priests, and Gnostics in the Third Century C.E. By Heidi Marx-Wolf. The people of the late ancient Mediterranean world thought about and encountered gods, angels, demons, heroes, and other spirits on a regular basis. This volume recounts how these Platonist philosophers organized the spirit world into hierarchies, or “spiritual taxonomies,” positioning themselves as the highest gods in the process. 196 pages. UP at $59.95

3959235 HOLY HORRORS: An Illustrated History of Religious Murder and Madness By James A. Haught. Chronicles the grim spectrum of religious persecution and how it has affected the world. Illustrated with drawings, woodcuts, and photographs, this resourceous handbook reconstructs such horrific religious persecution as the Inquisition, the heretical Spanish Inquisition, the Reformation and the Inquisition, and the Inquisition. 243 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

4815734 HOW JESUS BECAME GOD: The Exaltation of a Jewish Preacher from Galilee By Heikki O’Meara. It is generally agreed that Jesus claimed to be the Christ and that this claim set him apart from his contemporaries. What is less generally agreed is when, and how, this claim took place. O’Meara argues that the way Jesus’ divinity was asserted became an integral part of the Christian faith. He proposes a new model for interpreting the accepted narrative of Jesus’ divinity and his claim to be the Christ. 424 pages. Wipf & Stock. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

3852506 THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS AND THE DISCOVERY OF THE HEBREW BIBLE By John E. Rodgers. The Dead Sea Scrolls illuminate our understanding of the Bible. As a religious text, the Bible is unique among ancient documents. It is the only religious work that was the product of a historical process. 252 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

4704117 SEARCHING FOR THE MESSIAH: Unlocking the Psalms of Solomon and Humanity’s Quest for a Savior By Barrie Wilson. Reveals how a collective search for meaning on this planet of ours can be understood in terms of the history of human faith. It has been fundamentally flawed. Jesus himself rejected the idea of an external savior, instead formulating his teachings to focus on the role of the individual and his or her actions. 276 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

4743113 CHRISTMAS AND THE QUR’AN. By Karl-Josef Kuschel. The accounts of the Nativity given by the Evangelists Luke and Matthew would be less problematic if the Qur’an had not been published 13 centuries later. The Qur’an that we read today is a mediator between the stories of Jesus and the historical Jesus as they have been perceived by the communities of believers in each of the faiths. 375 pages. Nelson. Pub. at $27.95

479957 DOMONI: How the Christian Revolution Remade the World By Donald W.գ. Fairbairn. Helps readers understand both the variety and unity of the Church in this pivotal era. This is an ideal introduction to the formative centuries of Christian history that broadens the narrative often recounted and places it more firmly in its varied cultural contexts. Illus. 394 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99


4734000 EARLY CHRISTIANITY IN CONTEXTS. Ed. by William Tabbernee. Draws on current archaeological and textual research to trace the spread of Christianity in the first millennium. Tabbernee has assembled a team of expert historians to survey the diverse forms of early Christianity as it spread across centuries, cultures, and continents. Maps & illus. 602 pages. Baker Academic. Pub. at $55.00

4815734 HOW JESUS BECAME GOD: The Exaltation of a Jewish Preacher from Galilee By Heikki O’Meara. It is generally agreed that Jesus claimed to be the Christ and that this claim set him apart from his contemporaries. What is less generally agreed is when, and how, this claim took place. O’Meara argues that the way Jesus’ divinity was asserted became an integral part of the Christian faith. He proposes a new model for interpreting the accepted narrative of Jesus’ divinity and his claim to be the Christ. 424 pages. Wipf & Stock. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

4952204 THE GLOBAL CHURCH: Six Centuries. By Donald. Fairbairn. Helps readers understand both the variety and unity of the Church in this pivotal era. This is an ideal introduction to the formative centuries of Christian history that broadens the narrative often recounted and places it more firmly in its varied cultural contexts. Illus. 394 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

4883334 CHURCH HISTORY IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE, 5TH EDITION. By Bruce L. Shelley. This fifth edition provides an easy to read guide to the worldwide Christian story with intellectual substance and promises to set a new standard for the book. It is a lively and thorough account of the story. This is the story of the Church for today’s readers. Illus. 596 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.99

489073A A NATION OF SINGING BIRDS: Sermon and Song in Wales and Among the Welsh. By Heidi Marx-Wolf. Based on research in libraries and archives in Wales and America, this author examines how Welsh communities during religious revivals and Welsh-Welsh encounters built up a body of folk songs and sermons. It is a history of song and sermons and their modern expression more the formal choir and song. The love of song continues, and the individual effort to personalize and interpret the song and sermon remains central to their meaning. 276 pages. UP at $37.95
Religion and Spirituality

**4703014 MIRACLES & DIVINE INTERVENTION: 101 Stories of Faith and Hope.** By Amy Newmark. These true stories of breathtaking coincidences, unexplained miracles, angels and messages from heaven will deepen your faith and strengthen your hope. 340 pages. Chicken Soup for the Soul. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**4693586 WHY RELIGION? A Personal Story.** By Elaine Pagels. A provocative and deep moving memoir from one of the most compelling religious thinkers at work today, Pagels explores the spiritual dimension of human experience. In the wake of great personal tragedy, she reflects on the persistence and nature of belief and why religion matters. 235 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

**4683587 WHY RELIGION? A Personal Story.** By Elaine Pagels. A provocative and deep moving memoir from one of the most compelling religious thinkers at work today, Pagels explores the spiritual dimension of human experience. In the wake of great personal tragedy, she reflects on the persistence and nature of belief and why religion matters. 235 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

**4676532 THE RELIGIONS BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained.** By Shalini Ambalavannan et al. Written in plain English and covering the world’s major faiths, this compendium is packed with short, pithy explanations that cut through the jargon, and diagrams that chart the contours of belief. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $7.95

**2975106 ALREADY HERE: A Doctor Discovers the Truth About Heaven.** By Leo Galland. The story of the death of Galland’s son, Christopher at age 22, and the direct visual evidence Christopher showed Galland that our souls do go on; and the dramatic change in faith, and Bart’s journey from Progressive to a deeper form of Christianity. 241 pages. Stone. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $12.95

**3988013 THIS SEASON OF ANGELS: Angelic Assignments During This Prophectic Season.** By Perry Stone. Based on more than forty years of study and experience, Stone explores the titanic struggle that is taking place in the spirit realm on the forefront of prophetic seasons. 209 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $20.00. $5.95

**3853586 THE CONVOLuted UNIVERSE, BOOK ONE.** By Dolores Cannon. This mind-expanding volume of work examines and diagrams that untangle the central tenets. Over 100 substantial selections from the fifth millennium, covering the world’s major faiths, this compendium is packed with short, pithy explanations that cut through the jargon, and diagrams that chart the contours of belief. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $14.95

**4852419 PLAYING WITH FIRE: A Modern Investigation into Demons, Exorcism, and Ghosts.** By Billy Hallowell. Expertly researched in-depth analysis of the recent revival of the ancient practice of demonology. 382 pages. Ozark Mountain. Paperback. Pub. at $17.50. $11.95

**4722528 WHY I LEFT, WHY I STAYED.** By Tony & Bart Campolo. The Campolos reflect on their individual spiritual odysseys and how they evolved when their paths diverged, examining the lessons we can take from the valor of their personal journeys. 194 pages. Ozark Mountain. Paperback. Pub. at $17.50. $11.95

**3930219 IN THE MIND OF THE ANGEL.** By Perry Stone. Based on more than forty years of study and experience, Stone explores the titanic struggle that is taking place in the spirit realm on the forefront of prophetic seasons. 209 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $20.00. $5.95

**3967099 WHAT THE QUR’AN MEANT: And Why It Matters.** By Garry Wills. The Qur’an invites readers to reexamine our presuppositions regarding faith. Wills provides an unparalleled introduction to a spiritual classic, one of the most important religious texts of the last millennium. 368 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $13.95

**3707219 IN THE CLOSET OF THE ASSASSIN: Power, Hypocrisy, and Hypocrisy.** By Frederic Martel. From his unique position as a respected journalist with unhindered access to some of the Vatican’s most influential people, Martel presents a shattering account of a system rotten to its very core. This brilliant piece of investigative writing is based on four years’ authoritative research, including extensive interviews with those in power. 550 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. $19.95

**2968858 THE DECEIT OF ROME.** By Maurits Prins. This no-holds barred volume tries one thing after another to make the tree grow, but the more ways it has been misunderstood in the one and a half millennium since it was composed, the more comprehensible it becomes. 594 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. $19.95

**2716644 DO IT AFRAID: Embracing Courage in the Face of Fear.** By Joyce Meyer. Recognize, confront, and conquer the fears holding you back. Reading living boldly and freely with the renowned Bible teacher and bestselling author. 267 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

**4781388 21 WAYS TO FINDING PEACE AND HAPPINESS: Overcoming Anxiety, Fear, and Worry Every Day.** By Joyce Meyer. Through a diligent analysis of scripture, as well as words of wisdom and candid insights from her own experiences, Meyer inspires a search for inner peace and serenity. Journey with her and learn how to be at peace with God, with yourself, and with others. 265 pages. FaithWords. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

**4762593 20 WAYS TO MAKE EVERY DAY BETTER.** By Joyce Meyer. Offering simple, practical advice, uplifting stories and the encouragement we need to start enjoying the life God created for us today. 199 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $22.00. $9.45

**4801369 HABITS OF A GODLY WOMAN.** By Joyce Meyer. In this compact digest the bestselling author explores the habits of a Godly woman, a woman who wants to continuously grow in God and live as He would have her live. Experience the joy and sense of purpose that comes with the spread of blessings for our lives. 219 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $10.00. $4.95

**4749553 101 INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES.** By Joyce Meyer. You’ll find many of Meyer’s most familiar sayings, along with scriptures that inspired them, that will help you keep your mind focused on God’s Word so you can live with more peace and joy in your day to day routine. 208 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $15.00. $4.95

**4722804 DICTIONARY OF LUTHER AND THE LUTHERAN TRADITIONS.** Ed. by Thomas Nelson. Unprecedented in scope and approach, this work is the most comprehensive gathering of primary texts available. Organized by country, the spread of Luther’s movement from India to China, Korea, Japan, Tibet, and the United States, the Anthology brings together over 100 substantial selections from the fifth century BC to the present day, some in color. 787 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

**4799907 THE WOMEN OF THE BIBLE SPEAK: The Wisdom of 16 Women and Their Lessons for Today.** By Shannon Bream. Outlines the lessons we can learn from the lives of Bible’s women. From the쭐 of Hannah, the audacity of Rahab, and the faith of Mary. In broadening each woman’s individual story, Bream offers us a deeper understanding of each, and wisdom and insights that can transform our own lives today. 236 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.99. $18.95

**6977677 THE DICTATOR P OPE, REVISED: The Inside Story of the Francis Papacy.** By Marcantonio Colonna. In this expanded edition, Colonna reveals why the head of Francis’ own religious order thought he should not be made a bishop; why Francis may have diverted $100 million from the Blowjob Clinton’s failed presidential campaign; and how true Church reformers have been punished by the Pope and his allies. 232 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**3704125 O UTRENDING GOD: A Beginner’s Guide.** By Richard Dawkins. Dawkins makes the intellectual case that there is no designer, and challenges head-on some of the most basic assumptions made by the world’s religions. Do you believe in God? Is the Bible a “Good Book”? Are you adhering to a religion necessary, or even likely? Dawkins offers a concise, provocative guide to answering these questions, and to thinking for yourself. 294 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

---
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**Religion and Spirituality**


3975703 **50 REASONS PEOPLE GIVE FOR BELIEVING IN A GOD.** By Guy F. Harrison. 354 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $12.95.


4750942 **FOR THE LOVE.** By Jem Hatmaker. In this wise and hilarious journey through the roller coaster of modern womanhood, Hatmaker explores the myths that make us think we have to choose a path to follow, and the unsparing critique of what this world does to us and a glorious celebration of what life can be with grace. 221 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

473418X **THE NEW ELDER’S HANDBOOK: A Biblical Guide to Developing Faithful Leaders.** By G.R. Scharf & A. Kok. Designed to equip elders with the knowledge, character, and gifts they need for it takes such leaders through the development of a vision for ministry, recruitment of elders to carry out that vision, and specific biblical training to intentionally equip every elder. 358 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.


4744055 **RESPECTFUL ATHEISM: A Perspective on Belief in God and Each Other.** By Thomas B. Sheridan. A study of God as a concept, not from the perspective of any religious tradition but rather as belief in an all-powerful, all-knowing and loving supernatural entity as has prevailed through the ages. Sheridan reviews arguments throughout history for and against the idea of such a God. 194 pages. Snow Lion. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.


**Economic History**

3722201 **AMERICANA: A 400-Year History of American Capitalism.** By Bhu Srinivasan. A thrilling alternative history of modern America that reframes the events, trends, and people we thought we knew about. By showing the story of a nation in a much broader, or for better or for worse, this nation holds dearest: capitalism. Entertaining and eye-opening, it’s an exhilarating new work of narrative history. 560 pages. Gotham. Pub. at $24.95.


4721284 **THE FRAGILE MIDDLE CLASS: Americans in Debt.** By Teresa A. Sullivan et al. In this influential and ground-breaking account of the staggering weight of consumer debt financed with plastic combined to threaten the financial security of the middle-class. 380 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00.
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Science & Invention

4673301 FREUD: The Man, the Scientist, and the Birth of Psychoanalysis. By Robert Slavens. This stunning biography is fully illustrated with photographs and reproductions of rare documents, such as Freud’s handwritten notebooks and his correspondence. Sheppard examines how this great man developed the theories that catapulted him to fame, as well as revealing his personal struggles. 176 pages. Deutsche. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

3979047 FREUD: The Making of an Illusion. By Frederick Crews. In a monumental biographical study and slashing critique, Crews irrefutably debunks the myth of psychoanalysis and its creator. Drawing on rarely consulted archives, he reveals a man who remains a hero and inspiration to scientists and who advanced his career through falsifying case studies and betraying his mentors. 16 pages of photos. 746 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $40.00. $7.95

4718728 GALILEO AND THE SCIENCE DENIERS. By Mario Livio. Galileo is one of history’s greatest and most fascinating scientists, and is best known for being an early victim of science denial. Galileo was put on trial with his life in the balance for refusing to renounce his scientific convictions. He remains a hero and inspiration to scientists and all those who respect science. Color illus. 350 pages. Prometheus. S&S. Pub. at $28.00. $7.95

4616012 PHILO OF ALEXANDRIA: Intellectual Biography. By Maren R. Niehoff. This concise biography examines Philo’s steady growth as a philosopher. Niehoff presents the first biography of Philo, arguing that his trip to Rome in 38 CE was a turning point in his life. 323 pages. Yale. Pub. at $38.00. $9.95

4799043 THE SOUL OF GENIUS: Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, and The Meeting That Changed the Course of Science. By Jeffrey Oren. In this prismatic look at the meeting of Marie Curie and Albert Einstein, Oren examines how these brilliant scientists, one who pushed boundaries and demanded equality in a man’s world, no matter the cost, and the other who was destined to become synonymous with it, embraced the spirit of exploration, decency, and advocate for the welfare of Native Americans. Well illus., most in color. 442 pages. Princeton. 10/12/14. Pub. at $75.00. $39.95

4810910 RACING THE CLOCK: Running Across a Lifetime. By Bernd Heinrich. A biologist turns his gaze on himself, using his long-distance running to illustrate the shifts in his body over time. Heinrich offers fascinating and surprising conclusions, all while bringing the reader along on his compelling journey to what he says will be his final race—fifty kilometers at age eighty. 208 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99. $21.95

3903247 ESCAPE FROM EARTH: A Secret History of the Space Rocket. By Fraser MacDonald. Drawing on an astonishing array of untapped sources, including the personal papers of the great men behind early rockets, MacDonald tells the inspiring true story of Frank Malina’s achievements despite the political fear that’s kept him hidden away. From his discussion of the Leakeys’ important scientific contributions with interesting asides about their personal lives, Photos. 183 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $17.00. $14.95
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**Maritime History**

**LIGHTHOUSES: Maine to Florida.** By David Biggy. The East Coast of the U.S. is rich in maritime history, including a wide array of beautiful lighthouses that mark areas laden with dangerous shoals, shallow points, and rocky bluffs. This tour provides the first-hand look at these lighthouses, structures and tells the stories of what makes them unique. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages.

Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $34.99  $11.95

**TWILIGHT ON THE LIGHTHOUSES.** By Jim Gibbs. Presents dramatic vintage and full-color images of seaward sentinels all along the stony Pacific coastline. In the remote British Columbia, with a fascinating detailed discussion of their history. 152 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95  $9.95

**PACIFIC SQUARE-RIGGERS, REVISED: Pictorial History of the Great Northwest Whalers.** By Thaddeus Kosciuszko, a photographer of the two doomed ships and a daring search and rescue operation that shines a light on the elite Coast Guard sailors trained for the most dangerous missions. A story of men in peril, the international brotherhood of mariners, and the breathtaking power of nature. 274 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

**EARLY SHIPS AND SEAFARING: Water Transport Beyond Europe.** By Sean Scott. A detailed account of McGraw’s study of European Water Transport, published in 2014, is extended to Egypt, Arabia, India, Southeast Asia, China, Australia, Oceania on lines of the American colonies. It is a picture of ancient boat-building and seafaring that is accurate and comprehensive. Illus. 220 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  $9.95

**LIGHTHOUSE VIEWS: The United States.** By Capt. Richard Metz. Metz a Great Lakes captain for 20 years, experienced wild weather, close calls, near misses, and events that can only be described as unimaginable. The book has incredible stories of the sea. If you’re a history buff, a Great Lakes enthusiast, a shipwatcher, or a fan of good yarn this book is collection is for you. Illus., most in color. 200 pages. Adventure Publications. Pub. at $24.95  $9.95

**CHESAPEAKE BAY LOG CANES AND BUGEYES.** By M.V. Breinling. For generations, vessels built on the Chesapeake have been famous among seafaring people of Europe and America. The Chesapeake Bay log canoe (dugout canoe) was the most truly indigenous of them all. The Chesapeake Bay Portraits development of the American aboriginal dugout canoe. Well illus. 171 pages. Tidewater. 8½x11½. Pub. at $35.95  $11.95

**Voyages from the Past: A History of Passengers at Sea.** By Simon Wills. From the days of sail to jet age, this history of maritime commerce and travel, the history of British sea travel from a passenger’s point of view. This engaging collection of stories illustrates the excitement, frustrations, and dangers of sea travel for our forebears. 16 pages of illus. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  $7.95

**Ships: The History and Specifications of 300 World-Famous Ships.** By Chris Bishop. Features 300 mercantile and military ships from ancient times to the present, presented in color with a written introduction and service history; and featuring full specifications for each ship. 320 pages. Amber Books. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

**Pirates Then and Now.** By K. Campbell & M. Fleetman. Hoist the Jolly Roger and climb aboard for an in-depth look at the life of a buccaneer. These once-legendary pirates are brought to life with their specific eyewitness accounts. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Centerline. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

**Ships and Men of the Great Lakes.** By Dwight Boyer. Stories of dreary travel and unbridled stupidity are intermingled with unsurpassed acts of heroism. A story that describes the misadventures of vessels and the men who sailed them. A collection which spans more than a century of Great Lakes history. 164 pages of photos. 206 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.95  $19.95

**The Tsarina’s Lost Treasure: Catherine the Great, a Golden Age Masterpiece, and a Legendary Shipwreck.** By C. E. Freeman & M. Vorone. Masterfully recounts the fascinating tale of the Wowa Maria, a ship meant to deliver a dozen Dutch masterpiece paintings to Catherine the Great. This account of her loss and discovery weaves in the rise and fall of the artist whose priceless painting was the jewel of the wreck. 16 pages of photos in color. 366 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95

**The Last Boys of Montauk: The True Story of the Wind Blown, Four Men Who Vanished at Sea, and the Survivors They Left Behind.** By Amanda M. Fairbanks. In March of 1984, the commercial fishing boat Wind Blown left Montauk Harbor on what should have been a routine offshore voyage. After a week at sea, the weather suddenly turned, and the four-man crew found themselves in the grip of their lives. Tragically, it was a fight they lost: neither the boat nor the bodies of the men were ever recovered. Illus. 313 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

**Shipwrecks of the Great Lakes.** By Dana Thomas Bowen. Collects true tales of dozens of thrilling shipwrecks and heroic rescues from Duluth to the St. Lawrence, and covering a period of over one hundred years, from the old wooden immigrant steamers and the lofty-masted sailing vessels, up to the present ships of today. 32 pages of photos. 366 pages. Commercial Press. Pub. at $39.95  $17.95

**Maritime Casualties: Causes and Consequences.** By Tuuli James W. Bancroft. The author has selected great stories from the lives of more than 500 people through the portholes of these first-class shipping disasters. Using their specific eyewitness accounts he takes us through the moments leading up to the most unforgettable maritime incidents. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Freshwater. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

**Maritime History: A History of Visual Communication at Sea.** By Dana Cropsey. Takes its title from the familiar opening exchange of signals between passing ships and celebrates the long history of visual communications at sea. Knockoff the lighthouse, the lonesome mariner, and the always challenging frontier. Based on countless hours of field and archival research and packed with over six hundred photographs, this volume presents the fascinating history of the Yukon River’s steamers. 352 pages. Harbour. 11½x8½. Pub. at $49.95  $34.95

**The Klondike Gold Rush Steamers: A History of Yukon River Steam Navigation.** By Robert D. Turner. Takes us on a virtual journey down the Yukon River in the amazing steamboats, the people who built and ran them and the services they provided to a vast, lonely, sometimes treacherous and always challenging frontier. Based on original steamboat logs and archival research and packed with over six hundred photographs, this volume presents the fascinating history of the Yukon River’s steamers. 352 pages. Harbour. 11½x8½. Pub. at $49.95  $34.95

**Ships of Splendor: Passenger Liners in Colour.** By Wolfgang Wirth. This study sets forth the major casualties of a century of seafaring perils and the loss and discovery weaves in the rise and fall to Catherine the Great. This account of her loss and discovery weaves in the rise and fall of the artist whose priceless painting was the jewel of the wreck. 16 pages of photos in color. 366 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95
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**Maritime History**

**2982064 HERITAGE OF THE SEA: Famous Preserved Ships Around the UK**
By Peter C. M. Smith. Lists all the major vessels, during the period from Sir Francis Drake to the 21st century, and from museum ships to exhibitions and replicas. The stories are described in detail, along with details of how they may be visited. Well illus. in color. 164 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

**4743148 CRUISE SHIPS: The Golden Decade Fleet**
By Peter C. Smith. Presents the second release in the Cruise Ships series, this volume focuses on the ships on which in at least 80,000 passengers travel on cruises each year. They are often more stylish and aesthetically pleasing than their larger-scale counterparts. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $60.00

**★ 4983948 MAINE TO CAPE HORN: The World’s First Ocean Voyage**

**★ 8977294 SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS 1637: A Reconstruction of the Most Powerful Warship of Its Day**
By John McLay. Analyzes the data and reconstructs the design and appearance of the ship with a degree of detail never attempted before. The results are presented as a follow-up of superbly drafted plans, isometric drawings and colored renderings, depicting every aspect of the design from the hull form to the minutiae of rigging and sail. Each section is accompanied by an explanatory text. 296 pages. Seafarth. 10x11¾. Pub. at $68.95

**★ 3943410 RMS MAURETANIA (1917): Queen of the Ocean. By David F. Hutchings. The Mauretania wasn’t just built for luxury, when war came the ship’s lifeboat space was easily increased from 900 to 1000 passengers. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**4656350 A SHORT HISTORY OF SEAFAREING**
By Brian Laver. From ancient Greeks to modern pirates, this compelling history tells of trade and tragedy, conquest and defeat, the search for new lands, and the lust for plunder, all as well as a host of colorful figures. Kiddleys. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**4707620 TAMING THE ATLANTIC: The History of Man’s Battle with the World’s Toughest Ocean**
By Dag Pike. Chronicles the history of attempts to cross the Atlantic Ocean’s hostile surface, from the early days of sailing to the most recent record-breaking attempts in small ultra-fast craft. In between are fascinating sagas connected to the world’s oceans, their rich maritime history, their perils, their progress and their emigration, and more. Well illus., some color. 222 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

**3878325 HMS TRINCOMALEE**
By Wyn Davies, photos by M. Mudie. Offers readers a superb illustrated and guided tour of the ship, from bow to stern, keel to masthead, and deck by deck, creating a visual impact that is unsurpassed and offering a unique understanding of the ship’s history. Well illus. 268 pages. Seafarth. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**3896188 LIGHTHOUSES OF NEW YORK STATE: A Photographic and Historic Digest of New York’s Maritime Treasures**
By Rick Tiers. Discover how the state’s rich history of maritime light is centered around 69 lighthouses, located on many of New York’s waterways. This reference details the best known lighthouses in New York, such as Montauk Point, Fire Island, and Buffalo, as well as all the rest. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**4742518 AMERICA SPREADS HER SAILS: U.S. Seawaper in the 19th Century**
By Clayton R. Barrow Jr. Fourteen writers and historians demonstrate how American-made ships moved out over Alfred Thayer Hahn’s “broad common” to extend the country’s commerce, power, political influence, and culture. Illus. 241 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $29.95

**★ 4709853 CHEAPESEAKE BAY SHIPWRECKS: Images of America. By William B. Cogar. The actual number of ships that have been known, but at least 3,000 in the bay and its tributaries have been documented—and in archives or newspapers or through underwater archeology. Using archival photographs, Cogar reveals their stories. Illus. 128 pages. Arcadia. Pub. at $9.95

**3920704 MASSACHUSETTS LIGHTHOUSES AND LIGHTSHIPS**
By Arthur P. Richmond. An indispensable addition to the lighthouse enthusiast’s library, required reading for those interested in New England maritime history, and a delight for anyone who enjoys coastal Massachusetts. This volume provides readers with images this resource gives fascinating facts about these beacons through their 200 year history. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00

**★ 4707206 LIGHTHOUSES: Past & Present**
By Arthur P. Richmond. A resource that is fully interpreted and well illustrated, with more than 300 illustrations and photographs, the book examines the role of lighthouses in the economy and culture. Illus. 241 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.99


**3878503 THE LAST STORY OF THE WILLIAM & MARY: The Courage of Captain Stinson**
By Jill Hofs. Illus. 162 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95


**2916622 DEEPER INTO THE DARKNESS**


**Aviation History**

**4710866 DE HAVILLAND COMET. The World’s First Commercial Jetliner. By Colin Higgs. Tells the full story of the de Havilland Comet, from its remarkable beginnings, through its early flight trials program, to its entry into service in 1949. Higgs also covers its military career and construction, along with details of the numerous variants produced and those that still survive today. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**3978524 90 MINUTES AT ENTEBBE**
By William Stevenson. On June 27, 1976, Air France Flight 139 was hijacked and flown to Entebbe Airport in Uganda. A week later, 100 Israeli commandos raced to Entebbe in a heart-stopping 90-minute mission, freed 103 hostages. Originally published within weeks of the event, this is a riveting account of that incredible story. Well illus. 216 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**463992 HUMANS ARE HIDING SOMEONE. What Happened to Malaysia Airlines Flight 370? By Richard Belcher. In 2014, the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, there’s still no sign of it—no debris, no bodies, no explanation. Here, three scrutinizing authors connect to the evidence and investigation into what happened, coming to a provocative and eye-opening conclusion: someone is hiding something. 16 pages of photos. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**4720369 FLIGHT 232: A Story of Divergence. By Lawrence W. Gonzalez. Chronicling the 1989 crash of United Airlines Flight 232, Gonzalez captures pilots flying a plane with no controls, flight attendants keeping calm in the face of death, and a heroic crew that saved 189 lives. Through his meticulous scientific detective work, he concludes that a flaw smaller than a grain of rice is to blame for the catastrophe. 16 pages of color photos. 415 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95
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Railroads

3811948 THE SEARCH FOR STEAM. By Joe G. Collias. With over 420 steam action photographs, this mammoth collection profiles the history of steam, filled with accounts of American railroading. 360 pages. Heinberg Books. 8½x11½. Pub. at $45.95 $14.95

4781163 ERIC BOTTOMLEY’S TRANSPORT GALLERY: A Journey Across the Canvas. By Eric Bottomley. Included are all four regions of Britain’s railway, but mostly the BR period from 1948 to the end of steam in 1968. Added to this are such scenes as the Trans-Siberian Express in Moscow, The Golder’s Express leaving Belfast and preserved islands in the U.S. Well illus. in color. 173 pages. Pen & Sword. 11x8¾. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

4780973 CHADBURY: A Town and Industrial Scrape in ‘0 Gauge. By Eric Bottomley. An illustrated tour of a model railway with notes on materials used, tips on building and building dimensions with over 100 color photographs and a detailed track plan. 156 pages. $9.95

4784111 SEVENTY YEARS OF RAILWAY PHOTOGRAPHY: Seven Decades Behind the Lens. By Colin Boocock. Displays more than 300 of Boocock’s favorite images that illustrate the many different aspects of railway photography. Useful appendices add insight into the photographer’s experience of camera technologies and photographic techniques. 255 pages. Pen & Sword. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

3699854 VINTAGE & MODERN DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES: Prime Movers of America. By Stanley W. Trinecke. A trackside goldmine of color and diesel locomotives from the middle of the 20th century to today. More than 250 color photographs ride the rails, showing prime movers of power hard at work, parked in roundhouses, and beautifully restored on railroad scenes. 160 pages. Voyager. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95

4784219 STEAM IN SCOTLAND: A Portrait of the 1950s and 1960s. By Kevin McCloskey. There is a small table containing some principal dimensions and paragraphs of text, covering an introduction, renumbering, key changes in the development of the class and information on withdrawal. Well illus. 396 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $70.00 $14.95

4783735 AN INTRODUCTION TO GREAT WESTERN LOCOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENT. By Jim Champ. Beginning with a series of short essays covering general trends in design development, the main body of the volume covers the classes there is a small table containing some principal dimensions and paragraphs of text, covering an introduction, renumbering, key changes in the development of the class and information on withdrawal. Well illus. 396 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $70.00 $14.95

4831500 SMOKY MOUNTAIN RAILWAYS. By Jacob Morgan & Bob Plot. The Great Smokey Mountains is a real unapproachable place with no major highways or railroads until well after the Civil War. The railroad brought commerce and tourism, and rail bulbs continue to come to Bryson City to experience travel by steam train on the Great Smoky Mountain Railroad. Its history is filled with tragedy, heroism, blood, sweat, nitroglycerin and humor. Photos. 206 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $19.95

4784278 TYPE 5 HEAVY FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES. By David Cable. This lavishly illustrated album portrays the four types of locomotives introduced in Denmark with the new freight trains on the British Rail system. Cable shows examples of all four classes working a variety of duties at a wide range of locations. 240 pages. Pen & Sword. $25.95

4780949 BRITISH TYPE 3 DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES: Classes 33, 35, and Updated 31. By David Cable. The distinctive photography illustrate the many duties and color schemes of the classes in a variety of locations using largely Cable’s extensive collection. 222 pages. Pen & Sword. $29.95

4830350 RAILWAYS IN THE NORTH AMERICAN LANDSCAPE. By Mike Danneman. Windswept vistas, scoured canyons, and glorious scenes of snow and ice. Shown is the North American landscape in all its breathtaking glory, cleaved by the continent’s powerful locomotives and captured in a series of stunning original photography. Fully illus. in color. Amherst. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $23.95

4877108 RAILROADS OF COLORADO. By Mike Danneman. Many of Colorado’s railways have succumbed to disappearing trackage, becoming trackless trails among the mountainsides. But on many routes, the railroads of the state have flourished and provide necessary transportation that still has today as popular tourist stops. The author provides a stunning visual tour of these amazing railroad. Amherst. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

47879962 RAILROADS OF MONTANA. By Mike Danneman. Over 3,000 miles of track crisscross Montana in “Big Sky country”, climbing magnificent mountain passes and sweeping across the great prairies that prevail in the eastern portion of the territory. Packed with color photos, this guide makes the railroads of Montana a visual gem. Amherst. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3850714 RAILWAY JOURNEYS IN ART, VOL. 9: Rails Across America. By John R. Hurd. People are taken on a wonderful railway journey using artistic railroad posters. Commercial posters have played a significant role in the development of railroads in the United States. With posters from the 1860s to the present from all the main railroad companies, the journey sweep across the nation in information like no other. The poster collection is described and illustrated in this fascinating resource. 160 pages. Silver Link. Pub. at $60.00 $29.95

4831403 NORTHERN CENTRAL RAILWAY: Images of Rail. By Robert L. Williams. The Northern Central Railway (NCR) was a Class 1 railroad that connected Baltimore City, Maryland, to Sunbury, Pennsylvania. In 1861, the Pennsylvania Railroad acquired controlling interest in the railway. This book is a growth of photographs that captured the railway during the Civil War that it had to be guarded by the Union forces. The southern end of the line is used by MTA-Baltimore Light Rail system. Fully illus. 160 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $19.95

4780930 BRITISH RAILWAYS IN TRANSITION: The Corporate Blue and Grey Period 1964-1997. By Jim Blake. This well illustrated volume not only looks at locomotives and trains, but also the overall railway scene of these years of great change since the 1960s. 155 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

4805240 THE STEAM ENGINES OF WORLD WAR II in COLOR. Silver Link Editions. By Philip Horton. By the late 1930s a second war in Europe appeared inevitable and both Germany and Great Britain started to build up their railways by increasing the number of locomotives, but these, built using the minimum amount of materials and labor, is described and illustrated in this fascinating resource. 160 pages. Silver Link. Pub. at $60.00 $29.95

3974901 HISTORY OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILWAY. By K.L. Bryant Jr. & F.W. Frailey. This is the first comprehensive history of the iconic Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, its operation from 1859 to its termination in 1996. This volume discusses the construction and operation of the railway, the strategies of its leaders, the locomotives it ran and the family service. Illus. 411 pages. Bison. Pub. at $49.95 $39.95

4831381 NORTHERN SOUTHERN IN HAMPTON ROADS: Images of America. By Elizabeth Owlely Cooper. Norfolk Southern Railway Company’s history in the Hampton Roads region began in the mid-19th century when a young civil engineer named William Mahone designed an innovative 12-mile long roadbed through the Great Island Chain that later became New Bridge. Trees were felled and laid side by side at right angles beneath the swamp’s surface, forming a road, with the roadbed built on logs. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

4785183 BURIED DREAMS: The Hoosac Tunnel and the Demise of the Railroad Age. By Andrew R. Black. The Hoosac Tunnel was a nineteenth-century marvel, 4.75 miles long, it took nearly twenty-five years to build an empire across the Southwest clear to the fl amboyant locomotives at Cr ewe, to the flamboyant engineers. The book tells the story of America’s reckoning with the perils of impractical idealism, the limits of technology to bend nature to its will, and grand endeavors imperiled by humility. 24 pages of illus. 230 pages. LaSUP Pub at $34.95 $27.95

2908433 AMERICAN STEAM LOCOMOTIVES: Design and Development, 1880-1960. By William L. Worthin. For nearly half of the nation’s history, the railroad was the outstanding symbol for progress and power. This account is a thorough and engaging history of the invention that changed America. The book begins in New England and travel west. It ends with the baseball cards of locomotives and tells the story of America’s reckoning with the perils of impractical idealism, the limits of technology to bend nature to its will, and grand endeavors imperiled by humility. 24 pages of illus. 230 pages. LaSUP Pub at $34.95 $27.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/861
A well-respected AMC/Jeep Chrysler authority, this is everything Sydney Herbert Allard achieved in motor sport and with many fresh details and angles in the remarkable story of update of an established story, but a comprehensive new view Cole. Forensically researched yet easy to read, this is not just an * of a very special 1983 Porsche 911 SC Targa Sport. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. ACC Art Books. 11x13. Includes a remarkable gallery of Rolls-Royce cars, from early...
Tractors

**387544 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CLASSIC JOHN DEERE TRACTORS: The First 100 Years**
By Don Macmillan. This volume takes you through dozens of John Deere tractors, beginning with John Froelich’s 1892 gas engine model that evolved into the legendary Waterloo Boy and ending with the game-changing New Generation and Generation II lines. An essential edition to the library of any Deere fan. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

**298536 THE MYSTIC OF OLD TRACTORS**
By Ian M. Johnston. This is essential reading for anyone with a passion for classic tractors. The author invites you to become acquainted with the nostalgic farm machines, gauges, and exhaust smoke, and to experience the wonderful world of old tractors. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. New Holland. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**299280 THE COMBINE HARVESTER**
By Jonathan Whittam. Tells the complete story of one of the most significant agricultural inventions of all time—the combine harvester. Starting with the early straw walkers and rotary models, Whittam charts the chronological evolution of these complex machines which soon became indispensable to the cereal farmer. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**467526 HOW TO RESTORE FARMALL TRACTORS: Motorbooks Workshop**
By Robert W. Prripps. Through concise, engaging text, fantastic photography, and exhaustive performance and comparison spec charts, this dazzling volume preserves the story of the legendary Farmall machine. The result is both the ultimate reference and a handsome tribute to history’s most popular farm tractors. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Motorbooks. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $24.95

**393924 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF FARMALL TRACTORS: Every Model Ever Made**
By Robert W. Prripps. Inside you’ll find all of the landmark models from all of the marque brands, and all models are accompanied by specification boxes, performance data, and more. With over 400 tractors this is sure to be a valued addition to your shelf. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Motorbooks. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.99

**473764 THE TRACTOR PLoughING MANUAL, SECOND EDITION**
By Brian Bell. This comprehensive and authoritative official handbook is updated and includes the current rules for international match ploughing, the scoring system and ploughing organisations throughout the world. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Old Pond. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**465789 THE FIELD GUIDE TO CLASSIC FARM TRACTORS**
By Robert N. Prripps. Inside you’ll find all of the landmark models from all of the marque brands, and all models are accompanied by specification boxes, performance data, and more. With over 400 tractors this is sure to be a valued addition to your shelf. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Motorbooks. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**371593 FARMALL CLASSIC FILMS: The Fifties.**
Wide-screen. See rare footage of tractors, combines, deere, trucks, etc. Some are restored to working condition and are driven by the fields. A wonderful glimpse back to the tractors and construction machinery of the 1950s that have become American icons. 68 minutes. TM Books & Video. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**371616 JOHN DEERE COUNTRY, PART 1: From Restorers Who Know What Works This is the Book for You.**
By Martin J. Prripps. Full of photos and techniques, and money-saving advice from restorers who know what works, this is the ultimate reference for keeping these classic running! 224 pages. Motorbooks. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**403645 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO JOHN DEERE COUNTRY**
By Martin J. Prripps. Inside you’ll find all of the landmark models from all of the marque brands, and more—both the best-known and more obscure machines. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Motorbooks. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**486451 LOST LANDS, FORGOTTEN REALMS: Sunken Continents, Vanished Cities, and the Kingdoms That History Misplaced**
By Bob Curran. Curran sets out to find the answers by journeying to the far-flung corners of the world and plowing through the high mountains in search of the mythical Shangri-La; Navigate the deep swamps and jungles in a quest for the Seven Cities of Gold and more! 271 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**281924 THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF ELVES & DWARFS: Avatars of Invisible Realms**
By Claudie Lecouteux. Explores the ancient, intertwined history of dwarfs and elves and reveals how both were once peoples who lived in wild regions as keepers of the secrets of nature. It also instructs the reader the true roots of these helpful and powerful fairy beings of the Middle Ages, and how their magic could be rekindled back into our world. 226 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

**486453 THE CELTIC MYTHS THAT SHAPE THE WAY WE THINK**
By Mark Williams. Williams interrogates the roots of the myths that have had the greatest cultural impact, leaving their mark on everything from the typical genre to nationalist ideology, and explores the multiple meanings they have inspired in the ages since their inception. Illus. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**377228 THE MYTHOLOGY BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained**
By George Carroll et al. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00

**373591 KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE: Stories of Camelot and the Quest for the Holy Grail**
By Robert W. Prripps. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Amber. Paper at $29.95 $19.95

### Ancient History

**4673352 ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ANCIENT GREECE**
By Sean Sheenan. Over 250 A to Z entries on the history, gods, history, temples, sports, wars and weapons of the ancient Greeks. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**4743261 GLADIATORS & BEAST HUNTS: Arena Sports of Ancient Rome**
By Christopher Epplett. A detailed survey of the main elements of gladiatorial combat and the beast hunts. Epplett gives a full treatment to both types of spectacle. Illus. in color. 196 pages. Pen & Sword. $7.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4832825 THE PICTS RE-IMAGINED**

**4673360 ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ANCIENT ROME**
By Mike Corbishley. Includes more than 220 entries on the ancient Romans and their world, thematic “lists” or categories of related entries by subject; includes quotation’s from Roman writers; and fully cross-referenced and indexed entries. Well illus. in color. 190 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**4701984 PAX ROMANA: Peace, Peace and Peace in the Roman World.**
By Adrian Goldsworthy. An examination of the rare period when ancient Rome was at peace, and a detailed exploration of nearly two centuries of Roman history that includes the stories of aggressive conquerors, failed rebellions, and unlikely alliances. Illus. 260 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**4863127 GLADIATORS: Fighting to the Death in Ancient Rome**
By M.C. Bishop. An accessible, authoritative and entertaining historical introduction to the gladiator—one of the most enduring figures of history. Illus. 160 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**480430 THE TWELVE CAESARS.**
By Suetonius. Written in 121 AD this history spans the reigns of twelve rulers, and is one of the most important periods in antiquity. Suetonius’s vivid characterizations portray the disastrous effects of absolute power; madness, obsessive fear of assassination, and a predilection for acts of sadism and sexual perversion. 266 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $9.95

**4701410 EMPIRE OF HORSES: The First Nomadic Civilization and the Making of China.**
By John Man. Based on meticulous research, both on the ancient historical record and in the field, the author traces the civilization of the Xiongnu’s (200 BC) epic story and shows how the nomadic cultures of the steppes gave birth to the greatest empires of ancient east and the threat of order the ancient world. Color photos. 307 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $16.95

**4784022 ROME, BLOOD & POLITICS: Reform, Murder and Popular Politics in the Late Republic and Augustan Age.**
By Rachel Abelson and Brian Sampson. The last century of the Roman Republic saw the consensus of the ruling elite shattered by a series of high-profile political challenges, coups and assassinations that, according to many, were not attempting to try and how they met their end, narrating the long decline of the Roman Republic into anarchy and civil war. Photos. 286 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

---

**More see more titles at erhbc.com/861**
**4844807 A SENSORY HISTORY OF ANCIENT WARFARE: Reconstructing the Physical Experience of War in the Classical World.** By Conor Whitely. How can we attempt to understand the experience of those involved in ancient battles, sieges and campaigns? This is a new perspective that reconstructs the spectrum of the experience of the participants in history. Drawing on the literary, archaeological, reconstructive and comparative evidence to understand the human experience. 16 pages of color photos. 157 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

**4857922 ROMULUS: The Legend of Rome’s Founding Father.** By Marc Hyden. Regardless of his foreboding flaws, Rome allegedly existed because of Romulus and bears promiscuously suitable as a cultural lens. As the centuries passed, the Romans never forgot their celebrated founder. Hyden relates the story that many ancient Romans believed. 284 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

**4871474 IF ROME HADN’T FALLEN: What Might Have Happened if the Western Empire Had Survived.** By Timothy Venning. Explores how the history of Europe, and indeed the world, might have been different if the Western Roman Empire had survived the crises that pulled it apart in the 4th and 5th centuries. In so doing Venning helps the reader to understand why things happened the way they did. 248 pages. Pub. at $29.95

**4871801 WAR IN ROMAN MYTH AND LEGEND.** By Paul Chrystal. Redresses the relative lack of work published on the role of war in ancient mythology. With a keen eye for mythology, the time Chrystal debunks the popular view that the Romans had little mythology of their own and idly borrowed and adapted Greek myth to suit their own ends. Illus. 231 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95

**3924546 ARROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, & KNIVES OF PREHISTORIC TIMES.** By Thomas Wilson. Delivers an in-depth, fascinating account of the tools early humans used during the Paleolithic period in Western Europe and America. Details why our ancestors developed and refined the weapons and other tools needed for survival. Illus. 267 pages. Skhy organizations. **PRICE CUT to $3.25**

**4701429 EMPIRE: A New History of the World.** By Paul Strathern. Combining breathing scope with masterful narrative control. Strathern traces connections of and sheds new light on the major civilizations of the East and the West and the ways in which they are connected. 196 pages. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**4701500 THE TRANSFORMATION OF GREEK AMULETS IN THE HELLENISTIC WORLD.** By Christopher Eppelett. Richly illustrated introduction to a fascinating, and at times paradoxical, civilization and its art and architecture. Ranging from ancient temples and aqueducts, to exquisite mosaics and jewelry, 144 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**4701501 LIFE, MYTH, AND ART IN ANCIENT WAR.** By L.J. Tratford. Portrays the ancient warrior from the combat survival guide, part time-travel guide, this lively and engaging guide will help the reader deal with the many problems and new experiences that come along with modern combat. 144 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**4701502 HOW TO SURVIVE IN ANCIENT ROME.** By L.J. Tratford. Portrays the ancient warrior from the combat survival guide, part time-travel guide, this lively and engaging guide will help the reader deal with the many problems and new experiences that come along with modern combat. 144 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**4701504 THE EDGE OF THE EMPIRE: A Journey to Britannia.** By Bronwen Riley. Illus. 250 pages. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**4713573 FOUNDATION MYTHS IN ANCIENT SOCIETIES: Dialogues and Discourses.** By Mac Sweeney. Explores origin stories from a range of classical and ancient societies, covering both a broad chronological span and a wide geographical expanse. Contributors explore reasons several different, sometimes contradictory myths might coexist or even co-evolve. Illus. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4696302 VOX POPULI: Everything You Ever Knew or Thought To Know About the Classical World but Were Afraid To Ask.** By Peter Jones. In this compelling tour of the classical works, Jones reveals how it is the power, scope and fascinating ideas that make the ancient Greeks and Romans so important and influential today. Illus. 303 pages. Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**3972542 ROME’S SICILIAN SLAVE WAR: The Revolts of Evans & Salvius.** By Natale Barca. In 136 BC, in Sicily, some four hundred slaves of Syrian origin rebelled against their masters and seized the city of Henna with much bloodshed. Barca analyzes these events in unprecedented detail, with thorough research into the surviving ancient sources. 256 pages. Pen & Sword. **PRICE CUT to $21.95**


**398682X CAESAR’S FOOTPRINTS.** By Bijan Omran. Maps & photos. 366 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95


**4721594 TOMB TREASURES OF THE LATE MIDDLE KINGDOM: The Archaeology of Female Burials.** By Wolfram Grajetzki. 254 pages. UpaP. Pub. at $17.95

**3978686 THE ROAD TO SPARTA.** By Ian Karnaaz. Photos. 296 pages. Random. Pub. at $19.95


**4658469 LIVES OF THE CAESARS.** By Suetonius. 365 pages. Penguin. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3975888 CAVEM CANEM: Animals and Roman Society.** By Iain Ferris. 32 pages of color illus. 288 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $28.95


**3880742 CROSSING THE RUBICON: Caesar’s Decision and his Fate.** By Luke Fezzi. 339 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00

**4844254 THE GREEKS IN ASIA.** By John A.N.Z. Bowne. 266 pages. American Numismatic Soc. Pub. at $120.00


**4721489 THE CURSE OF THE PHAROHS’ TOMBS: Tales of the Unexpected since the Days of Tutankhamun.** By Paul Harton. Illus. 142 pages. Pen & Sword. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**3892314 A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF ANCIENT EGYPT.** By Ann and Martin Davidson. Illus. in color. 253 pages. Pen & Sword. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

**682322X GLADIATORS: Deadly Arena Sports of Ancient Rome.** By Christopher Eppelett. Color photos. 196 pages. Pen & Sword. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**


**3890988 THE ATTACK ON TROY.** By Rodney Castleden. Illus. 165 pages. Pen & Sword. **PRICE CUT to $22.95**

**2895764 VIKING NATIONS: The Development of Medieval North Atlantic Identities.** By Dayanna Knight. Illus. 271 pages. Pen & Sword. **PRICE CUT to $39.95**

**4727954 THE TRANSFORMATION OF GREEK AMULETS IN ROMAN IMPERIAL TIMES.** By Christopher A. Faragone. 485 pages. UpaP. Pub. at $39.95
British History

465903 ZEALOTS: How a Group of Scottish Conspirators Unleashed Half a Century of War in Britain By Oliver Thomson. An innovative, controversial history of Scotland, Ireland, and England in the early modern period. Its originality lies in its use of new research in archives like the National Library of Scotland. The Author is a historian at the University of Edinburgh. 246 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

478980 QUEENS OF GEORGIAN BRITAIN. By Catherine Curzon. Peer behind the splendor and pageantry to the reality of being a queen of Georgian Britain. Witness the doomed romance, murder, and intrigue that condemned Sophia Dorothea of Celle to a gilded cage; visit the home of America's most famous revolutionary, Benedict Arnold; and follow the lonely corridors of Kew with Charlotte of Mecklenburg; and more. 16 pages of illus. 220 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

693637 KING ARTHUR: Man or Myth. By Tony Sullivan. This book is a readable, well-researched attempt to investigate all the available evidence with fresh eyes, focusing on the earliest written sources rather than the myths and legends that came later. Maps. 246 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95

* 294394 KING ARTHUR: The Making of the Legend. By Nicholas J. Higham. Drawing on his own research and a lifetime’s immersion in the subject, Higham attempts to establish whether or not King Arthur actually existed and, if he did when, and more importantly why, the legend began. Certain to arouse heated debate among those committed to defending any particular Arthur, Higham’s work is essential to understanding the origins of this legendary figure. 16 pages of color illus. 380 pages. Yale. Pub. at $32.50


4865533 THREE HUNDRED YEARS OF CHANGING FASHION. By Katrina MacPhie. 418 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95


3852172 THE TUDORS: The Crown, the Dynasty, the Golden Age. By S. Clarke & L. Collin. 160 pages. Andre Deutsch. 9x11¼. Pub. at $35.00

Central & South America & Mexico

4702670 WILD COSTA RICA: The Wildlife & Landscapes of Costa Rica. By Adrian Hepworth. Explores the natural riches of Costa Rica, providing engaging reports on the world’s two hundred stunning color photographs. This beautiful volume gives us a fascinating picture of the most biologically diverse country in the world. 176 pages. MIT Press. 9¼x12. Pub. at $36.95

4738869 SILVER, SWORD & STONE: Three Crucibles in the Latin American Story. By Marie Arana. 477 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00

3762285 WHEN MONTICELLO MET CORTES: The True Story of the Meeting That Changed History. By Matthew Restall. 256 pages of color illus. 526 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $35.00


European History

3711404 THE BORGIAS: The Hidden History. By G.J. Meyer. The truth behind one of the most notorious dynasties in history is revealed in this remarkable account. Sweeping aside the gossip, slander, and distortion that have shrouded the Borgias for centuries, Meyer reveals in this unprecedented portrait of the infamous Renaissance family and their storied milieu. Illus. in color. 476 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00


4745434 A HISTORY OF EUROPE: From Prehistory to the 21st Century. By Jeremy Black. From the classical empires of Rome and Greece through the turbulent Middle Ages, the Renaissance to the fall of the Berlin Wall, the history of Europe is a tale of continual change and extraordinary diversity. Black examines Europe’s political, economic, and cultural history from a fascinating continent. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. Arcturus. 9x11¼. Pub. at $24.99

3866823 THE POPE WHO WOULD BE KING: The Exile of Pius IX and the Emergence of Modern Europe. By David I. Kertzer. The wave of revolution that had swept through Europe in 1848 sent Pius IX into exile for 18 years. After Pius’s return, he had to overcome the Papal States, if not the papacy itself. Pius then flees into exile. This account sheds new light on the end of rule by divine right in the West and the emergence of modern Europe. Illus. 474 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00


2963441 THE RAVENMASTER: My Life with the Ravens at the Tower of London. By Christopher Skafe. Color photos. 241 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00


2830105 MRS KEPPLE: Mistress to the King. By Tom Quin. 246 pages. Biteback. Pub. at $27.95

SOLD OUT

SOCIAL SCIENCE
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European History

★ 4704746 CITY OF PLEASURE: Paris Between the Wars. By Alexandre Dumas. A lust for even the most passionate part of the bloodshed of WWI led French men and women to reject pre-war values and embrace new lifestyles. In this fascinating and uncensored, black-and-white biography of the interwar era, Dumas pulls back the bedcovers on Paris's eye-opening erotic life. 176 pages. Koren. Pub. at $37.95 $29.95


Ireland & the Celtic Peoples

★ 372722X IRISH MISCELLANY: Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Ireland. By Dermot McEvoy. Offers the answers to questions you’ve always had, or reveals aspects of Irish culture, history and modern pastimes. The perfect volume for anyone planning to visit Ireland. Illus. in color. 154 pages. Smythe. $2.95 ★ 4656636 HISTORICAL IRISH ODDBITTY: A Compendium of Extraordinary But True Tales. By Alan Foster. From the Lismore man who rode to Fermoyn in a tub pulled by a pig, a badger, two cats, a goose and a hedgehog, to the fortune discovered in a Belfast piano once owned by Duke O’Neary, and at times downright baffling stories are proof that Ireland is indeed a country packed with a unique cast of characters. Illus. 233 pages. Gill Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 ★ 4799862 CELTIC SPIRITUALITY: An Invitation to the Sacred Wisdom of the Celts. By Philip Freeman. Translated into modern English, these stories are accessible to all readers, while maintaining the beauty and richness of the original writings. This collection of sacred stories will engage and expand your glimpse into the wisdom and magic of the Celts that endures to this day. 157 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 ★ 4857757 SECRETS OF THE DRUIDS: From Indo-European Origins to Modern Practices. By Teresa Cross. Offering an authentic handbook for starting your own Celtic group led by Druids, Cross reveals the meanings and moods that inspired the Druids and Druidry; customs and traditions, reuniting the fragmented remains of long-lost Druid culture with the still-living practices of the Celtic Iath. Illus. 240 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 ★ 4667778 BREHON LAWS: The Ancient Wisdom of Ireland. By Jo Kerrigan. Thousands of years ago, Celtic Ireland was a land of tribes and warriors, but a widely welcomed, sophisticated and surprisingly enlightened legal system kept society running smoothly. The brehons were the keepers of these laws, which dealt with every aspect of life: land disputes; recompense for theft or violence; marriage and divorce processes; and the care of trees and animals. Illus. 176 pages. O'Brien Press. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95 ★ 3955422 A NEW DICTIONARY OF FAIRIES: A 21st Century Exploration of Celtic, Irish and Modern European Fairies. By Morgan Daimler. Includes in-depth entries on a variety of fairies as well as subjects related to them, such as why we picture elves with long noses and the idea of fairies being invisible comes from. 392 pages. Moon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 ★ 219.95 ★ 4815610 THE IRISH ASSASSINS: Conspiracy, Revenge, and the Phoenix Park Murders That Stunned Victorian England. By Julie Kenner. In a story that spans Donegal, Dublin, London, Paris, New York, Cannes and Cape Town, Kavanagh traces the crucial events that came before and after the Phoenix Park Murders. She brings us intimately into this fascinating story that shaped Irish politics and engulfs an empire. 16 pages of illus. 473 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $28.00 ★ 4997347 THE SEVEN: The Lives and Legacies of the Founding Fathers of Ireland. By Ruth Dudley Edwards. Brilliant, thought-provoking and captivatingly told, this narrative challenges us to judge the actions of Ireland’s founding fathers and to determine what their legacy has really been. Illus. 400 pages. OneWorld. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95 ★ 4757378 THE IRISH DIASPORA: Tales of Emigration, Exile and Imperialism. By Turtle Bunbury. Explores the lives of those Irish men and women, great and otherwise, whose story is a mixture of freedom, faith, flight, fortune, riches and adventure, or purely for survival—have left their mark on the world. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $21.95
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**397913X ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG NATURALIST: The Zoo Quest Expeditions.** By David Attenborough. In 1954, Attenborough traveled the world finding rare and elusive animals for the London Zoo’s decades while filming the expedition for the BBC. This is the story of those travels, written with his trademark wit and charm. 16 pages of photos. 393 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00.

**472295X THE ADVENTURER’S SON: A Memoir.** By Roman Dial. A legendary explorer’s acclaimed account of his two-year quest to unravel the mystery of his son’s disappearance on the remote island of Santa Cruz. In part a detective story set in the most beautiful yet dangerous reaches of the planet, it’s a quest to understand the truth about those we love the most. 355 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.95.

**4702794 THE IMPOSSIBLE FIRST: From Fire to Ice–Crossing Antarctica Alone.** By Colin O’Brady. Follow O’Brady as he journeys across 932 miles on some of the most extreme environments on earth to be the first to cross Antarctica alone, without support and completely human powered. From Mount Everest to Antarctica, this account reveals how anyone can reject limits, overcome immense obstacles, and discover what matters most. 16 pages of color photos. 279 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

**4809752 THE IMPOSSIBLE FIRST: From Fire to Ice–Crossing Antarctica Alone.** By Colin O’Brady. Follow O’Brady as he journeys across 932 miles on some of the most extreme environments on earth to be the first to cross Antarctica alone, without support and completely human powered. From Mount Everest to Antarctica, this account reveals how anyone can reject limits, overcome immense obstacles, and discover what matters most. 16 pages of color photos. 279 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

**4829646 ICY GRAVEWAYS: Exploration and Death in the Antarctic.** By Stephen Haddelsey. Ever since Captain cook sailed into the Great Southern Ocean in 1773, mankind has sought to push back the boundaries of Antarctic exploration. Here are the tales of famous and lesser-known explorers who have fallen in what Sir Ernest Shackleton called the White Hell of the south. 285 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**4783204 WINGED BULL: The Extraordinary Life of Henry Layard, the Adventurer Who Discovered the Lost City of Nineveh.** By Jeff Peskin. A story of one of the most archeological discoveries ever, uncovering the ruins of Nineveh in 1845, as well as the lost Assyrian capital of Ashur. It’s thanks to his secret efforts that many of the great relics were saved from destruction. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 222 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $29.95.

**4891178 YELLOWSTONE RANGER.** By Jerry Merriam. Merriam’s distinguished career in the National Park Service spanned four decades, five national parks, and the two mining towns of Mammoth and Gardiner, in Yellowstone, the park he loved and never left. In his long awaited memoir, he takes readers behind the scenes to learn firsthand what it’s like to be a ranger. 367 pages. Riverband. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95.

**4744047 THE PACIFIC ALONE: The Untold Story of Kayaking’s Boldest Voyage.** By Dave Shively. In the summer of 1987 Ed Gillet achieved what no person has accomplished before or since, a solo crossing from California to Hawaii by kayak. Gillet, at the age of thirty-six and an accomplished paddler, paddled his way by sextant and always knew his position within a few miles. Shively brings Gillet’s remarkable gripping narrative. Color photos. 166 pages. Feral. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

**4816730 THE SUNSET ROUTE: Freight Trains, Forgiveness, and Freedom on the Rails in the American West.** By Carrot Quinn. A powerful and brazenly honest adventure memoir set in the unseen corners of the United States. Quinns describes his remarkable protagonist who has witnessed more tragedy than she thought she could ever endure and who must learn to heal her own heart. Ultimately it’s a meditation on the natural world and on a spiritual anchor, and how forgiveness can set us free. 304 pages. Dial. Pub. at $27.00.

**3997878 NALA’S WORLD: One Man, His Rescue Cat, and a Bike Ride Around the Globe.** By Dean Nicholson. When Nicholson was only 28, he cycled around the world, he wanted to learn as much as he could about our troubled planet. What he didn’t count on was the lessons he’d learn from his unlikely companion, Nala. For Dean and Nala, their 12,000-kilometer friendship is proof that every great adventure needs a great companion. 16 pages of color photos. 261 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00.

**4765575 BLOOD AND TREASURE: Daniel Boone and the Fight for America’s First Frontier.** By B. Drury & T. Clavin. This fast-paced and fiery narrative, fueled by contemporary diaries and journals, newspaper reports, and eyewitness accounts, is a stirring chronicle of the conflict over America’s “First Frontier,” that places the reader at the center of this remarkable epoch and its gripping tales of courage and sacrifice. 16 pages of photos. 383 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99.

**4863322 MOOCHING MOOSE & MUMBLING MEN.** By Joe Back. Born in 1899, Back took up work as a cowboy, guide and packer after WWI, and later spent four years at the Art Institute of Chicago which changed his life. Although he went back to packing and guiding in the wilderness, he also embraced modernity, discovering that trends is an important resource for anyone who seeks to better understand the world around them. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

**4793679 GLOBALOGRAPHY: Our Interconnected World Revealed in 50 Maps.** By Chris Fitch. Explore how cities are expanding beyond the reach of their nations, uncover the ways businesses and consumers are bordering on the most unlikely of places, and discover how modern phenomena such as messenger apps and sharing platforms are changing our social interactions, but how we are interconnected. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. White Lion. 10x11x1/4. Pub. at $35.00.

**479159X THE STATE OF THE WORLD ATLAS, TENTH EDITION.** By Dan Smith. Fascinating, troubling, and surprising, this statistically meticulous presentation of global trends is an important resource for anyone who seeks to better understand the world around them. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00.

**4763475 THE TIMES ATLAS OF THE WORLD, EIGHTH EDITION.** Filled with pocket-sized atlas features 117 pages of up to date mapping of the world’s political boundaries; and over 20,000 index entries. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Times Books. Pub. at $16.95.

**3965296 CHRISTIANITY: A Historical Atlas.** Ed. by Alec Ryrie. Traces the history of the religion beginning with the world of Jesus Christ, from the consolidation of the first Christian empire–Constantine’s Rome–to the early missions that thrived in Ireland, Ethiopia, and other regions of the Roman periphery. Christianity’s importance is clear, its influence far reaching, dynamic and adaptable. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Belknap. 8½x11x1/2. Pub. at $35.00.

**4717761 SHE CAUSED A RIOT.** By Hannah Jewell. An empow- ering, no holds barred look into the epic adventures and daring deeds of one hundred years of inspi-ring women missing from your world history book. 300 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

**4830233 WISCONSIN WOMEN IN THE WAR BETWEEN THE STATES.** By Ethel Alice Hum. Originally published in 1911, this volume documents the many ways women through-out Wisconsin served their county during the Civil War. Hum’s groundbreaking edition reveals an important turning point in the changing role of women in American society. 190 pages. Wisconsin Historical Soc. Pub. at $22.95

**4735398 QUEST HOUSE FOR YOUNG WIDOWS: Among the Women of ISIS.** By Azadeh Moaveni. A gripping account based on years of immersive reporting, of thirteen women as they joined, endured, and in some cases, escaped life in the Islamic state. 338 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**4735494 RISE OF THE ROCKET GIRLS: The Women Who Propelled Us, from Missles to the Moon to Mars.** By Nathalia Holt. Based on extensive research and interviews with the living mothers of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) team, the author tells the stories of the women who charted a course not only for the future of space exploration but also for the prospects of female scientists. Photos, some in color. 384 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $27.00

**4717039 BIG SISTER, LITTLE SISTER, RED SISTER: Three Women at the Heart of Twentieth-Century China.** By Jung Chang. A gripping story of love, war, intrigue, bravery, glamour and scandal. It is the story of three China sisters: from Canton to New York, from AOL: quarters in Japan and Berlin to secret meeting rooms in Moscow, and from the compounds of the Communist elite in Beijing to the corridors of power in democratic Taiwan. 24 pages of photos. 374 pages. Knopt. Pub. at $30.00


**4820894 NEW WOMEN IN THE OLD WEST: From Settlers to Suffragists, an Untold American Story.** By Winifred Gavris. Gallagher’s collection of research, Gallagher weaves together the striking legacy of the persistent individuals who not only created homes on the frontier but also contributed to the growth of communities in muddy mining camps, but also played a vital, unrecognized role in the women’s rights movement and forever defined the “American woman.” 386 pages of photos. 712 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00

**4791789 FIGURING.** By Maria Popova. Explores the complexities of love and the human search for truth and meaning through the inter-connected lives of several historical figures and modern-day authors. With the astrola-bes Johannes Kepler, who discovered the laws of planetary motion, and ending with the marine biologist and author Rachel Carson, who catalyzed the environmental movement.

**4719783 WOMEN OF THE WHITE HOUSE.** By Amy Russo. The position of first lady of the United States is many faceted, complex and beyond high profile. Russo’s volume explores the American history of the women established, from Mary Todd Lincoln’s work for slaves and soldiers after the Civil War to Michelle Obama’s fight for girls’ education, and much more.

**4795733 WOMEN AT THE HEART OF TWENTIETH-CENTURY CHINA.** By Jung Chang. The story of one of the longest, most dangerous, and most heroic social experiments. In this photo-rich treatment, the author tells the story of the many ways women through-out China, from exiles’ quarters in Japan and Berlin to secret meeting rooms in Moscow, and from the compounds of the Communist elite in Beijing to the corridors of power in democratic Taiwan. 24 pages of photos. 374 pages. Knopt. Pub. at $30.00

**4834901 CONNECTICUT BOOTELEG QUEEN NELLIE GREEN.** By Tony Renzoni. Known as the “Queen of the Rum Runners on the East Coast,” and a captivating life full of bootlegging adventures. She fearlessly stood up to all those who tried to stand in her way, and built an empire that would make the mafia look like small fry by men. Renzoni recounts the life and times of the legendary figure, during the Prohibition era, women’s movements and the Roaring Twenties. Photos. 203 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**4856897 SIDESADDLES AND GEYSERS: Women’s Adventures in Old Yellowstone 1874–1903.** Ed. by M. Mark Miller. This anthology of first-person accounts includes tales of high adventure, raucous humor, and glorious sights by women who toured Yellowstone Park more than a century ago. Illus. 173 pages. Twedot. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**4856715 LADY IN RED: An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reag-an.** By Sheila Tate. Depicts a nuanced portrait of the graceful yet strong woman who felt it was her mission to restore a sense of grandeur, mystique, and elegance to the presidency, showcasing the quiet roles that Mrs. Reagan played during her years in the White House, as wife, protector, host, diplomat, and advisor, among others. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 237 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**4391404 FLY GIRLS: How Five Daring Women Defied All Odds and Made Aviation History.** By Keith O’Brien. Weaves together the stories of five remarkable women: Florence Klingensmith, Ruth Elder, Amelia Earhart, Ruth Nichols, and Louise Thaden. Together, they fought for the chance to fly and race airplanes, and in 1938, one of them would triumph, beating the men. 22 photos.

**3895864 A DIARY FROM DIXIE: A Journal of the Confederacy, 1860–1865.** By Mary Boykin Chesnut. Born into Southern aristocracy, Mary Chesnut married a rising star of the southern society, and then was swept away by the Civil War. Her vivid diary recounts the social life that struggled to continue in the midst of war, as well as the lives and loves of those around her, all in 383 pages. H.M. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**3954474 EUNICE: The Kennedy Who Changed the World.** By Eileen McNamara. The story of how Eunice Kennedy Shriver cut out from her brothers’ shadows to reveal a woman ahead of her time and out of step with it. The visionary founder of Special Olympics, a devoted mother, a passionate political activist, and a woman of grit and grace whose impact on American society was longer lasting than that of any of the Kennedy men. 16 photos in color, and many in color. 383 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**3829308 THE LAST GIRL: My Story of Captivity, and My Fight Against the Islamic State.** By Nadia Murad. Nadia’s story is a testament to the Islamic State’s brutality, a survivor of rape, a refugee, a Yazidi—who forced the world to pay attention to the ongoing genocide in Iraq. It is a call to action from a human will to survive, and a love letter to a lost country, a fragile community, and a family torn apart by war. Color photos. 306 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**4717811 LADY IN RED: An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan.** By Sheila Tate. Depicts a nuanced portrait of the graceful yet strong woman who felt it was her mission to restore a sense of grandeur, mystique, and elegance to the presidency, showcasing the quiet roles that Mrs. Reagan played during her years in the White House, as wife, protector, host, diplomat, and advisor, among others. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 237 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**4743979 LADY IN RED: An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan.** By Sheila Tate. Depicts a nuanced portrait of the graceful yet strong woman who felt it was her mission to restore a sense of grandeur, mystique, and elegance to the presidency, showcasing the quiet roles that Mrs. Reagan played during her years in the White House, as wife, protector, host, diplomat, and advisor, among others. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 237 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**4717811 LADY IN RED: An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan.** By Sheila Tate. Depicts a nuanced portrait of the graceful yet strong woman who felt it was her mission to restore a sense of grandeur, mystique, and elegance to the presidency, showcasing the quiet roles that Mrs. Reagan played during her years in the White House, as wife, protector, host, diplomat, and advisor, among others. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 237 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**4717811 LADY IN RED: An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan.** By Sheila Tate. Depicts a nuanced portrait of the graceful yet strong woman who felt it was her mission to restore a sense of grandeur, mystique, and elegance to the presidency, showcasing the quiet roles that Mrs. Reagan played during her years in the White House, as wife, protector, host, diplomat, and advisor, among others. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 237 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**4717811 LADY IN RED: An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan.** By Sheila Tate. Depicts a nuanced portrait of the graceful yet strong woman who felt it was her mission to restore a sense of grandeur, mystique, and elegance to the presidency, showcasing the quiet roles that Mrs. Reagan played during her years in the White House, as wife, protector, host, diplomat, and advisor, among others. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 237 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**4717811 LADY IN RED: An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan.** By Sheila Tate. Depicts a nuanced portrait of the graceful yet strong woman who felt it was her mission to restore a sense of grandeur, mystique, and elegance to the presidency, showcasing the quiet roles that Mrs. Reagan played during her years in the White House, as wife, protector, host, diplomat, and advisor, among others. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 237 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**4717811 LADY IN RED: An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan.** By Sheila Tate. Depicts a nuanced portrait of the graceful yet strong woman who felt it was her mission to restore a sense of grandeur, mystique, and elegance to the presidency, showcasing the quiet roles that Mrs. Reagan played during her years in the White House, as wife, protector, host, diplomat, and advisor, among others. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 237 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00
**4694486** ANNE FRANK: A Illustrated Biography. By Kathleen Krull. This biography traces Anne’s early years before the Secret Annex, her complex relationship with her family, their two years in hiding, what happened after they were caught by the Nazis—and how the discovery of Anne’s diary led her father to publish it. 192 pages. Centennial. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4716701** DOROTHY DAY: Dissenting Voice of American Century. By J. Loughery & B. Randolph. The life story of the American icon Pope Francis mentioned alongside Martin Luther King, Jr., and Abraham Lincoln for her revolutionary spirit and commitment to a just sustainable future. A more political and controversial Mother Teresa, Day is a woman whose message has never been more timely and urgent. Photos. 192 pages. Ho. Pub. at $17.95.

**4758111** DEAR LIFE: A Doctors Story of Life and Loss. By Rachel Clarke. Follows how Dr. Clarke came to understand—as a child, as a doctor, as a human being—how best to help patients in the final stages of life, and what that might mean in practice. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99.

**3859339** SOME WENT WEST. By Dorothy M. Johnson. Describes the great western experience of a number of nineteenth century women of widely different situations and fates. Some were captured by Indians, some showed great dedication to their work, some were adventurous, and others proved their grit as homesteaders. 16 pages. photos. 180 pages. Unif. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

**4834293** TOOTH AND NAIL: The Making of a Female Fight Doctor. By Linda D. Dahl. Fresh out of medical school, Dahl began her surgical residency in the Bronx as a total fish out of water. Her story chronicles the years Dahl spent as an erosion threat surgeon by day and a ringside physician by night, and offers a modern examination of sexism, dislocation, the theater of boxing and a road map for how to excel in two very different worlds. 232 pages. Hoanver Square Press. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**3183810** WALLIS IN LOVE: The Untold Life of the Duchess of Windsor, the Woman Who Changed the Monarchy. By Andrew Morton. Going beyond Wallis Simpson’s infamous personas, Morton reveals a complex, domineering woman striving to determine her own fate. During her journey from a hard-nosed gold-digger to charming Wallis, the woman with the heart of characters, many who smoothed the way for her dalliance with the king of England, Edward VIII. 16 pages of photos. 386 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00.

**4758082** OLIVIA THE LIONHEART: Lost History, Spies, and One Woman’s Journey into the Heart of Africa. By Brad Ricca. In 1910, a strong-willed, free-spirited aristocrat named Olivia MacLeod was employed to be married to Boyd Alexander, one of the most famed naturalists of his time. When Boyd’s work leads him all the way to the shadow of the Second World War, yet she defied all conventions to pursue her passion: to receive a great dedication to their work, some were captured by Indians, some showed great dedication to their work, some were adventurous, and others proved their grit as homesteaders. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.00.

**3888835** EMMA HAMILTON: Seduction & Celebrity. Ed. by Quentin Coiville with K. Williams. Widely known as the temptress who ensnared the naval hero Horatio Nelson, Emma Hamilton’s (1765-1815) full life was a spectacular one. This volume rescues her remarkable story from myth and misrepresentation, revealing her as a woman who broke through the barriers of privilege to win a unique place in British history and the art world. Illus., most in color. 280 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

**4705262** MORE THAN GOLD IN CALIFORNIA: The Life and Work of Dr. Mary Bennett Ritter. Ed. by Gesta Kollath. Mary Bennett Ritter was a farmer’s daughter who in the 1880s defied all conventions to pursue her passion: to receive medical training and become a physician. Her memoir is a riveting account of her accomplishments and a revealing perspective on early 21st. 226 pages. Hoanver Square Press. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**3483147** THE Lost Life and Scandalous Death of Letitia Elizabeth Landon, the Celebrated “Female Byron.” By Lucia Miller. A triumph of research and original thinking, the biography is a riveting combination of inspired scholarship and storytelling that brilliantly summons up a lost literary sensation as it puts the poetess’s life and personal story in the context of the age that followed it, with character studies of nearly 40. 402 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

**4799429** TREACHEROUS BEAUTY: Peggy Shippen, the Woman Behind Benedict Arnold’s Plot to Betray America. By M. Jacob & C. S. Shone. One would think that no conspiracy could possibly have been more treacherous than that which brought the two men together in a treasonous plot that nearly turned George Washington into a prisoner and changed the course of the war. She was Mrs. Benedict Arnold. 350 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.00

**3968893** INGA: Kennedy’s Great Love, Hitler’s Perfect Beauty, and J. Edgar Hoover’s Prime Suspect. By Scott Ferris. She was the woman who reigned over a man who was the architect of a thousand deaths, Adolf Hitler. She was Inga: Hitler’s Perfect Beauty. Inga, also known as Eva Braun, was an unlikely muse to one of the most powerful men in the world as well as his mistress. Inga, for whom Hitler had a special affection, was the tempestuous and tempestuous muse of one of the most powerful men in the world as well as his mistress. Inga, for whom Hitler had a special affection, was the tempestuous and tempestuous muse, a woman who ushered Hitler into the darkest of days and events, and would appear in more than thirty films and be named after a road alias as Cici B. Dillme. A football play would be named after her. She would be arrested six times in one day for indecency. And she would be immortalized in the final scene of The Right Stuff. In the end she would die penniless and in debt. This is her story. 252 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**4742109** COCO CHANEL: Revolutionary Woman. Text by Chiara Pausas. A beautiful biographical treatment, with hundreds of images that portray her as bold and regal, the perfect embodiment of the timeless elegance that made her immortal. 224 pages. White Star. 9x11. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95


**3852282** GROWING UP WITH THE WILD BUNCH: The Story of Pioneer Legend Josie Bissett. By Linda Wommack. Going west in a covered wagon at the age of four, Josie, family settled in rugged Brown’s Park in the extreme northwest corner of Colorado, where she learned to ride and rope by the age of six. Married numerous times, the mother of two boys, making a living in the moonshine and possibly cattle rustling. Josie led a long and adventurous life. Here is her story. Photos. 132 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4719603** A BOOB’S LIFE: How America’s Obsession Shaped Me—and You. By Leslie LeL. This book is a celebration of discovery, challenges facing contemporary women, and analyzes how America’s obsession with the female form has affected LeL’s physical psyche of all women today. 16 pages of color photos. 346 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**4797185** THE SPHINX: The Life of Gladys Deacon-Duchess of Marlborough. By Hugo Vickers. In this enthralling biography, Vickers draws on extensive research, and adds a new perspective on the enigmatic Princess. He uncovers the true story of her life, from her doomed marriage to the 9th Duke of Marlborough to her reclusive later years. 16 pages of photos. 368 pages. Hodder. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**4708283** THE HOUSE OF YAN. By Lan Yan. The House of Yan is inseparable from the history of China over the last century. One of the most influential businesswomen of China today, Lan Yan grew up in the company of legendary leaders, including Boao Enlai, Deng Xiaoping, and other top leaders. Yan offers an intimate account of the events that shaped China. Photos. 341 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**4794976** THE BOOK OF ROSY: A Mother’s Story of Separation at the Border. By R.P. Cruz & J.S. Collazo. Tells the story of Rosy, and reveals the cruelty of the detention facilities, the excruciating pain of feeling her children ripped from her—and the binding faith that a shaved off despair—and the enduring friendship with Collazo, which helped her navigate the darkness and the bottomless Orwellian bureaucracy. 248 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.95 $10.99
A fascinating and revealing biography of one of the world’s most famous women in the world, a woman few people truly understand. 16 pages of color photos. 343 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00 PRICE CUT to $17.95

481102X MELANIA AND ME: The Rise and Fall of My Friendship with the First Lady. By Stephanie Winston Wolkoff. In this candid and emotional memoir, Wolkoff takes the reader into Trump Tower and the White House to tell the funny, thrilling, and heartbreaking story of that intimate friendship. The first Lady, with her grit and determination, built a life of power and wealth. Photos. 357 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $32.00 PRICE CUT to $21.95

3989061 MELANIA AND ME: The Rise and Fall of My Friendship with the First Lady. By Stephanie Winston Wolkoff. In this candid and emotional memoir, Wolkoff takes the reader into Trump Tower and the White House to tell the funny, thrilling, and heartbreaking story of that intimate friendship. The first Lady, with her grit and determination, built a life of power and wealth. Photos. 357 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $32.00 PRICE CUT to $21.95

481102X MELANIA AND ME: The Rise and Fall of My Friendship with the First Lady. By Stephanie Winston Wolkoff. In this candid and emotional memoir, Wolkoff takes the reader into Trump Tower and the White House to tell the funny, thrilling, and heartbreaking story of that intimate friendship. The first Lady, with her grit and determination, built a life of power and wealth. Photos. 357 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $32.00

4936271 TAKING AIM: Daring to Be Different, Happier, and Healthier in the Great Outdoors. By Bruce Nilles. Whether you’re a lifelong hunter or a city dweller who’s never set foot in the wilderness, Nilles’s story delivers an empowering message about rejecting stereotypes and expectations, because the best way to ensure people take up the outdoor adventure is to pursue what you care about more. Photos. In color. 208 pages. Convergent. Pub. at $25.00

4665457 MIGHTY JUSTICE: My Life in Civil Rights. By D.J. Roundtree & K. McCabe. This is a story of courage and perseverance by D.J. Roundtree who recounts her inspiring life story that speaks movingly and urgently to our times. From the streets of Charlotte, North Carolina, to the White House, Roundtree tells all in these pages about her role as an architect of the nation’s capital; in all these places Roundtree sought justice. Photos. 273 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT to $19.95
4776721 LIONS AND TIGERS AND HAMSTERS. By Mark Goldstein. This fascinating story reveals Goldstein’s unforgettable encounters with some of the finest, furred, and feathered creatures who share our planet and celebrates the hard work done by the tens of thousands of people who work in the world of animal welfare. 230 pages. Health Communications. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3964957 WILD BILL: The True Story of the American Frontier’s First Gunfighter. By John Clavin. Even before his death, Wild Bill became a legend, with fiction sometimes supplanting fact in the stories that surfaced, and the legend has only grown since then. In 1876, Clavin says, Hickok fished through years of western lore to bring Hickok fully to life in this rip-roaring, spellbinding true story. 16 pages. Illus. 335 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

4714563 ON THE CLOCK: What Low-Wage Work Did to Me and How It Drives America Insane. By Emily Guendelsberger. The bitingly funny, eye-opening story of a college-educated, urban professional who finds work in the automated and time-starved world of hourly labor. The author explores the lengths that half of the country will go to in order to earn a living, offering a better understanding of the pages. Life. $12.95

3863903 DAUGHTER OF GLORIAVLE: My Life in a Religious Cult. By Lilia Tarawa. In an idyllic valley in New Zealand, the Gloriate Christian Community seemed like a haven of spiritual community, but the secretive community was not what it appeared to be. This is the compelling story of Lilia Tarawa’s daring escape, her fight for freedom, and her journey to find herself. 447 pages. Paperback. $4.95

4663535 MR. AMERICA. By Mark Adams. During two feverish decades between the wars, Benarr MacLaddren did more to educate the world about the horrors of Britain’s alternative medicine, regular sexual activity, and exercise than anyone in history. Here Adams illuminates MacLaddren’s caustic, ambitious, and unconventional life. Photos. 292 pages. HarperCollins. $14.99

3989516 THE UNEXPECTED SPY: From the CIA to the FBI, My Secret Life Taking Down Some of the World’s Most Notorious Terrorists. By Tracy Walder with J.A. Blau. In this gripping memoir, full of action and drama, Walder shows what it means to prevail through the most dangerous and difficult circumstance. From California to the Middle East, Walder triumphs with integrity, into the woods. He would not have a conversation with another person for the next twenty-seven years. A rollicking story of glamorous funerals, mishaps with corpses, and true-life glimpses of celebrities at their most revealing moments. Photos. 276 pages. Craven Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


4719662 THE WAY HOME: Tales from a Life Without Technology. By Mark Boyle. In this honest and lyrical account of a remarkable life without modern technology, Boyle explores the hardships, the wins, and the joys of building a home with his bare hands, learning to make fire, collecting water from the spring, foraging and fishing. What he finds, is an elemental life, and what it means to be human at a time when the boundaries between man and machine are blurring. 268 pages. OneWorld. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

4662318 MY NAME IS TANI...AND I BELIEVE IN MIRACLES. By Tani Adewumi et al. Tells the incredible true story of sacrificing everything to become free from the bondages of all things. In life, love, and everything. In hope, and then sharing generously all they received to discover the greatest riches of all. Tani’s triumphant spirit reminds us of the power of kindness and the beauty of unity as we watch the improbable unfold. Color. photos. 207 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

4752485 NED CHRISTIE: The Creation of an Outlaw and Cherokee Hero. By Devon A. Mihesuah. Placing Christie’s story within the rich context of Cherokee governance and nineteenth-century American politics, Mihesuah shows how Christie’s story offers new insights into Cherokee political thought and, indeed, the political culture of the period. Mihesuah draws on hundreds of newspaper accounts, oral histories, court documents, and family testimonies to assemble the most accurate portrayal of Christie’s life possible. Photos. 250 pages. Oxford University Press. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/861
**4789571 LIFE INSIDE THE BUBBLE: Why a Top-Ranked Secret Service Agent Walked Away from It All.** By Dan Bongino.
The story of how Bongino quickly rose through the ranks of the NYPD before joining the Secret Service in 1999 as a special agent where he was exposed to information that was impossible to ignore. In 2006, he entered into duty with the elite Presidential Protective Division. Here he reveals the "bubble" culture in Washington, and the damage it does to the nation. 180 pages. Pegasus Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.

**3909023 THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. CONEU: How a Mysterious European Spy Helped the U.S. Win the Battle of the Babies.** By Dawn Raffle.
The spell-binding tale of a mysterious doctor who revolutionized neonatal care more than one hundred years ago and saved thousands of babies. Dr. Martin Coneney’s story is a kaleidoscopic ride through the intersection of enlightenment, pediatric care, and the wild landscape of world politics more than a century prior. Illus. 284 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.00.

**4785061 BREAKING BLUE: Real Life Stories of Cops Falsey Accused.** By Sean Sticks’s Lapin with M. Lewis.
Shares the true and often hard to believe stories of cops falsely accused and subsequently cleared of gross crimes or wrongdoing. Lapin is one of them and in this deeply personal memoir, he reflects on his own story as well as other officers who have had their careers shot down. I’ve been wrongly accused or convicted. 253 pages. Law & Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00.

**3922979 UNDER PRESSURE: Living Life and Avoiding Death on a Nuclear Submarine.** By Richard Humphreys.
What’s it like to spend three months without sunlight, sharing what little space you have with over a hundred fellow crewmates and more firepower than the bomb dropped on Hiroshima? Rember’s story is an epic David and Goliath adventure. While American teens were socializing in ice cream parlors, Siggins was suffering beatings by Nazi hooligans. She was a Jew and was soon deported along with his family to the dangerous place the world has ever known: Auschwitz. A riveting narrative of girl, cunning, luck, and the determination to live life to the fullest. 16 pages of photos. 153 pages. Insight Editions. Pub. at $26.99.

**3921146 THE NOTORIOUS LIFE OF NED BUNTLINE: A Tale of Murder, Betrayal, and the Creation of Buffalo Bill.** By Juliabricklin.
Edward Zane Carol Judson, a.k.a Ned Buntline (1821-1886), was responsible for creating a height of American realism with his tales of the Wild West. In 1910, he was on the front lines of the American West, albeit one that the masses found irresistible in the mid- to late nineteenth century. This is the story of a man whose life was a landscape littered with contradictions. 212 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $26.95.

**4810961 DINNER WITH ELEANOR.** By Helen Niemtzow Pratt.

**3877167 SPARKY: Surviving Sex Magick.** By Juliette M. Engle.
The memoir of a girl-child born into a family of intelligence operatives. In 1955 at the age of six, she was sent by her father into the Monarch MK Ultra program. To make sense of her story–a fast-paced coming of age memoir of childhood resilience and defiant success. 212 pages. Trine Day. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

**4797423 ON SUNSET: A Memoir.** By Kathryn Harrison.
True wandering Jews. Harrison’s grandparents had arrived in Los Angeles in the forties and never encouraged us all to understand that her family was beyond eccentric–they’d breached the bounds of the unconventional. In this memoir, she seeks to recover her childhood and those lives through their letters and souvenirs. 266 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.99.

**3976491 DID IT! From Yippie to Yuppie–Jerry Rubin, an American Revolutionary.** By Pat Thomas.
A true story of one of the most fascinating men in the modern world. Illus. 280 pages. Inner Black. A fascinating tour through the human skeleton and the secrets our bones reveal, full of entertaining stories that read like scenes from a brutal civil war in Yemen. With the help of a daring plan engineered on social media by a small group of interfaith activists in the West. His narrative reminds us that goodness and decency can triumph even in the darkest circumstances. Illus. 324 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99.

**4697731 IN SEARCH OF ALMIGHTY VOICE: Resistance and Reconciliation.** By Bill Waiser.
In May 1987, Almighty Voice, a member of the One Arrow Willow Cree, died violently in the Yorkton Police Station in North-West Canada. Police shot the fugitive’s hiding place. What many of the stories about him have in common is that the Willow Cree man mattered, and his story is a fascinating one. Herder.

**4766717 UNDAUNTED: My Fight Against America’s Enemies, at Home and Abroad.** By John O. Brennan.
Offers a rare and insightful look at the often-observed world of national security, the intelligence profession, and Washington’s chaotic political environment. But more than that, it is a portrait of a man striving for integrity, for himself, for the CIA, and for our country. Photos. 446 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $27.99.

**466277 WORK IN PROGRESS: Unconventional Thoughts on Designing an Extraordinary Life.** By Leanne & Steve Ford.
The Ford’s story is a guide to think about how to design a life with purpose. As they’ve discovered over the years, living creatively isn’t for the faint of heart, and it isn’t just about putting paint on walls or ideas on paper. It’s about expressing with passion our God-given gifts, and that we are beautiful works in progress. Color photos. 191 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99.

**4786717 A SERIAL KILLER’S MEMOIR.** By P hil Keith with T. Clavin.
Also a son of a former slave and an Indigenous Creek woman, Bullard lived one of the most fascinating lives ever lived. His bone was part of the Nazi regime, de Turris sheds light on the dramatic and daring plan engineered on social media by a small group of interfaith activists in the West. His narrative reminds us that goodness and decency can triumph even in the darkest circumstances. Illus. 324 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99.

**4649575 ALL BLOOD RUNS RED: The Legendary Life of Eugene Bullard–Boxer, Pilot, Soldier, Spy.** By Phil Keith with T. Clavin.
Jerry Rubin. Nearly one hundred of Rubin’s select quotes about putting paint on walls or ideas on paper. It’s creatively isn’t for the faint of heart, and it isn’t just about expressing with passion our God-given gifts, and that we are beautiful works in progress. Color photos. 191 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99.

**3951499 JULIUS EVOLA: The Philosopher and Magician in War, 1943–1945.** By Gianfranco De Turriss.
Offering conclusive evidence that Evola was not part of the Nazi regime, de Turriss sheds light on the dramatic and daring plan engineered on social media by a small group of interfaith activists in the West. His narrative reminds us that goodness and decency can triumph even in the darkest circumstances. Illus. 324 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99.

**4662512 ALL THAT REMAINS: A Renowned Forensic Scientist on Death, Mortality, and Solving Crimes.** By Sue Black.
Part primer on the basics of identifying human remains, part frank memoir of a woman whose first paying job as a schoolgirl was to apprentice in a mortuary, and a no-nonsense but deeply human introduction to the reality of death in our lives. Illus. 352 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $18.99.

Part primer on the basics of identifying human remains, part frank memoir of a woman whose first paying job as a schoolgirl was to apprentice in a mortuary, and a no-nonsense but deeply human introduction to the reality of death in our lives. Illus. 352 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $18.99.
**Businessmen & Entrepreneurs**

3890866 CONDE NAST: The Man and His Empire, By Susan Ronald. Nast's life and career was as high-profile and glamorous as his magazines, and alongside his editors, he built the first-ever international magazine empire, introducing European modern art, style, and fashion to an American audience. Here Ronald reveals the life of an extraordinary American success story. 16 pages of illus., in color. St. Martin's. Pub. at $52.50. **$6.95**

4826531 CONDE NAST: The Man and His Empire, By Susan Ronald. Nast's life and career was as high-profile and glamorous as his magazines, and alongside his editors, he built the first-ever international magazine empire, introducing European modern art, style, and fashion to an American audience. Here Ronald reveals the life of an extraordinary American success story. 16 pages of illus., in color. St. Martin's. Pub. at $32.50. **$6.95**

3939367 FOR THE GOOD OF THE GAME, By Bud Selig & P. Rogers. At once a baseball story, a business saga, and a memoir, this narrative chronicles Selig's life in the stands, takes fans inside locker rooms and boardrooms, and offers an intimate, fascinating look at the complex business process involved in transforming an American institution. 16 pages of photos, mostly in color. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

3973017 ZIEGFELD AND HIS FOLLIES: A Biography of a Broadway Producer, By Cynthia & Sara Blondheim. Provides a lively and well-rounded account of the famed producer as a father, a husband, a son, a friend, a lover, a successful businessman, and a devoted employer. This meticulously researched biography presents an intimate and in-depth portrait of a figure who profoundly influenced American entertainment. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**397958X THE GROWING SEASON: How I Built a New Life And Saved an American Farm, By Sarah Frey. 251 pages, Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**


4729937 AMERICAN ENTREPRENEUR: The Fascinating Stories of the People Who Defined Business in the United States, By L. Schwellenb & L.P. Doli. Presents the epic story of America's entrepreneurs and the economy they created. The authors weave together historical analysis and economic theory with the inspiring human story of the entrepreneurs who came from all walks of life to pursue their visions of success business. 535 pages. AMACOM. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$7.95**

**4855577 THE COMPANY I KEEP: My Life in Beauty, By Leonard Lauder. In this captivating, personal account, Lauder delivers a raw and thrilling account of Brown's remarkable life and a must-read for sports fans and students of the black freedom struggle. 320 pages. Blue Anchor. Pub. at $27.00. **$5.95**

3899349 SHULA: The Coach of the NFL's Greatest Generation, By Mark Ribowsky. Tracing Shula's singular rise from his blue-collar origins to his glory days in the Miami heat, Ribowsky reveals a man of spirit and charisma who took great risks to reach for extraordinary success, and who never lost sight of a simple creed: "All I've done is roll up my sleeves, figure out what to do, and start doing it." Photos. 378 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $28.95. **$6.95**

4776216 THE DIMAGGIOs: Three Brothers, Their Passion for Baseball, Their Pursuit of the American Dream, By Tom Clavin. The untold story of the greatest careers in baseball, by Johnnie, Joe, Dom, and Vince DiMaggio—and the great American game, that would consume their lives. Clavin reveals how three kids from an immigrant city from the Bronx were able to make the upper echelons of American sports and pop culture. Photos, 320 pages, Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

2909998 MONTANA: The Biography of Football's Joe Cool, By Keith Durman. A powerful story about a man who was defined by his intense competitiveness, and how this helped him become one of the iconic figures in football history, that is rich in anecdotal detail and compelling narrative. Durman's biography of one of the greatest players in NFL history. Photos, some color. 326 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99. **$4.95**


4825152 A WILD IDEA, By Jonathan Franklin. In 1991, Doug Tompkins abandoned his comfortable life in San Francisco and flew 6,500 miles south to a shock in Patagonia. He repelled the corporate capitalism from which he had profited for years. He became one of the primary founders of our modern conservation and land protection movement. Color photos. 436 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$6.95**

2794632 RAY & JOAN: The Man Who Made the McDonald's Fortune and the Woman Who Gave It All Away, By Lisa Napoli. A quintessentially American tale of corporate intrigue and private passion. To the outside world, Ray Kroc and Joan were happy, wholesome suburbanites, but behind the facade, Joan was bedeviled by Ray's temper and dark secret. But it was this volatility in their relationship that paved the way for Joan's transformation into one of the greatest philanthropists of our time. 353 pages, Dutton. Pub. at $27.00. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**


284110X WARREN SPAHN: A Biography of the Legendary Lefty, By Lew Freedman. Tells the story of the man who became one of the greatest pitchers in baseball history. From his early days in Buffalo, through his time in the military, and all the way to the 1948 Braves, the author shares the incredible life of this pitching icon. 16 pages of photos, 330 pages. Sports $24.99. **$4.95**

3990878 ALL THE WAY: My Life in Four Quarters, By Joe Namath et al. The NFL icon who first brought show business to fame shares his life lessons on fame, fatherhood, and football. Namath opens up and exposes a life that was anything but charmed. As much about family and fame as about addiction, and fatherhood, this account reveals the man behind the icon. Photos, many in color. Brown. Pub. at $30.00. **$6.95**

395250X SMOKIN' JOE: The Life of Joe Frazier, By Mark Kram. History will remember Joe Frazier and Muhammad Ali as one for the ages, but Frazier was a much more complex figure than his rivalry with Ali would suggest. This is a portrait of a man and class in an America, and the definitive biography of a towering American figure. Photos. 376 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99. **$6.95**

3949607 BILLY MARTIN: Baseball's Flawed Mastermind, By Mark Roth. The combative, fiery, intimidating manager caricature is erased at last in this definitive biography of a true baseball genius who never backed down for the game he loved. This is an indelible portrait of a larger than life sports figure whose accomplishments in the game have been overshadowed by his . 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. HMH. **$9.95**

477695X GYPSY JEM MACE, By Jeremy Poolman. Between his first fight, in October 1855, and his last—at nearly 60 years of age—Mace was one of the greatest fighters the world has ever seen. His career was a raw and thrilling account of a man who took great risks to reach for extraordinary success, and who never lost sight of a simple creed: "All I've done is roll up my sleeves, figure out what to do, and start doing it." Photos. 378 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $28.95. **$6.95**

3911526 MY DAD, YOGI: A Memoir of Family and Baseball, By Dale Berra with M. Ribowsky. Everyone knows Yogi Berra, the American baseball icon. But no one knew him like his family did. Dale Berra chronicles his life, as well as his father's. Yogi is an incredible baseball career, and gives an intimate portrait of one of the greatest sports figures of the twentieth century. Photos. 330 pages. Morrow. **$12.95**

4654056 POP'S: The Willie Stargell Story, By Richard Peterson. Few men have ever hit a baseball as far as Willie Stargell. Fewer still have connected with their home city the way that Stargell did with Pittsburgh. In this affectionate and provocative biography, separating fact from fiction in the extraordinary life of their father. 16 pages of photos. 396 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $17.50. **$12.95**


3485362 BELICHICK: The Making of the Greatest Coach in Football, By Alan O'Connor. Bill Belichick, the infuriatingly hooded, dour face head coach of the New England Patriots, is perhaps the most fascinating figure in college and pro football. Belichick's revealing and robust portrait of a mastermind at work, readers will come to understand and see Belichick's full life in football. Photos. 492 pages. H.W.W. Pub. at $28.00. **$6.95**
4725743 PLAY BY PLAY: Calling the Wildest Games in Sports—from SEC Football to College Basketball, the Masters, and More. By Verne Lundquist with G. Brozek. With his trademark humility and his goal to make the athlete the legend, instead of the call itself, Lundquist details the plays that have captured our collective imagination for two generations, featuring an incredible cast of characters that includes names like Terry Bradshaw, Pat Summerall, John Madden, Scott Hamilton, and Tony LaDoy. 16 pages of photos. Home color. 388 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

3930963 SWEETNESS: The Enigmatic Life of Walter Payton. By Jeff Pearlman. Based on meticulous research and interviews with Payton’s family members, former teammates, and various associates, Pearlman delivers an unforgettable portrait of a man who lived his life just like he played the game: at full speed. 16 pages of photos. 480 pages. Gotham Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. $5.95

2991268 ALL THE MOVES I HAD: A Football Life. By Raymond Berry with W. Stewart. Pro football Hall of Famer, Raymond Berry brings readers inside a football culture and sports decades and features a who’s who of the NFL. Here he breaks down plays by play his historic performance in the contest that secured pro football’s popularity. With personal photographs creates an intimate look at his life, on and off the field. 16 pages of photos. 212 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95.

3785601 JEFF GORDON: His Dream, Drive & Destiny. By Joe Garber. Tells the story of Gordon’s rise to victory and, remarkable final season. Written with unprecedented access and in collaboration with Gordon, this combination of news Before heard stories and interviews with personal photographs creates an intimate portrait of a champion that fans will not want to miss. 192 pages. Jeff Gordon. 8x12”. Pub. at $39.95.

4765655 FULL COURT: The Education of a Pichelter. By D. Conie & J. Curry. During his 17 year career, Conie became a master of the mechanics and mental toughness a pitcher needs to succeed in the major leagues. A five-time All-Star and five-time World Series champion on his full 16-year career, Conie breaks down strikes and outs of his colorful life in baseball. Color photos. 387 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00.

3919382 42 FAITH: The Rest of the Jackie Robinson Story. By Ed Henry. Robinson’s status as a baseball icon and civil rights hero has already inspired millions. But this fresh look at his legacy brings to light how an unshakable trust in God served as the foundation of his life and career, and how it all goes back to growing up on a farm and how his failures, and how Berra’s humility and grace redefined what it truly means to be a star. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 288 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

4871373 WINNING IN REVERSE. By Bill Lester with J. Ingram. The amazing and dramatic story of Bill Lester, one of the most well-known NASCAR drivers in history and a pioneer whose determination and spirit has paved the way for a new generation of racers. 16 pages of color photos. 278 pages. Motorbooks. $5.95.

4776844 LOU GehrIG: The Lost Memoir. By Alan D. Gaff. Lou comes alive in his inspiring memoir. It is a heartfelt tale about a shy kid from New York who, against all odds, became the “Iron Horse”. One of the greatest pitchers of all time. Gehrig’s poignant account is followed by an insightful biographical essay by historian Alan D. Gaff. 16 pages of photos. 228 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $12.95

4722804 I’LL PITCH FOREVER. By Larry (Satchel) Paige as told to D. Lipman. The pitcher’s personality fills the pages of this classic baseball memoir. The man who threw fire shots and burned his own finger, just like his “Midnight Creeper” or his “Four-Day Rider” fastballs, blowing past the reader with every turned page. Photos. 295 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

4859348 CROSSING THE LINE. By Karem Rosser. This is the story of bonds, brotherhood, family loyalty, the transformative connection between man and horse, and overcoming impossible odds. Born and raised in West Philadelphia, Rosser thought he and his siblings would always be stuck in their community of violence and poverty. Rosser's passion for the sport of polo with determination and discipline, 287 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95. $8.95

4747976 YOGA: A Life Behind the Mask. By Jon Pessah. Drawing on more than one hundred interviews and four years of reporting, Pessah delivers a transformative portrait of how Berra handled his hard earned success, on and off the field, as well as his failures and the grace required when truly means to be a star. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 566 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.


4758797 NEVER SETTLE: Sports, Family, and the American Soul. By Marty Smith. The funny but true story of how Smith got to where he is, and how sports can bring us together, and how it all goes back to growing up on a farm and playing high school ball in Pearisburg, Virginia. Color photos. 253 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00.

4745490 THE CAPTAIN & ME: On and Off the Field with Thurman Munson. By R. Blomerger & D. Epstein. Now, over 40 years after Munson’s shocking death in a plane crash at age 32, Blomerger reflects and opens up to Epstein about the beloved Yankees captain and his extraordinary memoir that reaches far beyond baseball. 284 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.00. $21.95

4797094 MIND AND MATTER: A Life in Math and Football. By J. Urschel & L. Thomas. Weaving together two separate narratives, Urschel relives for us the most pivotal moments of his bifurcated life. He explains why after Penn State was sanctioned for the acts of former coach Jerry Sandusky, he refused to play football. He reveals how each challenge has brought him closer to understanding how mind and body are always working together. 238 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.00.

3937313 RACING TO THE FINISH: My Story. By Dale Earnhardt Jr. with R. McGee. In this candid reflection, Earnhardt opens up about his frustration with slow recoveries from injuries, his admiration for the women who stood by him through it all, and his determination to share his own experience so that others don’t have to suffer in silence. Color photos. 204 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95


6746284 SNAKE: The Legendary Life of Ken Stabler. By Mike Freeman. Presents the first biography of one of the most talented and infamous players in the history of the NFL. Pro football’s first bad boy, the Oakland Raiders quarterback is revealed as a hard-living, off-the-field persona, 70’s sports superstar, and icon of encephalopathy awareness. Photos. 251 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $27.99. Precut to $4.95.

3969849 OUT OF BOUNDS. By Jim Brown with S. Delsohn. In this outspoken and fearless autobiography, Brown, arguably the greatest football player to ever play the game, tells his story in the same way he played the game: full throttle, pick no punches, and don’t dare a drop. 248 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

3877229 JOE LOUIS: The Rise and Fall of the Bottom Feeder. By Thomas Myler. Joe Lewis was one of boxing’s all-time greats. In his prime, he was beaten only once, his other two losses were at the end of his career. In this book, Myler delves into this tumultuous life and career. Here he tells the amazing and dramatic story of a boxing icon. Photos. 350 pages. Pitch. Pub. at $32.95. Precut to $21.95.

3979938 JACK DEMPSLEY AND THE ROARING TWENTIES: The Life and Times of a Boxing Legend. Dempsley packed more drama into his career than almost any other boxer in history. A one time hobo and saloon fighter, he came up the hard way and rose to fame and fortune. Myler had the benefit of interviewing Dempsey in his retirement years, and he draws on their exchanges to give you the full story of Jack’s life and times. Photos. 320 pages. Pitch. Pub. at $32.95. $28.95
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Memoirs

★ 3902110 THE HAIRBRUSH AND THE SHOE: A True Ghost Story. By Jeanne O. Simpson. A hairbrush vanished. The shoe played. A bed moved out from the wall. But when a workman was pushed and hissed at by something invisible on the stairs, Stansor began to take the idea of a ghost seriously. This is the story of her attempt to find out if a ghost is living in her family’s 150 year old townhouse–and who that ghost might be. 2 pages. SparkPress. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

★ 3975387 SACRED DUTY: A Soldier’s Tour at Arlington National Cemetery. By Tom Cotton. Recalling his time at Arlington, Cotton gives an extraordinary journey behind the scenes of the National Cemetery, and offers an intimate and moving portrait of "The Old Guard," the revered U.S. Army unit whose mission is to honor our country’s fallen heroes on the most hallowed ground in America. 16 pages of color photos. 301 pages. Morrow Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

★ 4755387 WILD LIFE: Dispatches from a Childhood of Baboons and Button-Downs. By Keena Roberts. A funny, tender, fish out of water memoir about coming of age across national and cultural divides. By turns heartbreakingly and hilarious, it is ultimately the story of a brave and sensitive girl desperately trying to figure out if there’s any place she truly belongs. Photos. 290 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95


★ 3987518 ONE-WOMAN FARM. By Jenna Woginrich. In this month-by-month chronicle spanning three years, sows, trials, epiphanies, and blessings she discovers during a year spent farming on her own land, finding deep fulfillment in the practical tasks and timeless rituals of the agricultural life. Drawings. 208 pages. Storey. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

★ 3895938 THE VILLAGE HORSE DOCTOR: West of the Pecos. By Ben K. Green. A veteran in the far Southwest for much of his life, Green retired to ranch in Texas until his death in 1974. In his memoir he takes us back to the deep Southwest and the never a dull moment years he spent as a practicing horse doctor along the borders and in the backroads of California Grande. Illus. 304 pages. UNEP Paperback. $15.95

★ 4813650FOUCAL IN CALIFORNIA. By Simeon Wade. Part search for social consciousness, part bacchanal, this account chronicles a young man’s burgeoning friendship with Michel Foucault, one of the 20th century’s greatest thinkers. 131 pages. Heyday. Pub. at $22.00. $4.95

★ 479270X WORLD WILD WET: Encounters in the Animal Kingdom. By Evan Antin. Equal parts memoir, travelogue, and animal odyssey, this unforgettable exploration of the world we all call home and a love letter to the creatures we share it with. Color photos. 238 pages. Holt. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

★ 2889899 FLAT BROKE WITH TWO GOATS: A Memoir. By Jennifer McGaha. When McGaha discovered that she and her husband owed back taxes–a lot of back taxes–her world was turned upside down. Desperate to save money, they foreclosed on their beloved suburban home and move their family to a 100 year old cabin in northern California. What starts as just a cliché effort to eke out a living becomes a year of survival. Photos. 365 pages. UNEP Paperback. $19.95

★ 4895472 NEVER ENOUGH: A Navy SEAL Commander on Living a Life of Exceptional Agility, Mastery, and Meaning. By Mike Hayes. Helps readers apply high-stakes lessons about excellence, agility and meaning across their personal and professional lives. Hayes has always strived to be better, to contribute more and to live a meaningful and meaningful life. Photo. 12 pages. UNEP Paperback. $11.95

★ 484173S LIVING IN COLOR: What’s Funny About Me. By Tommy Davidson with T. Teicholz. Davidson shares his unique story of becoming a self-made man becoming a family man and discovering what it means to be a dad. Experience the wonders and unique challenges of family life through the eyes of this good-hearted cowboy entering new frontiers as a dad and husband. Photos. 212 pages. Waterbrook. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95

★ 4808227 ADVENTURES IN THE SCREEN TRADE: A Personal View of Hollywood by A. B. Stoney. A top-ranked horse trainer's memoir is as entertaining as many of the films he has helped to create. 418 pages. Abacus. Paperbound. $12.95

★ 4807272 SEX/LIFE: 44 Chapters About Men, by BB Easton. A laugh out loud funny and brutally honest look at female sexuality, as told through the razor-sharp lens of the domesticated bad girl. No one and nothing is off-limits as BB revisits the tattooed and testosterone-laden friends who led her to finally find true love with a straights, drop-dead gorgeous accountant. 316 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

★ 4658336 THE GOOD STRIPPER: A Story of Lies, Loss and Ladypans. By Marcia Warhaft. An eye-popping journey in which Warhaft reveals the punishing circumstances and self-destructive behaviors that shaped her early adulthood, including a life-ruining robbery, the loss of her beloved brother, eating disorders, and sexual misadventures with a manipulative husband. Above all it’s the story of how one woman finally became the leader she knew she had been. 183 pages. Simon & Schuster House. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95

★ 4701283 BARRY SONNENFELD, CALL YOUR MOTHER. Told in his unmistakable voice, this is a laugh out loud memoir about coming of age in the 1960’s. A story takes the reader on a journey that is equal parts thrill ride, joy ride, and cautionary tale—all told with the humor of a true creative genius. Photos. 346 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $29.00. $6.95

★ 4826779 THE BOOK OF EATING: Adventures in Professional Gluttony. By Adam Platt. A hilarious and irreverent memoir of a globe-trotting life lived meal to meal by one of our most respected food critics. Platt’s story is also the culinary coming of age of a voracious eater and his eventual ascension to become a “professional glutton.” Photos. 268 pages. W. W. Norton. Pub. at $17.95. $8.95

★ 385938X TWELVE YEARS IN THE SADDLE WITH THE TEXAS RANGERS. By W. J. Sullivan. The fascinating memoir of a man born in Winston County, Mississippi, in 1854, who married his own way about his time as a sergeant of the Texas Rangers between the years of 1889 and 1901. Photos. 231 pages. UNEP Paperback. $16.95

★ 4858664 BODY LEAPING BACKWARDS: Memoir of a Deformal Girlhood. By Maureen Stanton. The 1970’s brought the upheaval of America, the lines between good and bad blurred. Stanton watches her parents depart, and her new-singe mother descends to shoplifting and grand larceny to support the family. Stanton slips into delinquency while being addicted to angle dust. This is a story of a self-destructive girl-hood, of a town and nation overwhelming in a time of change. 218 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

★ 4527554 MY FATHER LEFT ME IRELAND: An American Son’s Search for Home. By Michael Brendan Doughty. In this deeply felt memoir, Doughty has blended his family’s story to share a fascinating meditation on the meaning of identity. American. 223 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

★ 4808166 WE ARE ALL SHIPWRECKS: A Memoir. By Kelly Grey Carlisle. The story of a mother who, through her daughter, and the complicated past that belongs to them both. This is Kelly’s story of redemption from tragedy, told with a tenderness toward her family that makes it as much about preserving the stories of others as it is about breaking free. 304 pages. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/861
4625509 WOMEN I’VE UNDRESSED. By Orry-Kelly. Orry-Kelly created magic on screen, from Casablanca and The Maltese Falcon to Some Like It Hot. He won three Oscars for costume design, and dressed all the biggest stars, from Betty Davis to Marilyn Monroe. His books reveal a wildly talented and cheeky rascal who lived a big life, on and off the set. Well illustrated, some in color. 426 pages. Allen & Unwin. $11.95

6956050 DRINKING FROM THE TRASH: A Memoir. By Mary Carlson. A suburban Chicago girl, Carlson didn’t plan to become a veterinarian, let alone the caretaker of many cats, two horses, a dog, and a half dozen chickens. Yet that’s what she fell into back in the days of the Alaskan Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

4758900 QUEEN OF THE RISING SUN. By Natty Pat. In this charming memoir, Natty Pat describes her years as a pub landlady, where she cut a distinctive figure with her famous red beehive. She also reveals why she and Charlie finally moved to Essex, and what it felt like to travel with the stars of The Only Way Is Essex in her seventies. Photos, some in color. 302 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperbound. $5.95


Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

4791565 ALL THE WRONG MOVES: A Memoir About Chess, Love, and Ruining Everything. By Saeed Jones. Jones is one of the most important young voices in American poetry today. His first book was reprinted twelve times before it even hit the shelves. Now comes his latest offering, a memoir about his life as a young black gay man that is at once intimate and universal. Photos.

S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

4829500 BEING LOLITA: A Memoir. By Alison Wood. Wood finds solace in her writing and in a young, charismatic English teacher, Mr. North. He gives her a copy of Lolita to read, which ends up sparking a forbidden romance. As his hold on her tightens, Wood is forced to evaluate how much of their story is actually a disturbing fiction. This coming of age memoir shows how a young woman must rewrite her own narrative. 294 pages. Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

4750535 BEING LOLITA: A Memoir. By Alison Wood. A stunning coming of age memoir that shines a bright light on our perceptions of consent, vulnerability, and power. This is the story of what happens when a young woman realizes her entire narrative must be rewritten—and then takes back the pen to rewrite it. 294 pages. Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

4817162 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Helen Fremont. The author writes with wit and candor about growing up in a household held together by a powerful glue: secrets. In a family devoted to hiding the truth, Fremont learns that the truth is one thing that can set you free. This is a powerful contribution to the memoir shelf. 336 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00

4847342 THE FARMER’S SON: Calving Season on a Family Farm. By John Connell. The story of a boy’s formative years on a small dairy farm in County Longford, with his father, and with the animals he tends, and above all with his father. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


4839110 ROCKAWAY: Surfing Heading into a New Life. By Diane Cardwell. The inspirational story of one woman reawakening her passion for advertising accounts, Rockaway Beach. Cardwell left her high-octane life in the city and ended up in Rockaway Beach. There she learned how to surf and to find balance in life, both in and out of the ocean. 257 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00

4656103 MALICE IN WONDERLAND: My Adventures in the World of Cecil Beaton. By the witty, perceptive diaries kept by Cecil Beaton’s authorized biographer during his many fascinating encounters with celebrities, Marilyn Monroe—leading characters through his research for the real Cecil Beaton. Fascinating portrait of a now-disappeared world which vividly and sensitively portrays characters as well as places. 16 pages of photos and 344 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

4833538 TRAVEL LIGHT, MOVE FAST. By Alexandra Fuller. Fullier is a self-exiled black sheep woman who moved to Africa to live the Rhodesian Bush war lifestyle. A story of adventure, building a banana farmer in Kenya, playing on a gravel field lined with flour because of the Alaskan Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

7053991 MY REMARKABLE JOURNEY: A Memoir. By Katherine Johnson et al. In 1965, at the age of thirty-five, Katherine Johnson became a national celebrity for her pioneering work as a mathematician on NASA’s first flights into space. In this memoir, she shares her personal journey from child prodigy in the Allegheny Mountains to Virginia to NASA human computer. Photos, some in color. $25.99


4812417 PLACES AND NAMES: On War, Revolution, and Returning. By Elliot Ackerman. immaculate prose and the story about the terrible lure of combat and a brilliant and moving account of the deepening meaning of the past two decades of strife for America, the region, and the author himself. By tracing its influence, Ackerman tells us about one of our greatest books about modern war. 232 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00

4792165 TOUCH LOVE: My Story of the Things Worth Fighting For. By Susan Rice. Rice powerfully connects the personal and the professional in her story which tells us about unflinching candor. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 331 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00


UNTITLED: A Memoir of Family, Migration, Gangs, and Revolution in the American Southwest
By Robert Lopez
Interweaves Lovato’s father's complicated history and his own with firsthand reportage on gang life, state violence, and the immigrant crisis in the United States. Lovato makes the political personal, revealing the cyclical ways in which violence operates as well as the ways hope and tenderness can rise up out of the darkness. 300 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

MIRACLE COUNTRY: A Memoir
By Kendra Atlee
After years of avoiding her troubled hometown, Atlee learned that she needed to come to terms with its past and present and had to go back home. Her memoir is a moving and unforgettable story of flight and return, emptiness and bounty, the realities of a harsh and changing climate, and the meaningful presence of home. 303 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

FINDING CHIKA: A Little Girl, DAD'S MAYBE BOOK.
By John M. Billings. He joined the U.S. Army Air Forces in July 1942. He was selected for assignment to the 885th Bombardment Squadron. The 885th was not a regular bombing unit, it specialized in flying top secret low-altitude missions at night. This is one man's story of a remarkable lifetime of flying, both in peace and in war. Photos. 128 pages. St. Martin's Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $14.95

DRIVEN: A White-Knuckled Ride to Heartbreak and Back
By Melissa Stephenson. She longed for escape, and in automobiles is where Stephenson found the promise of a future. From a lineage of secondhand family cars of the late 60's, to the Honda, to the late 70's Ford, to the VW van she now uses, she knows these cars better than she knows the people closest to her. Driven, though grief towards home, Stephenson confronts with what it means to lose a beloved sibling. 248 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

THE HOTEL ON ST. JAMES PLACE: Growing Up–
With his new wife and three children, Sharkey reflects on his own path to come to terms with his brother's terrible crimes and to find justice for the Orphanage run by Albert and his wife. This story is a celebration of a girl, her adoptive guardians and the incredible bond they formed. Photos. 243 pages. Sphere. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

THE GLASS CASTLE
By Jeannette Walls. A remarkable memoir about siblings growing up in the shadow of their parents' mutual irresponsibility and alcoholism–which was the backdrop for a line of strange and unusual events to un-forget. 325 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

THE INNOCENT
By R. A. MacAvoy
This is a witty, candid, dramatic, and at times heartbreaking personal story capturing life in the Mines of the Coeur D'Alene. 325 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

THE OPPOSITE OF CERTAINTY: A Memoir
By Anne Glenconner. With unprecedented insight into the Royal Family, this is a witty, candid, dramatic, and at times heartbreaking personal story capturing life in a golden cage for a woman with no inheritance. Photos, some in color. 325 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

THE INNOCENT
By R. A. MacAvoy
This is a witty, candid, dramatic, and at times heartbreaking personal story capturing life in the Mines of the Coeur D'Alene. 325 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

UNFORGETTING: A M emoir of Family, Migration, Gangs, and Revolution in the American Southwest
By Robert Lopez
Interweaves Lovato’s father's complicated history and his own with firsthand reportage on gang life, state violence, and the immigrant crisis in the United States. Lovato makes the political personal, revealing the cyclical ways in which violence operates as well as the ways hope and tenderness can rise up out of the darkness. 300 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

The Incredible True Story of Past Life Reincarnation
By Allix Broman
A fascinating exploration of visions, synchronicities, reincarnation, and the connections between the spiritual and physical planes. Allix shares a powerful message of healing after death along with the profound epiphany that light needs darkness to be perceived. 24 pages of photos. 358 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

THE WILD SILencer:
A Memoir
By Raynor Winn.
Life beyond the salt path awaits and the author comes back to four wails, but the sense of home is illusive and returning to normality is proving difficult. A strong and honest story of the wild, the survival, and of lifelong love prevailing over everything. It’s a luminous account of the human spirit’s connection to nature, and how vital it is for us all. 278 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

EXPOSURE: Poisoned Water, Corporate Greed, and the Law's Failure
By Sandor Katz
Reveals how the Mark Twain Prize was conceived. McGurr pulls back the curtain for the behind the scenes look at over two decades of ceremonies, sharing his take on the Kennedy Center’s tribute to nearly two dozen legendary comedians—and gives us inside scoop on several shows that he has produced. Photos. 271 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

4851239 CONFESSIONS OF AN ANIMAL RIGHTS TERRORIST
By Karen Langworth
A searing memoir of an animal rights campaigner's effort to stop Canada's seal hunt, while handling the domestic abuse and her partner's long term illness. 341 pages. Lantern Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

4812146 ONCE MORE WE SAW STARS:
A Memoir
By Stephanie Thurlow, a Green, LARGE PRINT EDITION. A heartbreakingly, transcendent story about a father confronting the random, violent death of his young daughter and finding a way forward. Taking a back to back with raw honesty, deep emotion, and exquisite tenderness, Greene describes his journey with his wife into the darkest corridors of human experience and the triumph of a life full of joy and meaning. 351 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4865962 EXPOSURE: Poisoned Water, Corporate Greed, and One Lawyer's Twenty-Year Battle Against DuPont
By Robert Bilott with T. Shroder
The untold legal drama aboutNike and manipulation, the larger-than-life legal strategy, and one lawyer’s quest to expose the truth about this previously unknown—and still unregulated—chemical that presents one of the greatest human health crises of the twenty-first century. 386 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00 $3.95